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PREFACE 
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established jointly . 
The publication details of the thesis are Jakeman (1975) , Jakeman and 
Anderssen (1974, 1975a, b) and Anderssen and Jakeman (1974 , 1975a, b , c) . 
Often the text of these papers has been closely followed . 
Elsewhere in the thesis , unless another source is acknowledged , the 
work described is my own. 
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ABSTRACT 
Abel type integral equations of the form 
I00 k / t )k 2 ( s ) h(t) = ---- g(s)ds , t (s - t)a. 0 <a.< 1 , s ~ t ~ 0 , 
arise fre quently in stereology . This thesis mainly examines the evaluation 
of the corresponding inversion formulas 
g(t) + I cx,t 1 
(s-t/- a. 
d {h(s) }ds] &9sT 
( :'.:':) 
given non-exact empirical data . The evaluation i s stabilised by the use of 
product integration to approximate the singular integral terms , and spectral 
differentiation to determine the numerical derivatives . Extension of the 
inversion techniques to other types of problems is also considered . 
After an introductory discussion of stereology and the more specific 
equations under consideration in this thesis in Chapter 1 , Chapter 2 
demonstrates the relevance to stereology of the Abel type integral equation 
and the numerical differentiation problem. 
Chapter 3 presents methods for the numerical inversion of(*) via the 
evaluation of ( M: ). Consistency and order of convergence results are given . 
Particular attention is paid to the random spheres equation as well as to 
the reliability of the random spheres approximation . It is concluded from 
the res ults that the appro ximation i s robust for near- spher ical part icl es . 
In Chapter 4, an i nversion method is de veloped for the thin section 
equation of stereology , whi ch is a singular second kind Volterra equation 
with a convolution kernel . 
The method of e valuation of the integral terms in these inversion 
formulas can be generalise d to cope with the estimation of linear fun ctionals 
of particl e size dis tributions . At t e mp t s t o find estimators of such 
(iv) 
functionals , which are satisfactory in the sense of efficiency , consistency 
and finite variance , have previously failed. Solutions to this problem 
using the technique of product integration are presented in Chapter 5 . 
The types of integral equations for which the inversion methods of 
Chapters 3 and 4 can be applied are extended in Chapter 6 to a large class 
of convolution Volterra equations of the first and second kind . Again the 
methods are particularly applicable when the data provided are non-exact. 
Even when an inversion formula is not known analytically , it is shown that 
under general conditions there still exist inversion methods based upon 
Laplace transformations . When compared with integral equations which 
possess explicit analytic inversion formulas , the extra computational work 
is seen to essentially involve just one application of the fast Fourier 





The generalized Abel integral equation 
h(t) = It k(t,s~ g(s)ds 
o ( t-s) 
o <a< 1 , o st s T < oo 
' 
(l.l.l) 
where k(t, s) is continuous on OS s St ST and k (t, t) t O , is of 
considerable importance in many f i elds . 
Consider the particular case when k(t , s) is separable in (1 . 1 . l) and 
the range of integration is (t, 00 ) : 
f
oo k1(t)k 2(s) h(t) = ---- g (s)ds 
t (s-tf 
o < a< 1 , s ~ t ~ o . (l.1.2) 
It is these Abel type equations which occur frequently in stereology and to 
which we shall confine attention . Furthermore, when g(t)k 2(t) is 
continuous , k 2(t) t O and h(t)/k1(t) is differentiable , (1 . 1 . 2) can be 
easily shown to possess the following invers ion formulas : 
g(t) = -[1rk2(t)]-\in(a1r)[ h(s ) 1-al 
k1 (s)(s- t) s~ 
+ ( (s - t~l-a -1:, {~:(;1}as] (1 .1 . ,1 
= -[1rk2( t )]-\in(a1T) -#z/; ( 
1 !:18b ds (l.1.4) 
m;; (s-t/-a 1<1 ~s, 
In this thesis , numerical schemes for (1 .1. 2) based upon the evaluation 
of (1.1, 3) and (1.1.4), given non-exact stereological data , are mainly 
investigated . We also consider the numerical inversion of a broader class 
of problem formulations (encompassing (1 .1. 2)) for which explicit analytic 
inversion fo rmulas may not be known. These formulations are linear Volterra 
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integral equat ions with aonvolution kernel k , viz . 
Ag ( t ) = h(t) + J: k(t-s)g(s )ds t ~ 0 • (1 . 1 . 5) 
If A t O , (1 . 1 . 5) is said to be of the second kind and is of the fir·st 
kind otherwise . 
When A= l , this is the well-known renewal equation which has 
importance in the theory of stochastic processes , queuing theory and inventory 
theory . It is also of practical interest in meteorology , engineering and 
physics. The fi r st kind equation is a fundamental relation in system 
analysis . Bellman et al . (1966 ) provide f urther details and references 
regarding the applications of ( 1 . 1 . 5) . 
1.2 Stereology and Abel Type Integral Equations 
Stereology involves the estimation of three-dimens ional structure from 
observations in lower dimensions (see Moran (1972) for a broad review of the 
s ubject) . Deduction of structure of a particulate phase, for instance , may 
involve estimation of any or all of the following properties of that phase : 
shape , number , volume , size , surface area and length . When simple logic 
fails , mathematical methods based on geometric probability , statistics and 
numerical analysis are required to formulate and solve the equation relevant 
to the model used . 
For example , Santalo ( 1955) considered the case of size es timation of a 
particulate convex phase of similar shape , randomly distributed in a convex 
field . The formulations produced fall essentially into three categories 
defined by the nature of the lower-dimensional data . These data comprise : 
(a ) intersections of convex particles or flat convex particles 
on random plane sections taken through an opaque field , 
(b ) p~ojections of line segments or flat convex particles on 
random planes taken through a transparent field , 
( c ) interse ctions of convex particl es with random linear probes 
taken through an opaque field . 
As will be s een in Chapter 2 , quite often the model yields an equation 
of Abel type. The most widely known and us ed example i s the random spheres 
equation 
3 
h(y) = 'fl... [ g(x) dx 
m ( 2 2)¥ (l. 2 . 1 ) y X -y 
where 
m = I: xg(x)dx . 
However , one important exception , which is discussed in Chapt er 4, does 
ari s e . It i s the thin section equation 
Ioo s(x)dx (2a+T) c (y) = 2y 2 2 k + Ts (y ) y (x -y ) 2 x ~ y ~ O . (l. 2 . 2 ) 
This s e cond kind Volterra integral equation has wide use, part i cularly in 
transmission microscopy . 
For the stereological formulations which aris e in this t hes i s , certain 
minimum conditions are required for the equations to be valid. The conve x 
particulate phase must be homogeneously and isotropically di s trib uted . As 
well , the sample must possess ergodicity ; that is , the sample di s trib ution 
function mus t approach a limiting distribution (s ee Miles ( 1975 , pp . 217-218 ) 
for a discus sion of these three properties). One way of satis fyin g these 
conditions i s to constrain the convex particles to be randoml y di spersed and 
their centres to be located by a Poisson process of s uff i cient ly low 
intensity . 
1.3 General Comments on the Inversions 
The methods proposed here for the solution of the equations (1.1 . 2) , 
( l. l. 5 ) and ( l. 2. 2) are based on the evaluation of their invers ion fo rmulas . 
Whether they be analytically explicit or not, the formulas always involve 
both numerical integration and numerical differentiation for whi ch we employ 
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an appropriate quadrature rule and spectral differentiation , r espect ive ly . 
In order that s uch schemes be stable and efficient , it is first 
necessary to ensure that the quadrature rules used yield good approximations 
to the integral terms involved , Thus , special care must be taken when 
dealing with inversion formulas where a singularity occurs in the integrand . 
In this case, product integration methods have been found particularly 
suitable . The product integration technique was first applied by Young 
(1954) to integral equations and has since received cons iderable attention 
in this context by Noble (1964), Atkinson (1967), Linz (1967) , Hung (1970) , 
Weiss and Anderssen (1972), Weiss (1972b) , de Hoag and Weiss (1972 ) , 
Anderssen , de Hoag and Weiss (1973), Anderssen and Jakeman (1974), Jakeman 
and Anderssen (1974), Atkinson (1974), Anderssen and Jakeman (1975a , b ) and 
Anders s en (1975), 
With regard to this question of stability and efficiency, it is also 
necessary that the data {vk} for the spectral differentiation satisfy ( see 
Anders s en and Bloomfield (197 1!a , b)) the following conditions : 
{l,3.1) the grid {yk} on which {vk} is defined must be uniform , 
(l,3,2) {vk} must have a representation 
vk = u(yk) + Ek for all k , 
where the continuous signal u(y) and the noise have 
been generated by independent stationary stochastic process es 
with mean zero , and 
(1, 3, 3) the number of data points must be large enough so that an 
accurate spectrum analysis of {vk} can be made . 
With the application of the schemes to integral equations of stereology 
it will be shown that restriction (1. 3 , 1) can be circumvented , that pseudo-
stationarity can be achieved for (1.3,2) and that (l,3.3) i s a statistical 
necessity for an accurate solution . 
Most numerical schemes for solving (l . 1 . 2 ), ( l . 1 . 5) and (l. 2 . 2) 
previously involved the discretization of the equations at a number of 
distinct points and the subsequent application of quadrature rules to 
approximate the integral terms . Such schemes almost invariably provide for 
the case of exact data only . For example , consider the first kind Volterra 
equation 
5 
h (t ) = I: k(t , s)g(s)ds • (l. 3 . 1) 
Becuase this is an improperly posed problem , small perturbations in h may 
cause large perturbations in the solution g The effect of this in the 
numerical schemes considered by Weiss (1972a) is that for a uniform grid 
width 6 , a perturbation ohl in h results in a perturbation in g of 
ogl which is proportional to ohl/6 Thus , for non-exact data , there 
exists a dilemma in choosing 6 . It must be large enough so that 
perturbations in the solution are not excessively amplified by those in the 
data , yet small enough to keep discretization error at an acceptable leve l . 
The advantage of the methods to be proposed is that they also allow for 
the case of non- exact data . The evaluation of the inversion formulas , via 
spectral differentiation and a suitable quadrature rule, implicitly combines 
the advantages of regularisation and filtering . The regularisation 
stabilises the solution of an improperly posed problem formulation and the 
filtering separates the signal form the nois e in the non-e xact data . 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
The Abel type integral equation and the numerical differentiation 
problem are of immense importance in convex particle stereology . Because the 
solution of the former involves the latter process we do not consider the 
numerical differentiation prob l em per se in this thesis . However , we do 
demonstrate i n Chapter 2 , by reference to the work of Santalo (1955 ), the 
6 
relevance to stereology of these two formulations. Also provided , for these 
examples , are new alternative inversion formulas upon which the numerical 
method to be proposed is based . 
In Chapter 3 , methods which evaluate inversion formulas of the type 
(1.1 . 3) and (1 . 1 . 4) by product integration and spectral differentiation are 
given . The method based on (1 . 1.4) is shown to be superior for stereological 
data . Consistency and order of convergence results are found . Particular 
attention is paid to the random spheres equation (1.2.1) and a solution to 
the problem of truncated empirical data is given. As well, the reliability 
of the random spheres approximation is examined. We conclude from the 
results that the approximation is robust for near-spherical particles . 
Chapter 4 develop s an inversion method for the thin section equation 
(1.2 . 2) which is a singular second kind convolution Volterra equation 
arising in stereology. 
The solving of these equations, and consequently their inherent 
numerical difficulties , can be avoided if only certain simple linear (or 
average) particle properties of their solution are required . These structural 
properties are often defined in terms of linear functionals of the solution . 
When integral equation formulations exist, a given linear functional can be 
transformed into a linear functional of the data . Also, evaluation of 
inversion formulas for integral equations in stereology themselves usually 
involve evaluation of a linear functional. Attempts to find estimators of 
functionals , which are satisfactory in the sense of efficiency, consistency 
and finite variance, have previously failed. Solutions to this important 
problem, which depend on the use of product integration, are presented in 
C.1.ap ter 5. 
Finally , in iliapter 6, we deal with the numerical inversion of the 
convolution integral equation (1.1.5). Even when an inversion formula is not 
known analytically , it is shown that under general conditions there still 
exist inversion methods based upon Laplace transformations . When compared 
7 
with integral equations which poss ess explicit analyt ic i nversion fo r mulas , 
the extra computational work is seen to essentially involve just one 
application of the fast Fourier transform or the solving of an additional 
inte gral equation , 
8 
CHAPTER 2 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN STEREOLOGY : 
THE ABEL TYPE EQUATION AND THE NUMER ICAL DIFFERENTIATION PROBLEM 
2.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Chapter 1 , the Abel type integral equation and the 
numerical differentiation problem are quite common model formulations for 
estimating particle size distributions in convex particle stereology . Often 
knowledge of a three-dimensional particle size distribution is all that is 
needed for the practical application . The shape , for instance, of the 
probability density of particle size may provide sufficient information . 
On the other hand , it may be necessary to ascertain linear functionals 
of the particle size . In metallurgy , for example , certain physical 
properties of material s can be directly related to structural properties of 
the particulate phase embedded in the materials . On such important 
structural property is mean particle volume. Thus , if the particulate phase 
is spherical and x denotes sphere radius, then the linear functional 
is the appropriate quantity to calculate in this case . As will be shown in 
Chapter 5 , given a convex particle model formulation , linear functionals like 
Lf can be rewritten , and thence evaluated , in terms of the data as opposed 
to the solution g . 
Hence the importance of a mathematical model formulation is demonstrated . 
Since the Abel type equations define an important class which arises , the 
question of stable numerical schemes for these equations (Chapter 3) and their 
linear functionals (Chapter 5) is fundamental . 
Geometric probability is the basic tool required for model formulation . 
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Contributions to stereology in the mathematical modelling area include those 
of Wicksell (1925 , 1926) , Santalo ( 1938 , 1943, 1945 , 1948 , 1955), Miles 
(1964 , 1970 , 1971a , b , 1972a , b , 1974 , 1975) , Hilliard (19 67 , 1974), 
Nicholson (1970) , Cahn and Fullman (1956 ) , DeHoff and Rhines (1961 ) and the 
work of the Fontainebleu school (see , for example , Matheron (1974)). See 
Kendall and Moran (1963) and Moran (1972) for further r eferences . 
In this chapter , the formulations for the estimation problems considered 
by Santalo (195 5) are reviewed . It is found that in each case the equation 
reduces to either one of Abel type or a numerical differentiation problem . 
(The former , in fact , can be reduced to the latter , ) In the situations where 
an Abel equation i s given as the relevant formulation , we provide an 
alternative inversion formula to the one given originally . In every instance 
this is the one required for the numerical technique proposed subsequently 
in Chapter 3. Specific applications of the equations are listed in Jak eman 
and Anderssen (1975a ). 
2.2 Preliminaries and Notation 
For the estimations dealt with in §2 . 3 , it is assumed that t he particles 
{P } , with probab i lity size density g(x) = G' (x) , are 
X 
(2.2 . 1) convex , 
(2 . 2 . 2) similarl y shaped , and 
(2 . 2 . 3) randoml y distributed in a convex field . 
We now introduce notation for use in §2 . 3 . Let the probability 
density of the observations be z( a) = Z' (a) where a denotes e i ther area 
or length , depending on par ticle shape and the type of observation process 
implemented . Write a as the maximum over the sizes a 
n 
Also dependent 
on these two factor s, use of the notation V or L will be required : let 
V be the volume of t he particle P1 (that is , the convex particle with 
size parameter x = 1 ), S its s urface area and C its integral of mean 
10 
curvature . When these quantities are not appropriate , we use L to denote 
length of P1 • Denote by NL the average number of particles per unit 
length of linear probe , by NA the average number per unit area of plane , 
and by NV the average number per unit volume of convex field . When this 
convex field is transparent , we require its volume VF and sur face area 
s 
F 
2.3 The Santal6 Formulations for Convex Particles 
The estimation prob l ems we treat here were summarised in §1 . 2 (a) , (b) 
and (c) . Initially , let us consider the class of problems belonging to (a). 
If random plane sections are taken through a conve x field of convex particles 
{P } , then we obtain , as observational data , samples from an associated 
X 
probability density z(a) of areas of intersections . Let K(a , x) da be 
the probability that a particle P , when sectioned randomly , has an area 
X 
of i ntersection between a and a + da . It can be shown then (see 
Santalo (1955 )) that g and z are related by the first find Volterra 
integral equation 
I xK(a , x)g(x)dx 
J v'a/a 
n 
In the case of s pherical particles , 
K(a , x) = K(a!x2 , 1)/x2 
(2 . 3 . 1) 
(2 . 3 . 2) 
Denote sphere radius by x , and the probability density of circles with 
radius y by h(y) = H '(y) • Let 
C = 4TT , 
z(a) = h ( y ) /( 2ny ) 
11 
and 
which is the average sphere radius . We then obtain the random s pheres 
equation 
h(y) = ~ r ( ~ex;),, dx , (2.3.3) 
y X -y 
which has the form of the standard Weyl Abel integral transform . Note that 
it also holds when x and y denote sphere and circle diameter , 
respectively . The inversion formulas for (2 , 3 , 3) are well-known as 
g(x ) = - ~x [ ( 2 1 21¾ ¾ e~)}dy 
X y -X 
( 2 . 3 .4) 
_ - 2m d Joo h(y )dy 
- TT cix ( 2- 2-);: 
X y - X 
(2 . 3 . 5) 
For convex particles of similar shape , but of approximately spherical 
form , it has been argued by Santalo that analogous to (2 . 3 . 2) , an expression 
of the form 
(2 . 3 , 6) 
must apply , where the two moment conditions , 




aK(a , l)da = 2TIV IC , 
determine the parameters v aDd µ . For particles for which (2.3.6) 
applies , the integral equation ( 2 . 3 , 1 ) becomes the Abel type equation [ (: r-1 _g (_lx_l_an_) dx = 
a n (x-a) \J 
( 2 . 3 . 7) 
having the inversion formulas 
12 




z ' (a)da (2 . 3. 8) 
= 
z(a)da (2. 3. 9) 
We now examine the situation where the fie ld contains flat convex 
particles of variable size. Let z(a) be the associated probability 
density of chords of length a obtained when random plane s ections are 
taken through the field . Santalo shows that , if K(a , x)da is the 
pr obability that a particle P , when probed randomly, has a chord length 
X 
between a and a+ da , then 
K(a , x) = K(a/x , 1)/x 
and subsequently that 
[ xK( a , x)g(x )dx = 4NAz(a)!(LNV) • 
a/a 
n 
( 2 . 3 . 10) 





a ( 4-a 2) -¾ , 
K(a , 1) 
a < 2 
a~ 2 
BNA 
= N-- z(a ) 
v1Ta 
I nverting ( 2 .3.11) produces the equations 
g (x) = 
z(a)da 
(a2-4x2)¾ 
(2 . 3. 11) 
( 2 . 3. 12) 
(2 . 3.1 3) 
We now t urn to the class of estimation problems in category (b) . If 
the field is trans parent, then it may be possible to view projections of the 
particles on random planes . Suppose that the particles are line segments 
distributed randomly in a convex transparent field . For the projections of 
these segments , let the probability density of the projected lengths a be 
z(a) . Then the Abel type equation relating the segments in three dimensions 
and those in two (see Santalo (1955)) is given by 
[ 
g(x)dx 
( 2 2)¾ ax x -a 
8/JA 
= 4aV /lv z (a) ( 2 . 3. 14) 
for which 
g(x) ( 2 . 3. 15) 
(2 . 3.16 ) 
When the field contains flat convex particles , a projection onto a 
plane produces convex figures of area a . ' Let z(a) be their probability 
density. The relation between g and z i s given by the differential 
equation 
g(x) ( 2 . 3.17) 
The class of models (c) dealing with one-dimens ional linear probe data 
obtained from convex particles {P} is given by 
X 
2 
x K(a , x)g(x)dx = ( 2 . 3. 18) 
with K(a , x)da = K(a/x , l)da/x the probability that a random line cutting 
P determines a length between a and a T da. For the spherical case , 
X 
K(a , 1) = a/2 and ( 2 . 3.18) reduces to the diffe rentiation problem 
( . ) = _ NL d {z ( 2x)} = -4M 2 d {z ( 2x )} 
gx NTrax X Tf dx X ' 
V 
(2 . 3. 19) 
where 
14 
For particles appr oximating spherical form , Santalo s et 
K( a , x ) = (va/ x)µ/ x , ( 2 . 3. 20) 
where the two moment conditions , 




aK(a , l)da = 4V/S , 
determine v and µ . For particles for which (2 . 3. 20) applies , ( 2 . 3. 18) 
becomes 
g(x ) - - (2 . 3. 21) 
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CHAPTER 3 
NUMERICAL PROCEDURES FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIO NS OF AB EL TYPE 
3.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2 , we illustrated the generality in stereology of the Abel 
type equation and numerical differentiation formulations. Here , we propose 
numerical schemes for the inversion of the former class of problems . We do 
not pursue numerical differentiation problems for two reasons : 
( a) In certain contexts , they represent a non-optimal formulation for 
extrapolating from one- dimensional data to three- dimensional properties , and 
therefore should be avoided in such contexts . This impinges on the mor•e 
general question of optimal forms for lower-dimensional stereological daTa 
(see Jakeman and Anderssen (1975b) for a discussion) . 
(b) When (a) is not applicable, numerical differentiation methods can 
be treated as a special case of the methods to be proposed for the solution 
of the integral equations . These methods will themselves involve numeri cal 
differentiation . 
In §3 . 2 , we investigate for Abel equations the specific properties 
required in the construction of stable computational methods for their 
solution. Included among these properties are the conditions for the 
existence and uniqueness of a solution to a given Abel equation , covered in 
§3 . 2 . l , as well as the construction in §3 . 2 . 2 of inversion formulas upon 
which our numerical technique is based , However , because we are treating 
these equations in the stereological domain , the form and special properties 
of the stereological data must also be considered. This is done in §3 . 2 . 3. 
When developing numerical methods for the solution of computational 
problems of an involved and pragmatic nature, as occur for example in 
stereology , the approach should be to first classify the distinct types of 
numerical problems which arise . If available , appropriate results from 
lb 
numerical analysis can then be used to develop stable numerical proces s es 
for their solution . We apply this approach indirectly in §3 . 3 by reviewin g 
the different types of methods which have been suggested to-date for Abel 
equations both in the s tereological and the integral equat i ons l i ter ature . 
By an examination of the advantages and disadvantages of previous me thods in 
this way , we develop a rationale for constructing stable methods of s olution 
based on the use of spectral differentiation and product integration t o 
evaluate appropriate inversion formulas . 
In §3 . 4 , we briefly s urvey some relevant aspects of spectral 
differentiation of non- exact data. This is logically followe d by §3 . 5 , 
where the product integration technique used to evaluate the integr al ter ms 
in the inversion formulas for the Abel type equations is pr esented . We are 
then equipped to propose in §3 . 6 two methods of solution for Abe l integral 
equations using the random spheres equation as exemplifi cation. Theor etical 
results , s uch as the order of convergence of the better method and the 
consistency of estimates of the integral terms , are suppli ed in §3. 7 . The 
potential of these methods is illustrated in §3 . 8 by e xamining t he 
reliability of the random spheres approximation - an uns olve d prob l em i n 
stereology posed by Moran (1972) . It is a model f or ascer t ain i ng t he 
probability density of irregularly shaped convex partic les , observed in 
plane sections . We test its reliability by considering the appr oximation of 
prolate and oblate ellipsoids of varying eccentricity by equiva l ent spheres 
and comparing the res ultant random spheres equation solution with t he 
s olution of the e l lipsoidal problem using a known direct formulat ion f or 
that problem. From the examination it is concluded that the random spher es 
approximation is quite reliable f or particles which approximate s pheres . 
We now complete this section by introducing the synthetic t est data 
used to implement the numerical procedures specified in Chapter s 3 and 5 . 
For the solution of Abel type equations we confined the t ests to equation 
( l.2 . 1 ). 
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3. 1.1 The synthetic test data 
For a given constant X , we take the synthetic data as 
g(x) = (6 ! X3) x(X-x) -o ~ ~ :5:.X. ) ( 3 . 1. 1) 
The analytic solution of (1 . 2 . 1) , given g(x) in (3 . 1 .1), yields 
( 3 . 1.2) 
Af ter the integration of ( 3 . 1.2) , we di s cretize it with res pect to a random 
sample on [O , l] to form the data 
4 [ 2 ( 2 2)t ( 2 2) 3/ 2 H(yk) = 1 + (6/X ) (X/4)yk X -yk -(X/6) X -yk 
To find {yk} the inversion must be done numerically. From (3.1 . 1) , we s ee 
that m = X/2 which furni s hes for given X a check on the numeri cal r esults 
obtained f rom the procedure , given in Chapter 5 , for estimating m . In all 
the cal culations in this thesis , we have taken X = 1 . 
The data (3 . 1 . 3) were chosen because they s atisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 3. 2.2 on [O , X) and they invert to produce a simple form of 
solution. 
3.2 Basic Properties of Integral Equations of Abel Type and the 
Stereological Data 
When developing computational methods for some given mathematical 
formulation , the first step is to classify the formulation with respect to 
concepts which partition comp utational mathematics into the different areas 
for each of which a unified approach exists . Usually , s uch concepts 
coincide with the ones which partition mathematics itself in this way. This 
is initially the sit uation for the integral equation formulations which 
arise in convex particle stereology . In order to study the numeri cal 
analysis of such formulations , it is first necess ary to clas s i fy the integral 
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equation formulations with respect to the usual mathematical classification 
used . 
For the differentiation formulations, it is necessary to break away 
from a mathematical classification , however , in order to successfully treat 
the major problem posed . The form of the differentiation formulations is 
minor compared with the fact that the actual differentiation must be 
performed on non- exact data , and therefore , only methods designed to cope 
with this will yield satisfactory results (see , for example , Anderssen and 
Bloomfield (1974b ) ) . In fact , this also becomes the basi s for examining 
Abel type integral equation formulations when their numerical solution has 
been reduced to the actual evaluation of an appropriate inversion formula . 
For the two reasons given in the Introduction , we do not pursue t he 
numerical evaluation of differentiation formulations , but turn attention to 
the initial classifica tion of the integral equation formulati ons along the 
lines mentioned abo ve . 
All the integral equations of convex particle s tereology listed in 
Chapter 2 are of the same type : viz ., Volterra integral equations of the 
first kind with singular kernels K(a , x) • The special case when they 
reduce to integral equations of Abel type can be treated in a Volterra 
framework when examining their general mathematical properties (viz., 
existence , uniqueness and smoothness of solutions). It is only necessary 
to distinguish the subclass of Abel type when the actual construction of 
invers ion formulas and computational methods is examined . 
Before turning then to the problem of t he construct ion of computational 
procedures for the solution of Abel type integral equations , it is first 
necessary to derive basic properties about such equations . I n particular, 
the actual construction of computational procedures will depend heavily on 
the existence , uniqueness and smoothness properties of the solutions . For 
ins tance , standard numerical arguments fail when the solution is not unique . 
3.2.l Existence and uniqueness of solutions 
A general theory for existence , uniqueness and smoothness of the 
solutions of Vol terra integral equations of the first kind for both non-
singular and s ingular kernels can be found in Tricomi (1957), pp . 15-16, 
and Kowalewski (1930) , pp. 80- 82. The aim is to derive conditions under 
which the given Volterra equation of first k i nd can be Trans formed into a 
Volterra equation of s econd kind for which existence , uniqueness and 
smoothness results are available . Consider then the general form 
w(a) = [ k(a ,y~ v(y)dy , o <a< 1 , y ~a~ o. 
a (y - a) 
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From a practical point of view , we need only treat this equation with a 
finite upper limit on the integral , s ince the upper limit to particle s izes 
is finite , Call this limit X We are now able to modify a technique used 
by Kowalewski (1930) to derive the required results for Abel integral 
equations of the form 
X 
w(a ) = I k(a ,y~ v (y)dy 
a (y - a) 
o <a< 1 , o s as y s X < 00 , (3 . 2 . 1 ) 
where k(a , y) is continuous on Os a Sy< 00 • 
First multiply ( 3. 2 . 1 ) through by a-1 (a--x) and integrate from 
a= x to X to obtain 
I
x w(a )ea = I x {Ix k(a .y~ v(y)dy} dal 
x ( a- x) x a (y-a) (a-x) 
Using the Dirich l et formula , this becomes 
Ix w(a )da = I x {Iy k( a ,11)da }vc )di 1- a a 1-a Y Y x (a- x ) x x (y-a) (a- x) 
Now set 
L (x , y ) = Iy k(a ,y )da 
a 1-a 






1- a (a-x) 
so that (3.2 , l) can be rewritten as 
W(x) = fx L(x , y)v(y)dy . 
X 
Applying the transformation 
and hence 
a = y + t ( x-y ) , 
L(x , y) = Jl k (y+t(x- y) ,y) dt o t°'(l-t)l- a 
L(x , x) = k(x , x) fo
l _ _ d_t _ _ 
t°'O-t/-a 
= k(x , x) TT/sin(an) . 
Differentiating (3 . 2 . 2) yields 
Ix a -L(x , x)v(x) + ax L(x, y )v(y )dy = X WI (X) 
or 
Ix a -k(x , xhrv(x ) /sin(mr) + ax L(x , y)v(y)dy = Cv '(x). X 
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( 3 . 2 . 2) 
(3 . 2 . 3) 
(3.2.4) 
We note that Abel integral equations involving the Weyl integral form , 
viz . 
w(a) = JX k(a ,y) v(y)dy o <a< l, o s as y s X < 00 , 
( 2 2) a • a y -a 
can be treated s imilarly . For instance , the change of variable 
2 2 2 ( 2 2) a = y + t X -y replaces ( 3 . 2 , 3). The existence and uniqueness res ult 
for ( 3 . 2 , l) now follows from the standard theory for second kind Volterra 
integral equations . 
THEOREM 3.2.1. If 
(3 . 2 . l) k(a , a) i: 0 , a E [O , X] , X < 00 
(3 . 2 . 2 ) k (a , y ) and ak(a , y)/aa are continuous on 
O s as y s X , and 
(3 . 2. 3) W' (a ) = d IX w(y )dy E C[o XJ da 1-a • • 
a (y-a ) 
then (3.2 . 1 ) has a wzique solution v(a) E C[O , X]. 
The following more general res ult becomes clear on differentiating 
(3 . 2 . 4) m times and integrating W(m+l)(a) by parts . 
THEOREM 3.2.2. If 
( 3. 2 . 4) k(a , a) 'I' O , a E [O , X] , X < oo , 
(3 . 2. 5) k (a , y) has continuous partial derivatives up to order 
m> 0 , and am+lk(a , y)/dam+l is continuous on 
0 S a s y s X , 
(3 . 2. 6) w(a) E ~+l [ O, X] , l.J(l)(X) = 0 (l = o, 1 , 2 , ... ' m) , 
and 
W' (a) =~ IX w(yi E C[o , X] , 
aa ( ) -a a y-a 
( 3 . 2 . 7) 
then (3 . 2 . 1) has a unique solution v(a) E ~[o , X] . 
It also follows that if w(a) i s s mooth on [O , X] , then v(a) i s 
s mooth on [O , X) , but not necessarily on [O , X] . 
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We are almost in a position to examine the construction of computational 
procedures for ( 3. 2 . 1 ). Even though this equation possesses a unique 
solution under quite general conditions , it will not be possible to appeal 
to standard numerical procedures for Volterra integral equations of the 
first kind , Stereological data are sampled and observational , and therefore 
non- e xact . As well, the mathematical formulations involved are improperly 
posed ( s mall pertur bations of the data can correspond to arbitrarily large 
perturbations of the solution ). We therefore need a method whi ch controls 
both of these . One possib l e approach is the application of a filtering 
method to the data followed by the use of a regulari zation method to invert 
the appropriate form of ( 3. 2. 1 ) for the filtered data . It is not necessary 
however to limit attention to s uch a simplistic implementation of these two 
methods . The aim shoul d be to seek methods wh ich implicitly combine the 
advantages of both regularization and fil tering . 
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This can be achieved through the use of inversion formulas for (3 . 2 . 1) . 
The actual implementation of such methods will be the subject of §3 . 6 of 
this chapter , We now turn to the construction of inversion formulas for 
(3 . 2 . 1) . 
3.2.2 The construction of inversion formulas 
A number of procedures are available for the determination of such 
formulas . The us ual strategy i s to trans form ( 3. 2 . 1), for a given k(a , y) , 
to a f irst kind Volterra integral equation with a convolution kernel ; viz . 
d(t) = I: K(t-s)f(s)ds , o s s st s T . 
Laplace transforms can then be used to derive the inversion formula (see , 
for example , Sneddon (1966) , §2 . 3) 
d JS f (s ) = ds 
O 
L(s- t )d(t) dt (3 . 2 . 5 ) 
where L(t) denotes the inverse Laplace transform of [pK(p) ]- l , if it 
-
exists , with K(p) the Laplace transform of K ( t ) This can then be 
transformed back to the original variables of (3 . 2 . 1) . 
Of course , an alternative fo rm to (3 . 2 . 5) is the equation 
f(s) = L(O)d(s) T is {L(s- t) }d( t)dt ISO 
= L(s)d(O) -t J: L(s-t)d ' (t)dt . 
As mentioned i n Chapter 2 , however , where we gave specific examples of Abel 
equations occurring in stereology, the more appropriate inversion formulas 
for our purposes have the form ( 3 . 2 . 5) . 
A possibly simpler method of i nversion of equation (3 . 2 . 1) could use 
t he analysis of §3 . 2. 1 , which l ed to an inverted form (3 . 2 . 4) . The 
subsequent e valuation of the second term in this equation is all that is 
required . 
3.2.3 Properties of the stereological data 
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Extrapolation to three dimensions from lower-dimensional stereological 
data i s made via the solution of a mathematical formulation arising from a 
model of the particulate phase . These data are collected in the form of a 
(right continuous) sample cumulative frequency function. Denote this 
function by Z(a) • 
Theoretically , the sampling process yields the q = n + p + 1 size 
observations which are distinct . 
Z(a) is then given by 
z( ai) = i + p + 1 ( i = -p , -p+ 1 , . . . , - 1 , 0 , 1 , .. . , n) • 
Let us write the corresponding cumulative frequency function of the true 
particle sizes as G(x ) • 
Practically , however , the measurement process is truncated at a0 By 
this we mean that size parameters below a resolution point a0 cannot be 
measured . The unbiased estimation of G is hence blocked since 
{Z(a) I o <a< a 0 } 
is unknown. To circumvent this difficulty, the function 7f(x) is 
introduced . It is that part of G(x) which corresponds to z°(a) , the 
observed part of the sample Z(a) , where , in fact , 
z°(a.) =i+l (i=O , l , .. . , n) 
1, 
By definition , it follows that 
and also that the sample distribution Z (a) q 
Z (a) q 
-1-
= q Z( a) • 
from Z(a) 
(3. 2 .6) 
is given by 
(3.2 . 7) 
3.3 Numerical Methods for Abel Type Equations in Stereology 
Numerical methods for the solution of the Abel type equations can be 
classifi ed as follows : 
3. 3. l Finite difference methods 
We consider a general linear first kind integral equation of the form 




w(t) = k(t , s)v(s)ds (3 . 3. 1) 
a(t) 
where a and b may be functions of t ; k(t , s) is the kernel , and 
along with w( t) is known , if not analytically, then at least at the points 
of the grid t . 
'Z, 
(i = 1 , 2 , ••. , N) • The required solution is v(s) 
Finite difference schemes for solving (3 . 3. l) first involve its discretization 




{ t. } 
'Z, 
Thus , from (3 . 3. 1) , the following system of equations is 
b ( t.) 
= w(t.) = f -z, . k(t ., s)v(s)ds 
-z, a ( t .} -z, 
'Z, 
(i = 1 , 2 , . .. , N) . (3 . 3 . 2) 
For each equation in (3 . 3, 2) , an approximate linear equation is obtained 
when a quadrature rule is applied to the integral in it . In this way, ( 3 . 3. 2) 
yields a corresponding finite difference scheme for (3.3.1): 
w . ~ L a: . .k ( t . , t . ) v . ( i = l , 2 , . . . , N ) , 
'Z, j 'Z-J 'Z, J J 
where the coefficients a: .. are the weights of the particular quadrature 
'Z-J 
rule used . However , such a general scheme does not necessarily produce a 
well-behaved method . For example , using in ( l.2 . 1) the same grid for the 
ordinates g. and h . (i = 1 , 2 , •.. , N) which are the probability 
'Z, 'Z, 
densities of spheres and circles , respecti vely , with radii x. -
'Z, 
general finite difference approximation for ( 3 . 3. 1) would be the upper 
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triangular system of singular equations 
y ,. N a.,i,jgj h . 1, I (i N , N-1 , 1) = = 1, m (x}y~t ... ' j=i ( 3. 3. 3) 
Hence , when (3 . 3.1) contains a singularity , standard quadrature methods 
invariably yield poor results . In fact , the particular quadrature rule used 
should depend on the nature of the kernel . 
A useful quadrature technique for singular integrals is product 
integration. It copes with such integrals by limiting the approximation of 
the integrand to some non-singular portion . For example , in ( 3 . 3. 2), one 
possibility is to replace v(s) by an approximation p(s) s uch that the 
terms k(ti ' s )p(s) can be integrated exactly . Let the function p(s) be 
a sequence of adjacent piecewise Lagrange interpolatory polynomial 
approximations ( that is , we fit , on s uitably chosen adjacent subintervals , 
piecewise polynomials of degree N - l q over N q s uccessive points of v 
( see Anderssen and Jakeman (1975a) or §3 . 5 for details )). Then clearly the 
product approximation to the singular integrand i s integrab l e when 
k(t' S) -- (s 2-t2)-¾ , for example . It · l · l h l t ' f simp y invo vest e eva ua ion o -
moment integrals of the form 
f or k E { 0 , 1 , 2 , .•. , max ( N -1) } q q 
In the literature, extensive use is made of Wi cksell ' s (1925 ) 
transformation for (1.2.l) (see , for example , Baudhuin and Berthet (1967 ), 
Weibe l et al . (1969)). The transformation , however , can be easily extenJed 
to solve all Abel type integral equations . It is basically a product 
midpoint finite difference method for grouped data h. 
1, 
(i = l, 2 , ... , N ) 
where h. represents the fraction of circles in plane sections with diameters 
1, 
between and y . ,. • 1,+~ 
2 
Thus 
and s o from (1 . 2 . 1) , 
g(x)dx d 
( 2 2) J; y X - y 
( 
2 2 ]¾ 
X -yi-¾ g(:c)dx 
l N-l fy j +f { ( 2 2 ] ¾ ( 2 2 ] ¾} 
+ m jt y . X -yi-¾ - X -yi+¾ g( x)dx , 
J+¾ 
(3 . 3 . 4) 
on changing the order of integration . Letting the variable x in 
and ( 
2 2 ]¾ X - y . -1,-¾ ( 2 2 ]¾ X -yi+¾ , (i = 1, 2 , ... , N) , ( 3 . 3 . 5) 
be r epl aced by its midpoint value x = ¾(y ·+k+y . 3) , ( 3 . 3 . 4 ) reduces to a J 2 J+z. 
sys tem of linear algebraic equations . Although this method does overcome 
the problem of having to deal with a singularity , a better method would be 
one whi ch a llows the terms (3.3.5) to be variable i n some particular sense . 
If a quadrature rule is applied to (1.1. 2) directly , then it mus t be 
based on product integration in order to cope with the singularity and 
allow variability over each subinterval . Using trapezoidal product 
integration (the piecewise Lagrange polynomials are all linear in t his case) 
on (1 . 2.l) as an e xample , the following s ys tem fo r a data grouping with a 
variable class width i s obtained : 
{ 
N-1 
g . = {(y .+lb .. -a .. )l(y.+l-y.)r1 m h./y. - [(1-0~-,N- l) L 1, 1, 1,1, 1,1.- 1, 1, 1, 1, " j=i +l ((g . 1-g .)a . . J+ J 1.-J 
+ (y. lg .-y .g . l)b .. ) I (y ·+1-y .) J+ J J J+ 1.-J J J 




for non-exact data ( the data are noisy and grouped) , the use of this 
di r ect method l eads to error growth as the class width decreases . This can 
be more easily demonstrated if we consider equations (3, 3 . 6 ) with a uniform 
grid spacing 6. Then, using 
and 
Yj+l-yj=6 , (j=l, 2 , •.. , N- 1) , 
a .. 
1,J 
= 11 a .. , say , 
1,J 
they can be rewritten as 
g . = {(i+1)b .. -c .. r 1{m h./(i6) 1, 1,1, 1,1, 1, 
At the ith 
f actor 6-l 
N-1 
- (1-<\ N-1) r [(g. 1-g .) c . . + ( (j+l) g .-jg .+l)b . . ] 
, j=i+l J + J 1,J J J 1,J 
g. 1 (c .. - ib .. )}, ( i = N-1, N- 2 , ... , 1) . 1,+ 1,1, 1,1, 
step, therefore, the error oh. 1, in h. 1, is amplified by the 
On the other hand, the use of large class widths to control s uch error 
growth leads to an increase in discretization error . Numerical 
experimentation with uniform grid spacings has shown the me thod to be 
extremely s ensitive to the class width used, for exact sampled data , a 
s light reduction in the class width that gave reasonable results produced 
negative values near the origin. A s light increas e in class width gave 
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solutions which were grossly inaccurate . Furthermore , t he trade - off width 
to choose , in order to minimise discretization error yet to produce 
meaningful results , is difficult to determine when the solution i s unknown . 
Though potential l y viable as methods, when t he data are e xact , finite 
difference methods for (l.1,2) are unsatisfactory for non-exact data s ince 
their cons truction is based on purely mathematical considerations . For th i s 
reason, they are excluded as useful numerical methods for the s oluti on of 
the Abel type equations which arise in stereology . 
3.3.2 Successive subtraction algorithms 
In this subsection we mention a widely proposed class of a l gor i t hms 
( see Saltikov (1967)) for the inversion of planar data problems . They thus 
correspond to those Abel equations which model the i mportant situations 
where extrapolation of planar data is made to three dimensions . The 
algorithms have all been developed specifically for spheres , an d so actually 
correspond to s olving the random spheres equation, but their generalis ation 
to other particle shapes is at least possible. The inversion of planar data , 
via these algorithms , is based on the facts that, when sectioning a f i e ld of 
spheres all of radius R 
-1( 2 2)¾ (a) PR(r) = l - R R -r 
where PR(r) is the probability of finding a circle of radius 
between O and r 
(b) 
where NV and NA are the average number of centres per unit 
volume and per unit area, respectively; and 
( c ) a sectioned sphere of radius R produces profiles of radius 
less than or equal to R. 
These methods, although computationally simple (particularly that due 
to Saltikov (19 67)), employ a grouping of the data into a small number of 
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classes . Every element in a class i s thus t aken as having the s ame sphere 
radius . Obviously , s uch grouping destroys structure withi n the data (see 
Anderssen and Jakeman ( 19 74) ) and consequently affects solutions obtained 
via these methods . In Figure 3.3 . l , the results of the application of 
Saltikov ' s method to exact data are . shown . The method yie l ds results which 
are poor compared with those obtained using the method to be proposed in 
§ 3. 6 . This numerically jus tifies the conclusion that s uch methods should 
not be regarded as viable numerical methods for the solution of the random 
spheres equation . Because they are based on specific properties of spheres , 
their extension to the general Abel type equations in stereology may lead to 
f urther difficulties. 
g 
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3.3.3 Parametric methods 
Whether based on a parametrization of the true size distribution or 
that of the observations , there are disadvantages common to both these types 
of parametric methods . Firstly , the estimation of parameters often does not 
take account of errors in the lower tail of the data . Secondly , it is 
difficult to choose the class of distributions to use because the assumed 
functional fo rm must be simpl e and the number of parameters low so that 
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parameter estimation is numerically efficient . 
Choosing a low number of parameters , however , produces a model which is 
not widely applicable . For example , the logarithmiconormal probability 
density considered by DeHoff ( 1965) is shown to be only a somewhat 
reasonable global model when g(x) is a unimodal function with a skew 
toward the domain of smaller particles (see DeHoff (1965 )). Furthermore , 
the underlying parameter estimation method does not allow for truncated 
data , though it could be modified to do so . 
A reasonable fit to the data could be obtained , if a larger number of 
parameters were used , but then the computational procedure would be , at best 
arduous , and at worst impossible , and certainly no more accurate than the 
comparatively simple computational procedure proposed in this paper . In 
solving (1.2 , 1 ) and (1.2.2), Keiding et al. (1972) use a parametrization of 
the profile radius distribution based on assuming the sphere size 
distribution is a Chi distribution with a degrees of freedom and scale 
parameter b , vi z . 
[r (f) 2 (a/2 )-lba/2] -\a-le - y 2 /2b • 
They appear to have come the closest to optimizing the trade-off between 
efficiency and goodness of fit. The general computational complexity of 
their maximum likelihood estimation , though, is still exceptionally higher 
than that of the procedure to be proposed and the fit for given data is not 
as close . They also take some account of truncated data assuming that 
unrecorded small profiles are derived from spheres the res ultant contours of 
which are small due to the angle at which they are sectioned . 
In short then , most parametric models construct approximations which do 
not fit nor represent the structure in the data accurately . The comments on 
the disadvantages of the pseudo-analytic models discussed in §3 . 3 . 4 also 
apply here . 
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I . 00 
synthetic planar data h(y) , given by (3.1.2), and the corresponding fit to 
the solution g(x) = 6x(l-x) , respectively , demonstrate the ill-posed 
nature of (l . 2. 1) . That is , they demonstrate that small errors in the fit 
to the observations can yield larger errors in the calculated solution . The 
fit to h(y) is reasonable while that to the solution , which i s the e xact 
analytic solution of (l.2 . 1) for this fit , is much worse. Thus , there i s a 
need for the use of the most stable numerical methods available for solving 
(l.2 . 1) and therefore for all the Abel type equations . 
3.3.4 Methods based on inversion formulas 
Inversion formulas for the Abel type equations involve the 
differentiation of non-exact data . Hence , standard methods for their 
evaluation prove unsatisfactory. 
The application of finite di fference techniques, for ins tance , to the 
inversion formulas prove inadequate . It can be shown that s uch methods 
(see , for example , Nester and Olsen (1960)) depend unstably on the grid 
spacing. Conside r again the useful example (l.2.1) and its inversion 
formula (2.3.4). Setting a uniform grid space t , (2 . 3,4) can be written 
g(x .) = g ( i t,) 
1, 
where 
= - 2rrrib Nr,l I(j+l)t. [yh' (y )-h(y)] dy 
TI • • • " 2 ( 2 . 2" 2) ¾ J=1, Ju y y -1, u 
(i = o, 1 , ... , N) 
. ,.. N-1 f(j+l) t. ~ -2rmu L ~. dy 
TI •• J J." 2( 2 .2,..2)f J=1, Ll y y - 1, Ll 
(h. -h .) 
~- = t,j J+l J 
J t, 
h . l+h. 
J+ 
2 
J = (j-¾)h . - (j+¾)h. 
J+l J 
represents a f inite difference approximation to the term [yh'(y)-h(y)J 
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If the approximation to g(x.) is now integrated , the following quadrature 
1, 





g . = -ry;- '°' Q •. h . ( i = 0 , 1 , ... , N ) 
i, Tii.u .L . i.J J 
J =i. 
Q .• = -(i+¾)P .. , 
1, 1, 1, 1, 
Q. · = (j-f)P. · l - (j+¾)P .. (j = i +l, ... , N-1) 
1,J 1, , J - 1,J 
Q. N 
1, ' 
= (N-})Pi N-1 
' 
[ .2 .2]¾ J - 1, 
j 
If the values of {hk} are perturbed by the amount {ohk} , then the 
perturbations {ogk} in the solution are given by 
'2m N 
ogk = ~ z:: Q,,,;oh . <k = o, 1, ... , N). j=k "<) J 




i=O,l, ••• , k , 
i = k+l, .•. , N • 
(3 . 3 . 7) 
Thus , for a single perturbation 
3 
( 2k+l) 2 
(k+1) ohk • 
The amplification factor then is 0(6- 1) . Clearly , if 6 is taken too 
small , perturbations in h(y) can be amplified excessively. Yet if it is 
not taken small enough , the truncation error associated with (3 . 3 . 7) will 
be large , and hence will not be a good approximation to {g(x )} k , 
even for analytic data . 
Because of this unstable dependence on 6 , these schemes are also 
excluded from further consideration . 
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Other methods for Abel equations , based on inversion formulas, include 
the paeudo-anaZytic methods of Minerbo and Levy (1969) (the M-L method) , 
Einarsson (19 71 ), and Piessens and Verbaeten (1973) . These methods are 
based on the assumption that the solution can be represented by a finite 
number of basis functions. The M-L method approximates the data in a least 
squares sense employing a polynomial fit for which the inversion is done 
analytically . Via numerical experimentation , Minerbo and Levy (1969) 
established that , for noisy data , their method was either better or compared 
favourably with other s uggested procedures . Recently , Einarrson (1971) 
approximated the unknown function , g in our case , by a spline representation 
with unknown parameters . In this method an overdetermined system of equations 
is set up . Some result from the condition that the continuity of the spline 
approximation be satisfied exactly , while the remainder correspond to the 
condition that the fit to the solution be determined by least squares . 
Piessens and Verbaeten ( 19 73) approximated the data using Chebyshev 
polynomials for which the i nversion can be done analytically in terms of 
generalized hypergeometric functions . 
The least squares component in each of these three methods will be 
effective in controlling noise in the data , if the smooth function used is 
representative of the real structure in the data being approximated . In 
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general , there is no guarantee that this condition i s s atis f i ed, since the 
methods are based on representations with a special sense or b i as . Moreover , 
use of an inappropriate representation for the structure in t he dat a , even 
th ough the fit is quite satisfactory , can yield a very poor approximation to 
the solution . This is a ramification of the i mproperly posed nature of the 
Abel equat ion f ormulation; viz., certain types of s mall per t urbations in the 
data can yield large perturbations in the solution (s ee Ander ssen (1973) fo r 
a s pecific example , as well as the discussion of Figures 3 . 3. 2 and 3. 3 . 3 in 
§3 .3. 3 above) , For these reasons, the use of ps eudo-analy t ic methods ( just 
like parametric methods) should only be made when independent arguments 
increasing their viability in a given context exist . 
Anders sen (1973) proposes methods for Abel's equation based on the 
evaluation of the inversion formulas using product integration to evaluate 
the integrals and spectral differentiation to determine the numeri ca l 
derivatives (see Anderssen and Bloomfield (1974a, 1974b ) f or a compl ete 
discuss ion of spectral differentiation: a survey is given i n §3 . 4) . It is 
shown (see Anderssen (1973) and (1975)) that such methods consis tent l y 
yield better res ults than the pseudo-analytic methods when applied to 
synthetic data . 
The success of s uch schemes is largely due to the s t ab le nature of 
spectral differentiation . It takes the structure within the dat a , {vk} 
' 
say , into account by filtering the noise {Ek} from the s i gna l u(x ) . 
Thus, the procedure finds the derivative of u(x ) with respe ct t o t he grid 
{xk } when { vk } is given by 
vk=u(xk)+£k (k =0 ,1,2, • • • , N) . ( 3 . 3 .8) 
As mentioned in the Introduction §1.3, the only limitations on its use ar e 
conditions concerning the nature of the data . They are : 
(3. 3. 1 ) the grid {xk } must be uniform, 
(3 . 3 . 2) the data must have a representation (3.3 , 8) where the 
signal and noise have been generated by independent 
stationary stochastic processes with me an zero , and 
(3.3 . 3) the number of data points must be large enough so that 
an accurate spectral analysis of the data can be made. 
It will be shown that , for the solution of the random spheres equation , 
restriction (3 . 3. 1) can be circumvented. Though all experimental data do 
not satisfy (3 . 3. 2) , it is not unduly restrictive , since pseudo- stationarity 
for the s ignal can often be achieved through a s uitable transformation (for 
example, through the removal of a (least squares) trend fr•om the data) , and 
the "white noise" assumption for the errors is often applicable for 
experimental observations. The third limitation (3 . 3. 3) is required to 
ensure that the spectral analysis of the data does in fact resolve the 
signal-noise structure . In the present context the number of observational 
points available is maximised , if the sample cumulative frequency function is 
used rather than the sample frequency function . Thus , the grouping of 
observations is minimised as much as the measurement process allows . We 
note that (3 . 3. 3) is a natural restriction and a statistical necessity . By 
their very lack of information , small samples cannot i n general be expected 
to yield accurate solutions . For these reasons , sample cumulative fre quencies 
were used in the numerical method discussed in §3 . 6 . 
3.4 Spectral Differentiation 
Here , He briefly survey the relevant results concerning spectral 
differentiation required in our subsequent analysis of stable procedures for 
the e valuation of the inversion formulas for Abel type equations . 
We begin by assuming that the data to be differentiated {vk} 
(k = O, 1 , ... , N) , or a s uitable transformation of them , s tisfy the 
conditions (3 . 3. 1 ), ( 3 . 3. 2) and ( 3. 3. 3) of §3 . 3. 4 and use the linear filter 
to estimate the diffe rentiated signal 
- !J-- [ u(x)] 
ax x=xk The 
procedure employed approximates the required derivative i n the sense of 
minimum mean squared error . With the single assumption that ~ = l/N has 
been chosen sufficiently small so that little or no detail of u has been 
lost by the sampling , the evaluation of ~(xk) reduces to the implicit 
(global) quadrature approximation ( see Anderssen and Bloomfield (1974a )) 
~(xk) ~ L (Niw.) exp(ikw.)s(w.)v(w.) 
-TT <W <TT J J J J (3.4. 1 ) j-
where w. = 2TTj/N • The spectral window s( uJ ) is defined by J 
;(w) = g (w) [g (w)+g (w)J-1 . 
u u £ 
and g (w) 
£ denote the spectral density functions of u(x) 
{£k} , respe ctively. Finally , 
N 
v(w) = (N-1-1)-l L vk exp(-ikw .) 
k=O J 
defines the finite Fourier coefficients of the data . 
and 
Now , this procedure can be implemented us ing the fast Fourier transform 
(since the data are specified on a uniform grid) , once an estimate for s (w) 
has been found . 
In practice , only the spectrum of the observations g (w) 
V 
is known . It is necessary to make additional inferences or ssumptions 
before the decomposition g ( w) + g (w) 
u £ can be found . Both parametric and 
non-parametric methods can be used (see Anderssen and Bloomfield ( 1974a )) . 
However , the best results have been obtained using a parametric approach 
based on an equivalence between the spectral procedure (3 . 4. 1) and the 
regulariza tion procedure proposed by Cullum 0971). In this approach , ; (w) 
j'/ 
can be modelled by 
(3 . 4 . 2) 
if it is arranged that V = V = 0 o N and the data are extended to form an 
odd periodic sequence . These last two conditions ensure that the finiLe 
Fourier analysis which underlies the spectral procedure involves only "sine" 
terms , and hence , that certain boundary conditions whi ch are fundamental to 
the regularization formulation are satisfied implicitly . The parameters Ct 
and q in (3 . 4 , 2) denote respectively the regularization parameter and Lhe 
order of the Sobolev norm in the regularization formulation. They conLrol 
the smoothness of the derivative , since less weight i s given LO the higher 
frequency components , if Ct or q is increased , 
The major advantage of the equivalence is that it yields a parametric 
model for g (w ) , and thus 
u 
gv(w) , when a model for g (w) 
E: i s assumed . 
For a given q , one can then interpret Ct as a parameLer in the model for 
g (w) 
V 
For example , if we assume that the observational errors are 
uncorrelated with variance 21Tb so that g (w) = b , then 
E: 
with ;(w) = A(q) (w) • Since the distribution of a stochastic process is 
Ct 
determined by its spectrum , at least for Gaussian data, then Ct may be 
estimated from the statistical properties of the observed process {vk } 
In this way , using the theory of m1ittle (1952) , the es timation of an 
"optimum" value for o. reduces to the minimization problem ( see Anderssen 
and Bloomfield ( 19 74a ) ) 
log{ L I (w .) [l+{A~q) (w)-1}-l]-l } 





where I(w .) denotes the periodogram defined by 
J 
( 3 .4. 3 ) 
Hence, for a given q and {vk} , we can determine a from ( 3 . 4 . 3), and 
hence' 'iq)(w ) . Th 1 d . · · ( ) A~ e spectra er1vat1ve is then determined from 3 . 4 . 1 
using a fast Fourier transform implementation because of its low complexity , 
viz. O(N log N) • 
3.5 Product Integration 
In this section , we use a method based on product integration to 
construct estimators of the integral terms in the inversion formulas for the 
Abel type equations. The technique involves smoothing of the sampl e 
distribution function of Z(a) using a piecewise Lagrange interpolation , 
and then integrating the singularity out analytically. Obviously , the type 
of s moothing used here is not unique . Chapter 5 examines the conditions 
which other s moothing types should satisfy and p res ents satisfacTory 
alternatives to Lagrange interpolation . 
Le ·t us then consider the functional 
r S(a , x)Z( da ) 
X 
S(a , x) = O for a_ · . 
For th.e random spheres equation , for e xample, this functional becomes 
J
oo ( 2 2)-¾ y -x H(dy) • 
X 
( 3 . 5 . 1) 
( 3 . 5 . 2 ) 
As in §3 . 2 , 3 , let the dat a be the q intersections (or projections ) 
o < a < a < 
-p -p+l < a < a < a < ••• <a Recall that the right 
- 1 O l n 
continuous sample dis tribution function defined by them is denote d by 
Z (a ) . The basic steps in the approximation of (3 . 5. l) are : q 
Step ( i ) 
Step ( ii ) 
Partition the q = n + p + l data points into a 
finite covering of I' adjacent subsets 
S . = [x ., x . 1] (i = l, 2 , •.• , I') , with 1, 1, i.+ 
Ni (2 S Ni S canst . < 00) points in each , s uch that if 
we write 
i 
s (i) = (1-i ) + I N . s(O) = l s (I') = J • j=l 
then the points which make up the subset 







On each subinterval s . 
1, 
( i = l , 2 , . , . , I') , we use 
Z (a) to obtain the following smooth approximation q 




Z ( a ) = L Z (x .. )L .. ( a ) ( i = l, 2 , ... , I') , 




L .. ( a )= v.(a)/{(a-x . . )v!(x . . )} 
1,J 1, 1,J 1, 1-J 
N. 
1, 
v.(a) = TT (a-x.t) 
7, t=l 7, 
This allows different sections of Z (a ) to be s moothed q 
appropriately . 
Step (iii) Substituting this smooth approximation for Z(a) in 






z (x . . ) f 0(a, x)L! .(a)da 
q "l,.J x. "l,.J 
i. 
0(a , x)Z '(a)da 
s 
Denote piecewise Lagrange interpolatory polynomial smoothing of the 
sample frequencies Z and z° by 
us employ the notation 
z 
s 




z ( a ) 
s 
(3. 5 . 3) 
and 
d [-;;{) ] --0 da Z (a) = z
8
(a) (3 . 5. 4) 
to designate the exact derivatives of Z (a ) 
s 
and z"°(a) , respectively . 
s 
Now if the same type of smoothing is applied to both sides of ( 3. 2 . 6) , 
we obtain 
- -() -;;{) z (a) = z a0 + Z (a) - 1 , s s s 
Using (3 . 5. 3) and (3 . 5 . 4), the differentiation of (3.5.5) yields 
Therefore , applying this smoothing to the sample distribution 
Z(a) , gives its derivative as 
-1--0 q z
8
(a) :'.:: a 
n 
Z (a) q 
( 3 . 5 . 5) 
from 
(3.5 . 6) 
Finally then , (3 . 5 . 6) represents a class of es timators of z(a) , given 
that the d ta are only available in the form of an observable cumulative 
frequency sample "z°(a) from Z(a) 
estimators of (3 . 5. 1) is given by 




--0 0(a , x)z (y)dy 
s 
3.6 Evaluation of Inve rs ion Formulas 
We are now able to define two procedures , based on the inversion 
formulas , for the solution of Abel type integral equations in stereology . 
Because it is the most frequently used , the random spheres equation is 
treated as the example . 
For spheres , it is known that 




( 2 2)Jj y X - y 
(3 . 6 . 1) 
The equation (3 . 6.1) is now in the more general form of other Abel type 
equations that ar e encountered in stereology . Thus , there is a clearer 
analogy between the method of treatment of others which arise and the specific 
treatment of (3 . 6 , 1 ) gi ven in this section . 
The two inversion formulas for (3.6.l) are 
g(x ) Joo l d [h(y)l d X (y 2 -X 2) J; dy y J y (3 . 6 . 2) 
-NA d Joo l 
= Nv'IT ax X 2 2 r: H(dy) • (y - x )'2 ( 3. 6 . 3) 
Recall from §3 . 2 . 3 and §3 . 5 that H(y ) in The inversion fo rmulas is only 
available in the form of the cumulative frequency sample 7:0 H (y) . (The 
subscript and s uperscript notation used previously for the variants of Z 
are used consistently here for H . ) We do , however , have from (3 . 5.6) an 
approximation to H '( y ) of q -l~ (y) Replacement of H ' (y) by this in 
inversion formula (3. 6 . 3) requires the evaluation of the liner estimate 
method for the evaluation of such estimates given trunc te<l data . 
I n addition to the former notations, let us write 
"'fi°(y) = ~ {If)(yk); k = O, 1 , ••• , n} 
to denote the numerical (spectral) derivative of the data which consist of 
the radii {yk ; k = o, 1, ••• , n} Thus h(y) = H ' (y) in ( 3. 6 . 2) ca~ 
be replaced by the approximation q-l~(y) with evaluation of 
Z (NA [N v7n] -l] again necessary . 
The two procedures, based upon (3.6 . 2 ) and (3 . 6 . 3) , for the inversion 
of (3.6.1) are : 
(I) Use spectral differentiation to determine ¾ [r-~y)}] on 
the grid {y.}, and then product integ~ation to evaluate 
i. 
(I I ) Evaluate the product integration approximation 
and then use spectral different-iation to determine 
( 3. 6 .4) 
(3. 6 . 5 ) 
Procedure ( I) has two basic limitations : "'fi°(y)/y must be s pecified on 
a uniform grid , and also the noise in this , when differenTiated , will be 
amplified more as y decreases. Because of these deficiencies we do not 
consider Procedure (I) f urther . Procedure ( II ) does not suffer from the 
limitations of ( I ), and therefore , will form the basis of the meThod 
examined here . The us e of ( II ) allows the collection of data on a non-
uniform grid as a cumulative frequency sample 
d) H (y) , and hence, the loss of 
( s tatistical) information in the data can be minimised . In the case of 
Procedure ( II ), it is also possible to remo ve the restri ction that the grid 
{y k } be uniform , If the s ample YJ° (y ) is given on a non-uniform grid 
{ yk} (k = O, 1 , ... , n) , then (3 . 6 , 5) can be used to integrate , via 
product integration , the product of its differenti ated smooth form 
'ii° ( ) s y and the kernel ( 2 2] -¾ y -xk onto a uniform grid 
(k = O , 1 , 2 , ••• , N) 
To e xplain how the data can be integrated onto a uniform grid {xk} 
we consider for simplicity trapezoidal product integration, which has 
N.=2 (i=l, 2, .•• , r) 
1, For a general product integration 
approximation on a non-uniform grid , the values 
are estimated by 
In the trapezoidal case , the 
H(dy) 
( 2 2]¾ 
, (k = o, 1, 2 , .. . , n ) , 







( 2 2] ¾ y - yk 
are given by 
J
Yi +l ( 2 2]-¾ 




Th en, if Yz-1 S xk S Yz say , we e valuate the right hand s ide of ( 3. 6 . 5 ) as 
fyi+l ( 2 2]-~ y -xk dy Y · 1, 
Under s uitable s moothness conditions , it can be shown that the 
approximation obtained via the application of Procedure ( II ) possesses 





































convergence , and are discussed in §3 . 7 . 
Numerical results for this computational procedure are displayed in 
graphical for·m . Figure 3 , 3 . 4 shows the exact solution as a smooth curve 
with the comp uted solution for a grid of 200 points shown as·a discrete 
curve . The same e xact solution is shown in Figure 3 , 3 . 6 with the computed 
solution for a grid of 400 points . The corresponding residual graphs 
( i . e . , the exact solution minus the computed solution) are plotted in 
Figures 3. 3 . 5 and 3 , 3 , 7 , 
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3.7 Stati stical and Numerical Properties of Procedure (I I) 
The following results can be established for Procedure (II): 
THEOREM 
(3 . 7 . l) 
(3 . 7 . 2 ) "fl°c ) s y 
I f 
exists, and 
is monotone non- decreasing, 
then v (yk) is a consistent estimatoY. of v(yk) , k ~ o 
Proof. A consequence of Theorem 5 . 2 . l of Chapter 5. // 
For the product trapezoidal estimator we can attain mean square 
consistency . 
THEOREM 3.7.2. If 
(3 . 7.3) v(yk) exists , and 
(3 . 7.4) "ff ( ) is constPUcted with N. = 2 (i = l, 2 , .. . ' r) , s y 1, 
then for k ~ 0 , 
Ejv(yk)-v(yk) 12 + 0 as q + co • 
The second 
term on the r . h . s . vanishes asymptotically using the consis t ency r es ult of 
Theorem 3 . 7 . l. Also Var [v (yk)J + 0 from Theorem 5 . 2 . 2 . // 
Let u(x) denote the continuous signal which underlies t he integr ted 
data {qv(xk)} = {qvk} and {~(xk)} denote the s pectral derivative of 
As s uming that the error Ek= qvk - u(xk) has mean zero , and 
recalling that a is the regularization par•ameter and q is the order of 
the Sobolev norm , we have : 
THEOREM 3.7.3. If the signal u(x) satisfies the conditions 
(3 . 7 . 5 ) u(x ) E cP[o, l] , p ~ q+l , 
( 3 . 7 . 6) u (p ) (x ) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order B , 
1, 
0<Ss1 , 
( 3 . 7 . 7 ) u ( -x ) = u (x ) , x E [ -1 , l J , and 
( 3 .7. 8) u(O) = u (l) = O , u(Z)(O) = u(l)(l) (Z = 1, 2 , • •• , p) , 
then 
if the nwnber of data points (NTl) is sufficiently large. 
Proof. The result follows from a generalisation of Theorem 7. 1 of 
Anderssen and Bloomfiel d ( 19 74b) , // 
then obtain the following order of convergence result for Procedure (II) : 
COROLLARY 3.7. l. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.7. 3 , 
/g(xk)-g(xk) I s g(xk) /1-2(NA[Nr,AnJ-1]N~1(Nif?n) I 
T z [NA [N0nJ-1] [O(a)+{) (N 2-P- 8)] . 
Proof. 
/g(xk)-g(xk ) I = /g(xk) -l(NA [Nr,A1TJ- 1]~(xk) 
/z (NA [N0nJ-l] ~ (xk)-l (NA [N0n]-1F (xk) I 
s g(xk) /1-Z(NA[Nr,AnJ-1]N~1(Nr,An) I 
T Z (NA [Nvr.znJ -l] [0(a)TO (N 2-P - l3)] / / 
The other Abel type equations of Chapter 2 possess the same theoretical 
properties displayed in Theorems 3 .7.1-3,7. 3 and Corollary 3 . 7 . 1 . for the 
random spheres equation . As will become evident in Chapter 5 , all that is 
required i s that the kernel be monotone non- increasing and belong to 
This is certainly the case for the inversion formulas of these 
equations . 
3.8 Rel i ability of the Random Spheres Approximation 
The potential of Procedure ( II ) (using product integration and s pe ctral 
differentiation ) is illustrated by examining the random spheres approximation 
whos e a ccuracy Moran (197 2 ) poses a s one of the unsolved problems of stereology . 
Let us consider a field of prol ate (or oblate) ellips oids with g(n) 
as the probability density of the minor (major) diameters , E the upper 
limit to those diameters and their average . Let h(E,) = H I ([,) be the 
probability density of the observed minor (major) diameters of ellipses 
obtained on random plane sections taken through the field , From Wi ckse ll 
(1926) , we have under general conditions the equation 
(3.8 . l) 
which holds true whatever the variation in direction of axes and eccentri c i ty 
e , provided the directions of the axes of revolution and the eccentrici t i es 
are uncorrelated with the minor (major ) diameter . Analogous to the case 
(2 . 3 . 3 ), an inversion formula for (3 . 8.1) is 
g(n) 
Now , in most practical situations the dispersed parti cles ar e not 
s pherical . A better assumption than sphericity would be th at they are 
convex . Howe ver , a widely applicable model for particles which cannot be 
expressed completely by one parameter or which are dis s imilarly shaped does 
not exis t . Following Moran (19 72) , we could proceed to determine an 
approximation to the size distribution of given similarly shaped particles i n 
some field by using an equivalent spheres model : 
( i) for each observed intersection of area a , calculate the 
h-diameter of an equi valent circle of area a (viz . (4a /TI) 2 ) 
to obtain the equivalent circle size distribution ; and t hen 
( ii ) apply the r andom spheres equa tion and obta in a distr ibution of 
sphere diameters (to be called the equivalen~ sphere size 
distribution) which can be used as an approximation to the 
1 
distribution of the quantities (6,/TI)3 where , denotes 
volume of a convex particle . 
l ll 
Except for the work of Wicksell (19 26) , the suitability of the 
equivalent sphere size distribution obtained in (ii) as an approximation to 
1 
the distribution of the quantities (6,/TI)i has not been examined . 
Wicksell (1926) established qualitatively that the approximation of 
ellipsoids by spheres improves with decreasing eccentricity . We obtain 
quantitative information about the applicability of the approximation in the 
following way : 
( A) The analytic solution of the equation (3.8 . 1) for the sample 
(3 ,1,3) with E = X is exactly (3. 1.1 ) . Scaling the 
abscissae , write g as a f unction of volume , using 
l = 
and 
3 Tin for the prolate case 
for the oblate case . 
(B) Taking the same {H(~)} , convert its abscissae to the 
diameters of circles of equivalent area , that is , change ~ 
to y = ~(1-e2)-¾ for the prolate ellipsoids and 
y = ~(i-e 2)¾ for the oblate ellipsoids . Inverting via 
Procedure ( II) of § 3. 6 , we obtain the approximation to g (x) , 
where x requires scaling to 
3 
v = (4/3) Tr(x/2) , to give 
the approximation to the density g(v) as a function of 
volume . 
( C) Compare the density functions : g(, ) in (A) and the 
approximation to g(v) in ( B). 
;,-. 
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(D) Vary the eccentricity from comparison to comparison in ( C) . 
The var iation in eccentricity gives a very reasonab le indicat ion of the 
mode l ' s strength because the larger the value of eccentricity the further 
the ellipsoida l particle departs from sphericity , 
The results of the exact procedure (A) versus the equivalent random 
spheres procedure ( B) are given in Figures 3 . 3. 8- 3 . 3. 13, In both the 
prolate and oblate cases , we display the comparisons of ( C) for eccentricities 
of 0 . 1 , 0 , 5 and 0 .7 . The smooth curve is the exact res ult of (A) wh ile 
t he discrete res ults obtained from (B) are given at every tenth point along 
the grid used . It is clear from them that the equivalent spheres model is 
reliable for particles which do not depart too far f r om spherici ty . 
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Some indication of the convergence of the approximation of g(v ) to 
g( T) is found by using procedure (B) for grids of 100, 200 and 400 points . 
The results using an eccentricity of 0 . 3 are displayed in Figures 3. 3. 14-
3 , 3,19 for prolate and oblate ellipsoids . These result s verify numeri cally 
that better appro ximations are obtained by increasing the number of data 
points . 
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On the bas is of the examinations of this chapter , we can draw two firm 
con clusions . The first is that Procedure ( II) yields a r e liable me t hod for 
solving the random s pheres equation numerically . This r epresents 
justif ication f or the general conclus ion that all the Abel type int egral 
equations of stereology can be reliably solved by evaluating the inve r s ion 
formula of the form ( l. l. 4 ) using product integration and spectr al 
differentiati on . The second is that the random spheres appr oximati on can be 
us ed to es timate particle size distributions of near s ph er ical particl es 
when mathemati cal formulations for their estimation are unknown. 
We als o note that the method proposed is certainly not an optimal one . 
For instance , there are alternative ways of approximat ing H(y) , other than 
piecewis e Lagrange interpolation , to obtain consistent estimators . Chapter 5 
presents a large class of possibilities and provides a -spl i ne inte r polati ons 
of H (y ) as an exampl e from this class . 
q 
Furthermore , future avenues of r esearch may involve an i nvest i gation of 
estimating h (y ) by numerical differentiation of q - ¼fJ(y ) in the or dinat e 
direction since there is a un iform grid of unit width in that direction . Tha t 
is , obtain 
(3.9.1) 
From ( 3 . 9, l ), an appropriate smoothing of {Ji° (yk) } could be cons tructed and 
then product integrated with the singular kernel in the integrand . There 
are , however , singularity problems in evaluating (3,9 . 1) at the origin . 
Altho ugh we need not differentiate at the origin in the case of truncated 
data , the effect of a singularity just outside the range of differentiation 
is still likely to cause difficulties . 
We have also argued against indiscriminate grouping of the data. Yet 
perhaps one could obtain theoretical results which help decide on a us e f ul 
grouping strategy of the data into a cumulative function with a s uffi ci ent 
number of classes of uniform width , Subsequently we could numerically 
differentiate this new form in the abscissae direction , then smooth and 
product integrate it with the singular kernel . 
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CHAPTER 4 
AN INVERSION OF A SINGULAR SECO ND KIND VOLTERRA EQUATION: 
THE THIN SECTION EQUATION OF STE REOLOGY 
4.1 Introduction 
In many stereological applications,an extension of the random spheres 
formulation is required to allow for two-dimensional observations of an 
opaque particulate phase in a transparent matrix from a sect ion of finite 
t hickness . Transmission microscopy is often used in biology and metallurgy, 
for example, to view and record observations in a slice which is thick 
relative to the embedded particles. Such an extended model is available for 
spherical particles only and we refer to its mathemati cal formulation as the 
thin section equation . Denote by s(x) = S ' (x) the probability density of 
radii for a population of spheres dispersed randomly in a field . Write 
c (y) = C'(y) for the probability density of radii of circle profiles observed 
in the thin sections of thickness T • It is then easily shown (Golds mi th 
(1967) provides a simple derivation) that the thin section formulation 
relating s(x) to c(y) can be written as the second kind singular Volterra 
equation 
(2a+T)c(y) = 2y [ s (x )dx + Ts ( ) 
( 2 2)-t y y X -y (4 . 1.1) 
with 
a= ( xs (x) dx . (4 . 1.2) 
Note that with T = 0 , (4.1. 1) reduces to the random spheres equation (l. 2 . 1) . 
In this chapter, we propose a method for the numerical solution of 
(4.1,1) given non- exact data for c(y ) . It involves the evaluation of an 
hitherto unknown inversion formula , Product integration and spectral 
differentiation are the numerical tools employed in the evaluation . 
A great deal of the mathematical treatment of (4 . 1 . 1) has been performed 
by Bach (1959 , 1963 , 1964 , 1965 , 1966 , 1967a , b) . Hilliard ( 1962) considers 
important practical problems which arise. Overlapping effects are shown to 
be s mall provided that number density is sufficiently low and the viewing 
slice is s ufficiently thin. If overlap is negle cted , the relative error in 
the number density can be shown to be 3T/4a times the volume fraction of 
particles. Thus a volume fraction of 1% produces a bias of 3% i n the 
density estimate for spheres with average radius one quarter the width of 
the slice . An extensive list of r eferences to the various theoretical and 
applied treatments of ( 1+. l.l) can be found in Keiding et al . (1972). 
As was the case for the Abe l equations of Chapter 3 , certain properties 
of the i ntegral equation (4 . 1 . 1) require attention, if we are to pursue the 
task of cons tructing a stable computational procedure for it . We therefore 
examine these in §4 .2. In §4 . 2 .1, sufficient conditions are obTained fo r the 
existence and uniqueness of a continuous solution s(x) to (4.1.1) . Proof 
of uniqueness and the condition~ for a continuous s(x) depend on the 
derivation of inversion formulas . The results are generalised to existence 
in c!'1 , m ~ 0 • It is upon one of these inversion formulas that the 
s ubsequent numerical procedure is based . The basic notation of §3 . 2 . 3 is 
e xtended in §4 . 2 . 2 to accommodate non-exact stereological observations of 
s pheri cal particles in a translucent slice . 
We comment in §4 . 3 on the reliabi lity of previous methods for obtaining 
s atisfactory solutions . In particular , a purely theor etical analysis of a 
popular model degradation strategy is undertaken in §4.3 . 1 . It is demonstrated 
that this computationally simpler technique is a dangerous one unless detailed 
a priori information is known. In §4 . 3 also , we reject the application of 
finite difference schemes to equation (4.1.1) as suitable methods of solution . 
Just as for the random spheres equation , their inversed pendence on the grid 
spacing is unsatisfactory . §4 . 3. 2 questions the s uitability of analytic and 
pseudo-analytic inversions of (4.1.1). We justify these r eservations by a 
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numerical example . Exact data c(y) which possess a known bimodal solution 
s(x) are constructed , A pseudo-analytic method s uggested by Bach (1966) is 
demonstrated to be inappropriate for these data, We claim that this example 
i s representative of these types of inversion , 
The remainder of the chapter concerns itself with the construction in 
§4.4 of a stabl e numerical procedure for the solution of (4.1.1) and the 
provision in §4 , 5 of statistical and convergence res ults for this procedure . 
4. l. l Synthetic data 
The two data sets used for the numerical investigations are : 
(i) For 
s(x) = (6 /X 3)x(X-x ) , (4 . 1.3) 
the exact analytic solution of equation (4.1 . l) and subsequent integration 
produces a C(y) which , when discretized on a grid {yk} , is given by 
c (yk) = 6{H(yk)X4/6 + Ty~(X/2 - Y/3)};{x3(X+T) } , (k = o , l , ... . n). 
( 4. l. 4) 
The {H(yk)} are given by equation (3.1.3) of Chapter 3. We take T = J; 
and X = l. For this value of X , a=¾ . 
(ii) For 
(4.1. 5 ) 




f (H(yk)-1) = (y~/16 ] (4-y~] ¾(2y~+21J - (l/24)(4-yi] 2 (5y~+5J + (l/ 3o )(4-yi ] 2 
(4 . l. 7) 
Again T = i was used for the testing and from (4 . 1 . 2) , a= l . 
In both cases ( i ) and (ii ), the data satisfy the conditions of Theor em 
4, 2 . 2 on [ O, X) for the existence and un iqueness of a smooth solution 
s(x) • 
4. 2 Ba s ic Properties of (4.1.1) and the Data 
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It i s here that we cons truct invers i on formulas for the Volterra 
equation (4 . 1 . 1) , investigate conditions for a unique continuous solution to 
it a nd examine t he nat ure of the data c(y) . 
4.2.l Inversion formulas, and existence and uniqueness of solu tions 






e -t 12dt 
X 
Recal l a l so that the incomplete gamma f unction i s given by 
f
00 
-t n-1 f(n , x) = e t dt 
X 
Then , from these equat i ons , it fo llows that 
( 4 . 2 . 1 ) 
Now f rom Bach (1967b , p . 25) we have in our notation the following 
inve r s ion formula : 
2 f 00 ( 2 2) T 2 2 2 2 Ts(x)/( 2a+T ) = c (x) - (vrr!T )x e1T y -X I • r(-¾, TT (y -x ) I T ) ( )d 
X 
However , the s ingularity in the f unction r(-¾, TT(y 2-x2)!T 2) can be 
eliminat d to yie ld more suitable forms for s(x ) . For ex rnple , l et us 
integrate t his last equation between O and x , viz . 
Ix fx 2 Ix u Joo e1T (i/-u2) / T2 T O s(y)dy/(2a+T ) = 0 c(y)dy - (VTT/T ) 0 u 
• r(-¾, TT (y2-u 2) !T2)c(y)dydu . (4. 2 . 2 ) 
Since 
the order of integration in the second term on the r .h . s . of equation 
(4 . 2 . 2) can be reversed and integration by parts used to yield 
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Ix Ix .k Ix 2 2 T s(y)dy/(2a-1·T) = c(y)dy - 1r - 2 [rc.t , 0) - e,ry IT •f(J.f , 1ry2/T2)] c(y )dy 0 0 0 . 
1T -¾ 
(X) 
XI 2 2 .k 
- (2/1r) 2 f([21r(y -x )] 2 /T) a (y )dy 
X 
on using the relationship (4 . 2 . 1) . The differentiation with respect to x 
of this equation allows a new inversion formula to take the form 
(X) 
s(x ) = -( 2/,r)t( 2a+T) /T • -Ix I f([21r(y 2-x 2)] t !T) • c(y )dy 
X 
(4 . 2 . 3) 
By s imple application of the Leibnitz rule and partial integrati on to 
(4 . 2 . 3 ), it is easily proved that this formula is equivalent t o t he f ollowi ng 
one derived by Bach (1966 ): 
It follows from (4. 2 , 3) and (4 . 2 . 4) that the solution to (Lf, 1 . 1) , when 
it exists , i s unique . In fact , the proof of the following theorem i s 
e vident , if we consider the equival nt formulation f or data truncated at 
X , viz . 
for which 
( 2a+1' )o(y) = 2y IX ( 8 ;x);-', + T s(y) 
y X -y 
osy s x s x. 
¾ Ix ¾ [ i s(x) = -(2/'rr) 2 (2a+T)/T • x x f([2TI(y 2-x2)] 2 / 'l') d~ c (i)] db , (4. 2 . 5 ) 
provided (X) = 0 • 
THEOREM 4.2. 1. If 
(4 . 2 . 1) x I: f( [ 2TI(y 2-x2)t]IT) d~ [c~)jdy E C[o, XJ, c (X) = o , 
then (4.1.l) has a unique solution ' s(x) E C[o , X] . 
We introduce the operator D , where Dnz(y) = cf(z( y )) !d1/ 
THEOREM 4.2.2. If 
(4. 2 . 2 ) D[(l/y)D]jc(y)/y E C[O , X] , and 
(4 . 2.3) /j)(y) is continuous at X , (j = o, 1, ... , m) , 
then (4 . 1 . 1) has a unique solution s(x) f c'71[o , X] , m ~ o . 
Proof . The proof follows on differentiating (4 . 2 . 5) and observing that 
d Ix 2 2 le . ax f([21r(y -x ) ] 2 /T)D[(l /y)Di c(y)/y dy 
X 
Ix 2 2 ~ · 1 = x f([2TI(y -x ) ] !T)D[(l/y)Di+ c(y)/y dy X 
-xf([2TI(x2-x2)J~-/T) {D[(l/y)D]j c(y)!y } II 
y=X 
4.2.2 Properties of the th i n section data 
As indicated in §3 . 2 . 3 , the data used in the sol ving of s tereological 
problems in this thesis are collected in the form of a s ample cumulative 
fr,equency function . For thin s ct ion data , we let this function of the 
profile radii , observed in thin sections , be C(y) Being consistent with 
the subscript and superscript notation used in that section, we also employ 
the following quantities . Call ~(x) that portion of S(x) whi ch 
corresponds to 7fJ (y) , the observed portion of the sample C(y) • Again we 
suppose that there are q = n + p + l size (radii) observations , and that 
the measurement process i s trun cated at y
0 
• Thus we write 
c(yJ = i + p + l (i = - p , -p+l , ... , - 1 , o, 1 , .. . , n) 
and 
c° (y . ) = i + l ( i = O , l , •• • , n) • i-
Similarly , it follows that 
GO 




, •• • , yn} , (4 . 2 . 6 ) 
and that the sample di stribution cq Cy ) from C(y) i s given by 
-1-
cq (y ) = q C(y ) • 
Applying a product integration smoothing to both sides of (4 . 2 , 6 ) and 






C (y ) 
s 
Further pplication of this same smoothing to 
differentiation yields 
-1-0 q C (y ) • 
s 
C (y ) q followed by 
(4 . 2 .7) 
The quantity ( 11. 2 . 7 ) therefor r epresents an estimator of c ( ) based 
on data available as an observable cumulative freque ncy s mple c° ( ) from 
C(y ) . 
4.3 Numerical Methods for (4.1.1) 
For th numerical solution of th.e th.in section qu tin , he folloHing 
classes of methods can be identif i ed : 
( l ) Degradation of th.e problem formulation ; 
( 2) Non- parametric (or direct) methods ; 
( 3) Parametric methods ; 
(4) f. valuation of inversion formulas ; 
( 5 ) Regularisation methods ; and 
(6) filtering methods . 
We now proceed to examine these classes for solving ( 4 . 1.1) with the 
realisation that the data are non-exact and that with T t O the thin 
section qu tion is mildly improperly po~ed . 
Ll 
There is little j ustification for the degradation of the problem 
formulation s uch as the use of the random spheres equation to determine size 
distributions and other linear f unctionals of thin section data , The use of 
model degradation may require an adjustment for its effect which can be 
a voided if the correct formulation i s used . The use of thin secti on data in 
the r andom spher•es equation , for example , leads to the overestim tion of 
circle radii . Known as the Holmes effect , this phenomenon arises because 
transmitted light records the apparent radius of a sphere in a thin slice as 
the maximum circle radius of that sphere in the slice . To solve the random 
spheres equation , the data actually required are the radii t the s urface of 
the section . Chayes ( 1956 ) deduces that , for a sphere of radius x , tlie 
average of cross- sectional ar ea is overestimated by TTx 2T/ ( 2x+T) In 
§4 . 3. l w demonstrate theoretically that this model degradation s trategy is 
generally unsuitable . 
By n n-parametric or direct methods for the thin s ection quation , we 
actually me , n t he application of finite difference techniques to the direct 
form (4.1. 1 ). These methods were developed for exact rather than stereological 
data . Furthermore , product integration is the appropriat finite difference 
t echnique to use i n order to successfully treat the singularity . Application 
of trapezoidal product integration to (4. 1 . l ) produces as t of s imultaneous 
equations l ike ( 3. 3. 6 ), which can also be solved by back s ubstitution . In 
particular , th.e inverse dependence on the grid spacing is similar . Again , 
numerical experimentation with uniform grid widths verifies that here too 
there is a trade--off point for this width . The fact that (4.1.l) is not 
G2 
quite as ill-posed as (l . 2 . 1) is borne out in the investigations. The 
sensitivity of the solution to variation in grid width rein ins , but the opt imal 
choice of a trade-off width produces more accurate solutions than is 
possible for the random spheres equation . 
The use of finite differences to evaluate the inversion formulas 
(4 . 2 . 3) and (4 . 2 , 4 ) is inappropriate as well . Evaluation of derivatives by 
differences is unstable unless , for example , the function to be 
differentiated is a slowly varying function and a large grid spacing is used . 
A coarse grid , though , increases discretisation error in the integration 
portion of the evaluation . 
In class (4) , there also exists a set of pseudo-analytic methods to 
evaluate inversion formulas . We present one such method in §4 . 3 . 2 . As was 
the case for the Abel equations in Chapter 3 , the difficulty wi th these , 
along with the parametric methods , i s the choice of functions or distributions 
to effectively model the structure in the data . In general , this modelling 
can only be done approximately , since information about the underlying 
structure is virtually non-existent . Even in the exceptional situation 
where correct modelling is possible , the difficulty associated with the ill-
posed nature of the formulation is not circumvented . 
Although regularisation methods ( see , for example , Lavrentiev (1967 )) 
stabilise the solution of an improperly posed formulation, they were not 
designed to filter the error from the signal in non-exact data . The 
filtering methods , on the other hand , were designed to accomplis h the latter 
and not th former . It is clear then that satisfactory numerical methods 
should combine the advantages of both the regularisation and filtering 
methods at the expense of their disadvantages . In §4 . 4 , method 1hic 
combines thes advantages implicitly is proposed for the evaluation of 
( 4 . 2 . 3) , 
We n ow highlight the unsuitability of the model degradation strategy 
and analytic types of solution for (4 . 1 . l) . 
4.3.l Model degradation of (4. 1. 1) 
(,3 
We demonstrate here that special care must be taken when solving the 
random spheres equation with thin section d~ta . Let the three-dimens ional 
particle size distribution of spheres he s (x) = g(x) . The data obtained 
from thin sections are samples from C(y) and the data from plane sections 
are samples from H(y) • Assuming that all conditions for the equation s 
(l . 2 . 1) and (4 . 1 . l) to be valid do hold , then h(y) and c(y) satisfy the 
relationship 
2mh(y) = (2a+T)c(y) - Tg(y) , 
since 
2mh(y) = 2y f"" g(x )dx 
( 2 2)-% y X - y 
and 
(2a+T )c (y ) = 2y [ g(x)dx + Tg(y) . 
( 2 2)-% y X -y 
Thus 
c ( y) = (2a+T )- 1[2mh(y)+Tg(y)] . 
Therefore , replacing h(y ) in the equation (l. 2 . 1 ) with exact thin s ection 
data c(y) allows the solution g(x) to be written in terms of the solution 
sought g(x) plus an error term , viz . 
g(x) = ( 2a+T)-1{2mg (x)- ( 2mT /TT) ii ( (y 2 -x2r );g (y )dy} 
= ( 2a+T)-1{2mg(x )- (2m2T/TT) ..Jx [h(x)/x]} . 
Asswning that 2m( 2a+T) - l approximates unity closely enough , the dominating 
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-1 ( 2 ) d error term for each x is (2a+T) 2rn T/n ax [h(x)Jx] . If T/a is s mall 
enough and if the derivative of h(x)Jx and the mean of g are appropriately 
behaved, then purely mathematical considerations suggest that g(x) 
approximates g (x) reasonably . 
In practice , however , the ratio Tja is not always small enough t o 
warrant us e of (1. 2 . 1) . For instance , Baudhuin and Berthet (19 67) solve the 
random spheres equation with thin section data, employing a Tia ratio of 
. 05/ . 80 = 1/16 • For such a relatively large ratio,the derivative of 
h(x)Jx and the mean of g do not have to be too badly behaved to produce a 
large absolute error in g(x) 
Moreover , in addition to these theoretical aspects we must consider the 
practical ones . The data are non-exact and the random spheres equation 
cannot be solved exactly . Whatever the value of T, the extrapolati on of 
th in section data to a three -dimensional size distribution is most likely to 
be mor s tably performed using the second k ind formulation . Since methods for 
the inversion of t his formulation are available they should be used . The 
risk in sacrificing stability and accuracy for a higher efficiency appears 
too great. 
4.3.2 Pseudo-analytic and parametric methods for (4.1.l) 
Numerical investigation has consistently shown that pseudo-analytic 
methods and parametric methods do not perform as well as the Procedure ( III ) 
to be given in §4 , 4 . However, use of Procedure ( III) will sometimes involve 
extra computational work. We demonstrate that its use is justified by s howing 
that there exist data for which the proposed procedure yields a sat i sfactory 
solution while a representative pseudo-analytic method fails . This method is 
based upon an exact inversion result of Bach ( 1966 , §§VI , VII): viz . , if 
m 
(2a+T)c(y) = Pe(y ) I aieiy2i 
i=0 
e > o , (4.3 . 1) 
then 
(4 . 3 . 2) 
Here p 8 (y) = 28y exp (-8y
2) with the parameter 8 estimated (us ing a 
maximum likelihood argument) by 
n 2 8 = q I I y. 
i=-p 1, 
The constants a . and A. are related by 
1, 1, 
[ 1?' m . ] k- k-A. = 8 a .-(1-cS . ) L (~) f(j-i+¾)A . / (Te 2 +TT 2 ) 
1, 1, 1, ,m j=i+l 1, J 1, = m , m-1 , . • . , l , o , 
(4 . 3. 3) 
with f(x) denoting the gamma function with argument x , and o. equal 
i. ,m 
to one when m = i and zero otherwise . 
The actual computational implementation was : 
(a) For given m , fit using linear least squares the repres entation 
(4 . 3.l) to the exact data {(2a+ T)a(yk)} (k = o, l , ... , n) , obtained from 
the exact differentiat~on of (4 . 1 . 6) . 
(b) Substitute in ( 4. 3. 3) the {a .} 
1, 
(i = o, 1 , .•. , m) obTained in 
(a) to find the corresponding {A.} , and hence the representation 
1, 
(4 , 3 . 2) for s(x ) • 
Figures 4 . 3 . l and 4 . 3. 2 show the fit obtained to a(y) and s(x) , 
respectively , for the most s uccessful values of m viz . m = 3 and 
m = 5 . It is clear from them that there exist data for which this pseudo-
analytic method is W1able to yield a satisfactory solution . PotenTially , it 
will only work for data which has the structure of (4 . 3 . 1) with m finite . 
The discretised solution obtained using Procedure ( III ) of §4 . 4 i s compared 
with the continuous e xact one in Figure 4 . 3. 3. The residuals , that is the 
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I n the case of the above pseudo-analytic method , the {a .}, asa 
1, 
r, 7 
function of m , fail to stabilise (see Table 4 , 3 . 1 ) . The rapid growth of 
the {ai} for any fi xed i implies that the model (4, 3 , 1 ) is statistically 
unstable with respect to the exact data derived from (4 . 1. 6) . Numerically , 
the model i s unsatisfactory because it involves an excessive amount of 
cancellation due to the oscillating sign of the {a.} 
1, 
for any fixed m 
These results exemplify the usual non-zero difference between the 
fitted and actual structure in the data for pseudo- analytic and parametric 
me thods . The construction of the data fit with a bias may lead to 
amplification of errors in the solution . In Chapter 3 , comments were made 
concerning the lack of versatility of parametric representations , involving 
a low number of parameters , for Abel equations . Those comments apply here 
as well. 
TABLE 4 . 3 . 1 
COEFFICIENTS IN PSEUDO - ANALYTIC METHOD 
m i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
a . 
1, 
2 . 92 -4 . 35 5 . 05 
- 1. 24 
3 
A . l. 52 - 2 . 93 2 . 61 
- 4 . 97E- l 1, 
Q . 2 . 90 -4 . 23 4 . 83 
-1.ll 




1. 50 -2 . 84 2 . 47 
-4 . 24E-l 
-1.l OE- 2 
Q . 
1, 
3 . 05 
- 5 . 71 8 . 75 
-5.12 l. 69 
- 2 . 59E-l 
5 
A . 1. 71 
- 3 . 97 5 . 27 
- 2 . 84 8 . 83 
- l. 03E-l 1, 
a . 3 . 19 - 7 . 41 1. 49E+l 
-l. 41E+l 7 . 92 





- 5 . 79 9 . 76 
- 9 . 02 4 . 56 - 1.13 9 . 65E-2 
a . 3 . 25 
- 8 . 38 1. 9 3E+l 
- 2 . 30E'+l l. 67E+l - 6 . 80 1. 41 -1 . 1 81: - 1 1, 
7 
A . 2 . 38 
- 5 . 83 l.4 0E+J 
- 1. 54E+ J 1. o5r:+1 - 3 . 79 6 . 94E-l - 4 . 70E- 2 1, 
a. 
1, 
3 . 32 
-9 . 87 2 . 80E+l 
-4 . 5lr:+l 4 . ~9E+l - 2 . 83E+l l. 02E+l - 2 . 0l - l . 64E- J 
8 
A . - 4 . 35 
-l . 53L+l 1. 68[+1 - 3 , llQf+l 3 . lOE+J -1. 80:C+ l 5 . 81 
-1 . 0l 6 . 551:- 2 1, 
,::·, 
4.4 A Stable Procedure for the Inversion of (4. 1.1) 
Recall from (4 . 2 . 7) that an approximation to C' (y) = c(y) is given by 
Note also that for thin sections the relationship 
holds . Thus 
In Chapter 5 , methods are investigated for the evaluation of the (estimab le) 
linear es timate of this quantity . For the present , denote the estimate by 
We re now in a position to define a s table procedure for s olving 
(4 . 1 . l) based upon evaluating the inversion formula (4.2,3) by numerical 
integration and subsequent spectral differentiation . The procedure i s : 
(I II ) Evaluate the product integration approximation 
(4.4 . 1) 
on the uniform grid {xk} , given c°(y) on the nan- wiiform 
grid {yk} . Then use spectral differentiation to determine 
This is the method which implicitly combines the advantages of 
regulari s tion and filtering at the expense of their dis dvant ages . The 
comments r garding spectral differentiation for Abel type equations apply in 
this context also . A procedure based upon the inversion formula (4. 2 . 4) is 
inferior to this one for the same reasons as those given for rejecting 
Procedure ( I ) applied to the random spheres equation. 
Since the integrand in ( 4 . 4,1) is non-singular , estimation of the 
integral t r m 
need no t be res tricted to product integration types . As will be stated as a 
theorem in §4.5 , the product integration estimates are consistent . However , 
it i s clear that applications of other simple quadrature rules to the integral 
t e rm l ead to cons istent and well-beh aved estimator s as well ; for example 
(4 . 4 . 2) 
Product integration methods s mooth or approximate c°(y) only and then 
allow integration to be performed analytically. Es t imates s uch as (4 . 4 . 2 ) 
approximate the entire integrand . Therefore the quadrature used for 
estimating the integral term w(xk) should depend on the nature of f and 
-:-0 
C (y) • However, as will be clear from the res ults of Chapter 5 , ooth the 
unbiased estimator (4.4.2) and the consistent product integration estimator 
have zero as ymptotic variance and hen ce are mean square cons i s tent . 
The r esults of Procedure (III) using the data (4 . 1 .4) are shown i n 
figures 4 , 4 . 1 and 4,4 . 2 . figure 4 . 4,l displays the exact parabolic solution 
as a smooth curve against the computed solution using 40 0 points. The 
differ ence between the exact solut i on and the computed solution is s h01m in 
figuPe 4 . tf . 2 . from the residual graphs 3 . 3 . 7 and 1f . 4 . 2 it can be s een that , 
for dat whose solution is the parabolic curve (4 . 1 . 3), Procedure (III) for 
t he thin ect ion equat ion produc s slightly better results than the 
Proc clure ( II ) for the ran dom sph res equation . 
ll 
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FIGURE 4 . 4 . 1 
RAD IUS 
FIGURE '-1 . 4 . 2 
4.5 Statistical and Numerical Properti es of Procedure (III) 
w(yk) 
For Procedure ( III ) we establis h the following r es ult s : 
THEOREM 4.5. l. When 
(4. 5 . 1) w(yk) exists , and 
(4.5.2) c° ( ) s y is monotone non- decr>easing, 
is a consistent estimator> of w(yk) , k ::: 0 
0 fJO L J1 
Proof. Initially we show f (x) is a unimodal function . It i s enough 
then for f ' (x) = xf(x) - l to have only one zero on [O , 00 ) Thus 
=[ 2 2 f1 (x) e-t 12dt and f2(x) = -x / 2/ mus t intersect only on this e X once 
X 
interval. Both f1 and f2 are monotone decreasing functions with 
f1(0) = (Tr/2)~ 
2 
-x / 2 f ' (x) = - e l 
2 
and f 2(x ) = -e-x 12 (1+1/x2) , it i s clear that f 2 has 
steeper slope than f 1 for all x E ( 0 , 00 ) • Thus f(x) has one maximum 
only . 
In Ande rssen and Jakeman ( 1975a ), the theorem is proved for any f(x) 
which i s C[x , 00 ) and monotone . Since this particular f is unimodal and 
continuous on [ O, 00 ) , it i s monotone over some two in terv ls 
[ O, z] , [z , 00 ) and continuous everywhere in them . The point z is the 
actual maxi mum of f. Write 
= Il + I2 • 
Using product integration , I 1 is estimated by 
-1 
= q y l s z s y l+ 1 
from Note 5 . 2 . 2 of Chapter 5 , which involves applying a mean value theorem 












(L1 . 5 .1) 
. (4 . 5 . 2 ) 
The r . h . s . of equations (4. 5 . 1 ) and (4 . 5 . 2) are consistent by applying 
the weak law of large numbers to W(yk ) and realising that the last term in 
each of these equations tends to zero as q tends to infiniTy . The 
As in §3 ,7 , let u(x) denote the continuous signal which underlies the 
integrated data {qw(xk)} = {qwk} and {~(xk)} denote the spectral 
derivative of {qwk } . Assume again that The error Ek= Q1.Jk - u(xk) has 
mean zero. Then we have the following result from a generalisaTion of 
Theorem 7.1 of Anderssen and Bloomfield (1974b) . 
THEOREM 4. 5.2. If the signal u(x) satisfies the conditions 
( 3 . 7 . 5) -( 3 . 7 , 8) , then 
l;(xk)-~(xk) I = O(a) + O(N2-p-B) 
provided the nwriber of data points (N+l) i s sufficiently large . 
Let s (xk) = -l ([ 21rrfNA [Nif7T]-l]~(xk) and 
We then obtain an order of convergence 
result for Procedure ( III) . 
COROLLARY 4.5.l. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 . 5 . 2, 
ls(xk )-s(xk ) I s s(xk) J1-z(c21rrlNA[Nif7T]-1) • [ 2/ TT]-¾N~ 1NiRTI 
+ z([2/rrfNA [Nif7T] -l] [O(a)+O(N2-p-$)] 
Proof . The technique follows along the lines of the proof for 
Corollary 3 . 7 . l. / I 
CHAPTER 5 
PRODUCT INTEGRATION FOR ESTIMATING FUNCTIONALS 
OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIB UTI ONS 
5ol Introduction 
Suppose that a population of geometri cally similar convex particles , 
with a size distribution function G(x ) , is randoml y dispersed throughout 
s pace and that the particle centres are located by a Poisson process of low 
intensity s uch that overlapping of particles does not occur . These are 
s uffi ci ent conditions for the derivation of a mathematical model for many 
t ypes of particulate phase i f simple geometric probability i s used . The 
Santal6 formulations of Chapter 2 , f or e xample , are certainly valid under 
these conditions . 
In this chapter , the aim is to demonstrate that there e xist simple 
techniques for satisfactorily e!::timating linear functionals of the form 
J''° l (y , x )G(dy) , x E [O , co) 
X 
(5 . 1.1) 
from (planar) probe data . Except for the work of Watson (1971), little 
attention has been paid to the construction of stable numerical processes , 
with sati sfactory statistical properties , for their evaluation . Furthermore , 
some of the numerical difficulties posed by the estimation of particle size 
di s tributions can often be avoided when only specific linear properties are 
required . In addition , the unfolding of particle size distributions themselves 
involves the estimation of linear f un ctionals . For example , for the random 
s pheres 1uation , 1,(y , x) = (y 2 -x ) --¾ and for the estimation of the mean 
sphere diame t er m Z(y , o) =y 
When an in ver sion formula is known for a mathematical formulation deri ved 
from a model of a particulate phase , it can be used to r ewrite (5 . 1 . 1) in 
terms of the si ze di s trib ut ion of t he observations , viz . 
[ 0(a, x)Z(da) • 
X 
'/ '.., 
( 5 . 1. 2 ) 
We consider , henceforth , the case of spherical particles in order to 
demonstrate simply the problems which arise and how they can be treated. As 
has been the custom in this thesis , attention is mainly res tricted t o two-
dimens ional probe data ; in fact , planar section observati ons . Wh i l e t he 
extension to thin section data is trivial , there are some difficulties 
associated with the use of linear probe data ( see Nichols on (1970) , Watson 
(1971) and Moran (1972)) . 
Let the planar data be the q = n + p + 1 radii of the i nte r sect i ons 
in the t ot a l area A of 
the probing plane . Let the right continuous sample dis tribution fun ct i on 
defined by them be denoted by Hq(y) • Thus , for a given l(y , x) , ( 5.1 . 2 ) 
becomes 
and when H (y) 
f' 0(y, x)H(dy) , 
X 
( 5 .1. 3) 






e(y ., x) 
7, 
( 5 .1.4) 
Wats on (1971) has shown that (5 . 1.4) i s a s tatis tic lly unsat i sfactory 
estimator of (5 . 1 . l) for the situations where 0(y , x) i s given by 
( 2 2)-¾ y -x 
0 : : :} ( 5.1. 5 ) 
f or x E [O , 00 ) • In particular , ( 5 . 1 . 4) i s not we ll-b ha ved in the cas e 
x # O . For example , it is an estimator of the monoton d creas ing 
functional 
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Yet as X increases from O to y , for instance , ( 5.1.4) increases , On 
-p 
the other hand , Fullman ' s formula ( see Fullman (1953) and Tallis (1970 )) 
( 2/ TTA ) 
i= -p 
whi ch corresponds to the case when 8(y , 0 ) = 2q /( TTAy) , has infinite 
variance , 
Estimators for (5,1,l) could be constructed as quadrature approximations 
of ( 5. 1 . 3) evaluated on the sample distribution, In this way, the es timator 
( 5 .1 . 4) can be interpreted as the rectangular quadrature approximation for 
( 5. 1.3) e valuated on the sample distribution , It can then be argued that the 
uns atisfactory properties of (5.1,4) are a direct consequence of the us e of 
the simple, although unbiased , rectangular quadrature approximation rather 
than a more appropriate approximation which copes with the singularity . 
Here we use methods based on product integration to construct a new 
class of es timator s . One s uch method s mooths the s ample distribution funct ion 
us i ng a piecewise Lagrange i nterpolation and then integrates the singularity 
out analytically. The basic s teps for th is approach wer e delineated preci se l y 
in §3 . 5 . On each chosen s ubinterval 
approximat i on f or H(y) is given as 
N. 
1, 
S. = [x., x . 1] , the s mooth 1, 1, 1, + 
I H (x .. )L . . (y) (i = 1, 2, •.• , r) . j;l q 1, J 1, J (5 . 1. 6 ) 
With this approximation , a new class of estimators for ( 5. 1. 3) is establis he d , 
viz . , 
For the case when N. = 2 
1, 
for all i 
8(y, x)L '. .( y )dy 
1,J 
and 8 (y , o) = 2q I ( rrAy ) , 
( 5.1 .7) yie l ds the product trapezoidal analogue of Fullman' s formula 
( 5 .1. 7) 
7 
( 5.1.B) 
In §5 , 2 , we establish conditions under which the new class of 
estimators (5 . 1 ,7) has s atisfactory statistical properties . In particula , 
we prove that a s ubclass of these estimators are not only consistent , as are 
the estimator s (5 . 1. 4) used in the method of substitution , but also mean 
square consistent wh en N. = 2 , and that ( 5 . 1 . 8) has finite varian ce . 1, 
furthermore , al ternative types of estimators to those us ing piecewis e 
Lagrange interpolation are considered and conditions for their cons i stency 
are provided . We extend the theory in §5 . 3 to include truncated meas urement 
process s . Numerical verification of the results of §§5 . 2 and 5 . 3 i s 
presented in §5 , 4 . 
5.2 Consistency and Variance Properties of the Estimates 
I n this s ection we consider properties of certain estimators for 
( 5 . 1.1). The res ults are valid for all constant x E [ O, 00 ) and so for 
ease of not tion we write 8(y) instead of 8(y , x) . I nitially we r quire 
a number of pr liminaries . The firs t is an immediate consequence of t he 
weilk law of large numbers . 





e (y .) . 
1, 
Th second res ult i s a consequence of the first , 
(5 . 2 . 1) 
LEMMA 5. 2.2. For fwictions 8(y ) which are C(x, 00 ) and monotone 




e (y .) 
1, 
is a con istent estimator of (5.1.3) , provided (5 . 1.3) en ts . 
(5. 2 . 2 ) 
Proof. From ( 5 . 2 . 1) and ( 5 . 2 . 2 ), it is clear hat we mus t find t.h 
conditions under which q - le (y ) -+ 0 in order to prov the lemma . 
-p We know that 
pr ( q -le (y -p) < £) = 
It is enough then that 
and a sufficient condition for this is 
s ince 
pr(e (y ) < qe) 
-p 
Now qH(e- 1(qe ))-+ 0 i f H(e-1 (qe )) = o(l/q) and hence if 
H(y ) = 0 (1/ e (y)) fco e(y)H(dy) But < co implies X H(y) = 0 (1/ e (y)) 
Note 5.2.1. If e(y ) is CC~ , co) and (5 . 1 . 3) exists , then clearly 
q-1e (y ) -+ o and hence (5. 2 . 2 ) ~s a consistent estimator of (5.1 . 3) . 
- p 
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem . 
THEOREM 5.2.1. I f 
( 5. 2 . 1 ) ( 5. 1 . 3 ) exists , 
II 
( 5. 2 . 2 ) ( 5. 1 . 6 ) is monotone non- decreasing for i = 1 , 2 , .. . , r ,and 
( 5 . 2 . 3) e(y) is C(x, co) and monotone non- increasing, 
then ( 5 .1. 7) is a consistent estimator of ( 5. 1.3). 
Proof. On applying a me an value theorem for integrals requiring 













N. N .-1 (i ,k-t-1 1' i. i. I I {s(i-l )+j-p-2} I 8(y)L ! .(y)dy 
i= l j=l k=l x . k -Z..J 
i. ' 
N. N . -1 
[a (xi , k) Y' i. i. t L ! .(y)dy f I {s(i-l)+j-p-2} I 
i=l j=l k=l -Z..J x. k 
i. ' 
+ 8 (x . k 1) i. , + 
x . k l i.' + l I L ! .(y)dy ~ -Z..J 





I k~l 8 (xi ,k) i=l 
n-l 
L B(y.) 
. i. i.=-p 
n 
I e (y .) . 
. i. 
(5. 2 . 3) 
i.=-p 
Similarly we can show 




8 (y .) . 
i. 
(5.2.4) 
By Lemma 5 , 2 . l and 5 . 2 . 2 , both the r . h . s. of (5 . 2 . 3) and ( 5 .2 . 4) are 
consistent. Hence it follows that the class of estimators ( 5.1 . 7), under 
conditions (5 . 2. 1)- ( 5. 2 . 3) , is consistent . // 
Note 5.2.2. If the condition 0(y) is C[x , 00 ) and monotone 
y,eplaces condition ( 5. 2 . 3), the theorem is still valid. 
Since , in t he case when , for all i , N. = 2 , (5.1.6) is automatically 
i. 
monotone non-decreasing , we obtain immediately from Theorem 5. 2 . 1: 
COROLLARY 5.2.1. The product tY'apezoidal analogue of Pullman ' s 
formula , viz . ( 5 . 1 .B), is a consistent estimator of the aumbeY' density of 
particles . 
COROLLARY 5.2.2. For N. = 2 , ( 5 . 1 .7) i.s a consi tent estimator of i. . 
no 
( 5. 1 . 3) under conditions (5.2 . 1) and ( 5, 2 . 3) . 
For the case when N. = 3 , it is necess ary to introduce a condition 
-i 
under which (5 . 1 , 6) is monotone non-decreasing. 
COROLLARY 5,2 03, Fop N. = 3 , (5 . 1,7) is a consistent estinntoP of 
-i 
(5.1.3) if conditions (5.2 . 1) and (5.2.3) hold and 
Definiti ons 5 0 2. 1 . A representation f(y) of data { c .} i s said to 
J 
be vaPiation dirrrinishing if 
V[f(y) J ::= v(c .) 
J • 
where the l.h.s. represents the number of sign changes of f(y) in the 
leas t open interval containing the { c .} and the r , h . s . represents the 
J 
number of sign changes in { c.} . 
J 
Furt hermore , the me thod of approximation 
i s said to be vaPiation dirrrinishing if it approximates linear f un cti ons 
e xactly and the representation lt yi lds is variation diminishing . 
COROLLARY 5.2.4. AU vaPiation dirrrinishing approximation methods 
which inte-rrpolate the data H (y) q yield consistent es timatoPs of ( 5 .1. 3) . 
Proof. The proof follows as in Theorem 5 . 2 . l on noting that the 
approximations , given by variation diminish ing approximation methods which 
interpolate non-decreasing functions , are non-decreasing . II 
Example 5.2.1. It follows from Schoenberg (1967) , Theorem 8 , that the 
interpolation of the data H (y) q with B- splines of fixed positive degree 
yields a variation dimin ishing approximation which is exact for linear 
f unctions . 
Certainly , ( 5. 2 . 2 ) of Theorem ( 5. 2 , 1) is a sufficient condition , but 
the question of its necessity is not so clear cut . For example , if we use a 
piecewise Lagrange interpolation which yields too poor an approximation to 
H(y) , then the resulting estimator will provide unsatisfactory results . 
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Theref ore, some condition on the form of (5.1.6) s eems required . Howe ver , a 
less s tringent condition than (5.2.2) may be applicable. 
For i nstance , since it follows from 
Var[H (y)] = q-1H(y) (1-H(y)) q 
that t he error between H (y) q and H(y) behaves like -¾ q , any Lagrange 
interpolation of H (y) which differs from H (y ) by only o (q-¾) , in q q 
r egions where 0(y) is well-behaved, would be expecte d to yield a 
cons istent estimator of (5.1.3). 
We now establish that the variance of the product trapezoidal estimator 
fo r t he linear fun ctionals (5.1.3), with 0(y ) given by (5 . 1 . 5 ), vanishes 
asymptoti cally. This then allows us to show that t hese estimates have 
finite variance and that they are consistent in quadr at i c mean . 
Let us us e the notation 
THEOREM 5.2.2. For 0(y) given by (5.1.5), and N. = 2 
'l, 
(i = 1, 2, ..• , r), 
lim Var[p~ = 0 
r 
provided i 1 exists . 
Denote in this case by 
where 
For the proof we require some preliminary results . 
LEMMA 5.2.3. For estimators X, Y defined on a sample of size q , 
if 
Proof. EjY2 j = El(X+Y-X) 2 1 and thus 
and hence the result follows . // 
LEMMA 5.2.4. For all z ~ y ~ x, z, y , x E [O, 00 ), and 8(y ) 
given by (5.1.5) , 
Iz 8(u)du S (z-y){8(y )8(z)}~ . 
y 
(5 . 2 . 5) 
Proof. The proof for x = 0 follow s eas ily by use of t he Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality . Thus we have 
~ ln(z/y) ::: (z-y)(yz) • ( 5 . 2 . 6 ) 
Now us ing the Cauchy-Schwarz relationship again , 
{Iz 2 2 L } 2 Jz 2 2 1 ( u -x ) - ,2 dy s ( z-y) ( u -x ) - du y y 
_ ~ ln{( z-x)(y+x)} 
- 2x (z+x)(y-x) 
< ~ (z-x)(y+x)-(z+x)(y-x)* (on us ing ( 5. 2 . 6 ) ) , 
- 2x · } 2 • { (z-x) (y+x) ( z+x) (y-x) 
LEMMA 5.2.5. For 8(y) given by (5.1 . 5) , 
q-2E[e(y ) e(y 1)] -+ o as q-+ 00 -p - p+ 
Proof. We note initially that we can write 
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q- 2E[0(y }e(y l)J = (q-l)q-l f00 {1-H(y }}q-2e(u ) 
-p -p+ o -p+ 1 ::, -p+ 1 
y_p+l 
· f e(y )H(dy )n(dy ) 0 - p -p -p+l 
= (q-l)q -l [ { 1-H (y 1) }q-2<1> (y 1)H (dy ) 0 -p+ -p+ -p+l 
wh er e 
Since 
we obtain by dominated convergence that 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.2. Let 
and write 
and 
X = u - E[u ] • q q 
Since Bloomfield ( 19 75) has shown that E IX2 1 + 0 , the theorem is proved if 
and hence, from Lemma 5 .2.3, if 
Now 
E j (Y- X) 2 j = El (t -u ) 2 1 + (E[t ]-E[u ]) 2 + 2(E [ t ]-E[u ]) (E[u ]-E [t ]) . qq q q q q q q 
However , t is a consistent estimator of (5.1 . 3) (Theorem 5 . 2 . l) as is q 
u (from Lemma 5.2 . 2) . Thus we need only cons ider the quantity q 
El (tq-uq) 2 1 . Since 
{ 1 n }2 + <q-1)- . L e(yi ) 
i.= -p+l 
_1 _1 n-1 n 
-2q <q-1) 2: l/J(y ., y .1) r e(.) , 
• 1- i.+ . 1-i.=-p i.=-p+l 
we obtain, us ing Lemma 5 . 2.4 and the simple inequality 
the expression 
1 n }2 e (y . ) -(q-1) - L e (y . ) 
1- • l 1-i. = -p + 
( 5. 2 .7) 
It now follows that lim EI ( t -u ) 2 / + 0 on using Lemma 5. 2 . 5 and the 
q-.oo q q 
fact that the e xpectation of the last term on the r . h . s . of ( 5. 2 .7) eq ua l s 
COROLLARY 5o2.5. 
(i = l , 2 , • . • , r), 
and 
For the case (5.1.5) when N. = 2 
1-
Var [p ] < 00 q 
Var[p] < 00 • 
Theorems 5 , 2,l and 5 . 2 . 2 are s ufficient conditions for the product 
trapezoi dal estimator to be consistent i n quadratic mean . 
COROLLARY 5.2.6. For the case (5.1.5) when N. = 2 
'l., 
( i = 1, 2 , ••. , r) , 
Proof. The mean square er ror may be writte n 
wl ich t ends to zero using Theorem 5 . 2 . 2 and the cons i sten cy of p as an q 
es timator of i 1 • // 
5.3 Estimation from Truncated Empiri cal Data 
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As i n §3 . 2 . 3 , let H(y) denote the right continuous sample cumulative 
frequency function of the contour radius y and fi°( y ) its observable 
counte rpart . Following Nicholson (1970),we make some f urther defini t ions . 
A linear property i of the cumulative function G(x) of the spher e r adius 
has the general form 
i = I: l(x)G(dx) , 
wher e dG(x) / dx = 0 , x > X, for a measurement pr ocess trun cated at X . 
Here l(x) , defined on the interval [O, X] , is the linear property for a 
s phere of radius x Howe ver , since G is unknown , i must be calcul ated 
f rom the data H. Moreover , the estimation of l i ne ar pr oper ties is biased 
in the s ense that 
{HCy) I o < Y < y0 } 
i s unknown . To remove this type of bias , the concept of an estimable linear 
property can be introduced . It is any l i near property defined on that part 
of G(x) , which corresponds to d) H (y) • Therefore , an esti mable 
linear property Z of c° has the form 
Similarly , an estimable average particle property has the f oI'm 
A 
a = 
I: l(x )c° ( d:x) 




Using the inversion formula (2 , 3 . 4) for the random s pheres equation (1 . 2 . l 
we now demonstra te how estimators of the above type can be e xpressed in terms 
of the observational data {If(yi)} and evaluated . Cons ider , firs tly, moments 
of the truncated distribution of sphere s izes , viz . 
Mk = [ xkG(d:x) ( k = o, 1 , 2 , ... ) • 
Yo 
Integrating (2 .3.4) we obtain 
( 5 . 3. 1) 
In particular , 
[ ( 2 2)-t M; = ( 2m/n ) y - y0 H(dy) 
Yo 
( 5 . 3. 2) 
and 
( 5 . 3. 3) 
Let us now simplify the r epresentation ( 5. 3. 1 ) and rewrite it as 
(5 . 3. 4) 
Since we have the result from ( 3 . 5 , 6 ) that for the sample distribution 
from H(y ) , viz . - 1-q H( y ) , the derivative can be approximated by 
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-1..--0 
q n;(y) , Yo S y Syn , then (5 . 3 , 4 ) can be approximated by 
-1 q (5.3 . 5) 
For this approximation , we then have Theorem 5.3 . l which follows from Theorem 
5 . 2 . l and Note 5. 2 . 2 , since ( 5. 3 , 5) is just pq of (5 . 1 . 7) with y
0 
= x . 
TH EOREM 5.3.l. If 
(5 . 3. l) J00 ek (y , y0 )H(dy) exists, 
Yo 
(5.3.2) ~(y) is monotone non- decreasing, crnd 
( 5 . 3 , 3) ei ther ek(y , y 0) is C(y 0 , 00) crnd monotone non- increasing 
then ( 5 , 3. 5 ) is a consistent estimator of (5 . 3 , 4). 
We still do not have a practical estimator of the truncated moments of 
g(x) since q is unknown for a truncated measurement process . The approach 
we use is to e valuate them as estimable average particle properties . For 
example , for the firs t moment , which is m = M1 , we use 
M* l A 
M* ~ a(m ) = 
0 
+ Yo . (5 . 3. 6 ) 
Using (5 . 3. l ) and ( 5. 3. 2), higher moments can be estimated in this way . 
With regard t o the inversion formulas of mathematical formulations 
derived from mode ls of a particulate phase , the constants , such as 2m/1r in 
the random spheres equation and ( 2/ TT)~( 2a+T)/T in the thin section equation , 
are not estimated directly . These constants are incorporated with the 
- 1 -1-quantity q rising from the s ub s titution of q Z(a) for the sample djstributio, 
Z (a ) i n t he given i nversion formula . For the random s pheres eq uation q 
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and so we can approximate M~ i n ( 5 . 3,2) by 
As for the moments of G(x ) , we now estimate NA(Nv7TT)-l by 
( )
- .lf }-1 
y2- y~ ~(y)dy . (5 . 3. 7) 
Similarly for the thin section equation 
(5 . 3. 8) 
5.4 Numerical Results 
To illustrate the effectiveness of product integration estimation 
procedures , we applied four different types to the estimation of the mean 
sphere radius (or diameter ) 
and to the estimation of the sphere size distribution function G(x) 
defined by 
For comparison purposes , the procedure given by ( 5 . 1 . 4) was also used 
to estimate (5 , 4 . 1) , As synthetic data , we used the eigenfunctions of 
(1.2 , 1 ), viz , 
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y . 
f 1, 2 2 2 H(y. ) = c(y.) = (u!c ) e xp (-u /2c ) du 1, 1, 0 (i = -p , •.• , n) , (5 . 4 . 2) 
for which (5 . 4 , 1 ) has the value c ( TT / 2 )¾ . 
The four types of product integration procedures used were PROC#l: 
quadratic Lagrange interpolation applied to points adjacent to the origin 
and piecewise linear interpolation elsewher e ; PROC#2 : quadratic inter-
polation applied to all points; PROC#3 : cubic Lagrange interpolation for 
points adjacent to the origin and quadratic elsewhere; and PROC#4 : cubic 
interpolation for all points . 
The estimates obtained for (5,4 . 1) with 101 data points , compared 
wlth the corresponding estimate using PROC#5 (the procedure given by 
( 5 .1 . 4)) , are given in Table 5 , 4 , 1 . Table 5 , 4 , 2 displays {c(y .)} agains t 
1, 
the percentage error of the estimates obta ined using PROC#l-4 . These results 
corroborate the theoretical work of §5 , 2 and represent strong support for 





5 . 0442 
TABLE 5. 4 . 1 
AVERAGE SPHERE DIAMETER 
PROC#2 
5 , 0487 
C = 4 
PROC#3 
5 . 0006 
PROC#4 
5 . 0006 
PROC#5 
5 . 6855 
y . 
i. 
8 . 486E- l 
l. 789 
2 . 071 
2 . 502 
2 . 983 
3 . 235 
3 . 556 
3 . 616 
4.005 




5 . 666 
6 .115 
6 . 611 
7.07 5 
7.736 
8 . 360 
9 . 738 
l . 129E+l 
TABLE 5.4.2 








2 . 789E-l 





5 . 682E-l 
6 .008E-l 
6 .333E-l 
6 . 892E-l 










3 . 054 
2 . 016 
1.085 
8,641E-l 
6 , 096E-l 
5.829E-l 
3.800E-l 








2 . 468E-l 
2 . 884E-l 
5 . 468E-l 
5.511E-l 
PROC#2 







7 . 785E-l 
5 . 561E- l 
3 . 776E-l 
l. 987E-l 
l. 543E- l 
1. 05 5E-l 






3 . 076E-l 
3 . 684E-l 
OF G(y .) 
i. 
PROC#3 
2 . 006E+l 
4 . 518 
3 . 360 
2 . 322 
1 . 624 
1. 392 
1.151 
1 . 117 
9 . 139E- l 
7. 642E- l 
6 . 069E-l 
5 .714E-l 
5 , 288E-l 
4 . 929E- l 
4. 370E- l 
3 . 937E- l 
3 . 620E- l 
3,344E- l 
3 . 178E-l 
3 . 566E-l 




3 , 363 




1 . 115 
9 . 159E- l 
7. 630E-l 
6 . 076E-l 
5 ,709E- l 
5 , 293E- l 
4 , 924E- l 
4 . 378E-l 
3 , 933E- l 
3.630E-l 
3. 341E-l 
3 . 194E-l 
3 . 244E-l 
3 . 981E-l 
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Numerical experimentation with the estimable quantities (5.3 . 6 )-( 5 . 3 . 8) 
has shown them to be reliable estimators. Some results for ( 5 . 3 . 6 ) and 
( 5 . 3 .7), using quadratic product integration and the data (5.4. 2 ), are 
listed in Table 5 . 4 . 3 along with the exact values and the lower truncation 
point y 0 
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TABLE 5 .4. 3 
c = 4 
m 
A 
a(m) 7, [NA [ N iflTI] -1) 
5 .013 5 . 082 3 . 192 3 . 271 2 . 225E-2 
Since estimation theory for convex particle shapes (a) i s s ometimes 
difficult to implement when inversion formulas are not known , and (b) is in 
fact not applicable rigorously to particles which differ in individual 
shape , we test the usefulness of the ' estimation procedure for spherical 
particles ' (as developed in this chapter) when applied to non-spherical 
particles for which we have an equivalent circle size distribution . As in 
§3 . 8 , we use prolate and oblate ellipsoids for the non-spherical particles , 
since we have known formulations for these shapes . From the data (3.1. 3) 
and the equation ( 3 . 8 . 1) , it is easily seen that the mean diameter of prolate 
and oblate ellipsoids is n0 = 0.5 when E = 1 . Also , for fixed 
eccentricity e , the mean volume is given by 
(n/6)n~(1-e 2)-~ for the prolate case 
and 
(n/6)n~(1-e 2) ~ for the oblate case . 
Employing the equivalent circles argument and evaluating ( 5 . 3 . 6) , we 
obtain Table 5.4 .4. Though we have only considered the estimator of mean 
volume , and fuller experimentation is needed , it appears that ' product 
integration estimators for spherical particles ' acting on the equivalent 
circle s ize distribution are accurate for particles which approximate spheres . 
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TABLE 5.4.4 
MEAN VOLUME OF ELLIPSOIDS 
PROLATE OBLATE 
Eccentricity Exact Computed Exact Computed 
0 , 1 . 0651 . 0662 
. 0651 . 0652 
0 . 2 .0668 , 0678 . 0641 . 0637 
0 . 3 . 0686 .0705 . 0624 . 0612 
0.4 . 0714 . 0749 . 0600 . 0577 
0 , 5 . 0756 . 0815 . 0567 . 0530 
0 . 6 .0818 . 0918 . 0524 .0470 
0.7 .0916 .1089 . 046 7 . 0397 
0 . 8 , 1091 . 1414 . 0393 . 0305 
0 , 9 .1502 . 2284 . 0285 . 0189 
CHAPTER 6 
INVERSION OF A CLASS OF FI RST AND SECOND 
KIND CONVOLUTION VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
Previous methods for the numerical solution of 
g( t ) = h( t ) + I: k( t - s )g(s)ds , Os s st s T 
and 
h(t) = I: k(t- s)g( s)ds , o s s st s T 
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(6.1.1) 
( 6 .1. 2) 
have mainly involved the application of finite difference techniques ( see , 
for example , Day ( 1969 )). The recent theses of Weis s (1972a ) and De Hoag 
(1973) present stable and high order convergent methods for solving first 
and second kind Volterra equations , when the data are known exactly . 
Although the only equation of the above form given specific treatment i s the 
Abel equation by Weiss , their general methods can be specialised to apply to 
convolution types . As indicated in §1 . 3 , however , finite difference 
techniques for integral equations almost invariably cater for the case of 
exact data only . 
Consider , for e xample , the discretization of ( 6 . 1 . 2 ) on 
i = O, 1 , ••• , N = T/ 1::!. , viz . 
( i = 1 , 2 , ... , N) • 
t . =ii:!., 
1, 
(6 . 1.3) 
Evaluation of the integrals in (6 . 1 . 3 ) by the trapezoidal rule , for ins t ance , 
yields 
i - 1 } h (t .) = l::!.{t k( t .) g0 + L k (t .-t. )g . + ¾k (o)g. , 1, 1, • 1 1, J J 1, J = ( i = 1 , 2 , • .. , N) 
( 6 . 1.4) 
using g . 
J as the approximation to g (t .) . J Thus it can be seen from 
( 6 . l. 4) that a perturbation oh. 
J 
in h results in a perturbation in g 
8g. which is proportional to oh ./!:>. . As with other s imilar methods ( see J J 
Weiss ( 19 72a )) , choosing of I>. large to curb the error in g increases 
discreti zat ion error . 
'JLI 
of 
One method proposed for ( 6 . 1 . 1 ) by Bell man et al . (1966) also involves 
the speci 1 case of exact data only . Initially , we need some preliminaries 
to describe the basis of the method but more importantly to aid in the 
presentation of this chapter . 
Denote henceforth the L-( Laplace ) transform L{f} of a function f 
represented in lower case form by the corresponding upper case form . Thus 
the L- transform of f(t) i s written 
L{f} = F(p ) = ( e-ptf( t )dt ( 6 . 1.5) 
Defi niti on (6.1.l). A f unction f(t) is said to have a convergent 
Laplace integral when 
exists . {v'e designate this class of funct1:ons by 
Def in i tion 6.1.2. When 
Iz - t lim I e p f ( t ) I dt z-+oo O 
L 
C 
exists, f ( t ) is said to have an absolutely convergent Laplace integral . 
We call this claos of functions L 
a 
It is clear that absolute convergence of a Laplace i ntegral implies 
simple convergence . 
Definition 6.1 .3. A function f( t ) i s an T
0 
function if it is 
absolutely integrable and if it is bounded in every finite interval 
o < T1 _ t s T2 not including t he origin . 
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Definition 6.1.4. Denote by f 1 * f 2 the convolution of the functions 
The following result is due to Doetsch (1974, Thms . 10 , 1 , 10 . 4) . 
THEOREM 6.l ol. Suppose 
( 6 . 1 . 1 ) f 1 E La for p = p0 , 
( 6 .1. 2 ) f 2 E Lc ( E La) for p = p0 , and 
( 6 .1.3) f 1 and f 2 E I0 ; 
then L{f1 * f 2} E Lc (E La) for p = p0 , and 
L{f 1 * f 2} = L{f 1}L{f 2} for p = p0 and Rep> Rep0 (Rep~ Rep0) . 
COROLLARY 6.1.1. When 
( 6 . 1 .4) f E La for p = p0 , and 
( 6 .1. 5 ) f E I 0 , 
F(p)/p is an absolutely converging L-transform f or Rep~ Rep0 . 
Proof. Replacing F1 (p ) and F2(p) by F(p) and 1/ p in Theorem 
6 . 1 . 1 , the proof follows . // 
then 
We shall require Theorem 10.2 of Doetsch (1974): 
THEOREM 6.1.2. Suppose 
( 6 . 1 . 6 ) f 1 and f 2 E I 0 ; 
f * f is continuous for 1 2 t > 0 • 
Note 6.1.1. If either f1 or f 2 is bounded in a neighboUPhood 
of zero, then the convolution is continuous for t ~ O , since 
+ O as t + O . 
Write k ( t) ,.,n for 'k (t) * ... * k(t) ' , 
n ti.mes 
n = 2 , 3 , ...• 
THEOREM 6. 1.3. 
Q(p) = K(p)/[1-K(p)J 
is an absolutely converging L- transform provided 
( 6 .1.7) k(t) E 1
0 and k(t) EL a 
Furthermore, Q(p) is the L-transform of 
co 
q(t) = k<t) + I k<t)*n 
n=2 
co 
Proof, K(p)/[1-K(p)] = I [K(p )Jn is analytic at K(p) = 0 and 
n=l 
vanis hes there . From Doetsch (1974, Thm 23.7) , IK(s)I < 1 in some half-
plane Rep~ o > y. It then follows from Doetsch (1974, Thm 30 . 4) that 
Q(p ) con verges absolutely in s ome half -plane Rep> y . Also , by 
observation 
The L-transform of a function is unique. However , the inverse 
transform cannot be unique , since two functions that differ at a finite 
number of points, have the same transform. To account for this , Doetsch 
introduces the null f unction n(t) . 
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Definition 6.1.5. A function n(t) ~s null, if its definite integral 
vanishes i dentically for all upper limits; viz . 
I: n(s )ds = 0 for• all t ~ o • 
Us ing integrat ion by parts , we obtain the proof of 
THEOREM 6.1.4. 
L{n } = lim J2 e -ptn(t )dt = 0 . 
2-¥JJ 0 
From these observations Doetsch states 
THEOREM 6.1.5 (Uniqueness Theorem) . Two functions whose L- transform 
functions are identical (in a right half- plane) differ at most by a null 
function. 
Theorem 8.1 of Doetsch (1974) will also be useful in the sequel : 
THEOREM 6.1 06. With 
~(t) = I: f(s)ds , 
~ E Lc for p = y > O , if f E Lc for p = y . Moreover, 
Rep > y . 
THEOREM 6.1.7. If 
( 6 .1. 8 ) fl is continuous at t = O , and differentiable 
(6 . 1.9) f2 is continuous for t > O , and 
(6 . 1 . 10) f{ and f 2 E 10 , 
then 
is continuous for t > 0 . 
~ E L for 
a 
for t > 0 , 
Proof. Using Theorem 6 . 1.2 this can be seen as a consequence of the 
more general result that 
ft fb(t) f(t , s)ds = t(t) 'df(t,s) ds + b '( t)f(t , b(t)) - a '( t)f(t , a(t)) 
a(t) a(t) at 
provided 
a '( t) and b '( t) E c[t1 , t 2] 
and 
'df~; ,s) is continuous in the area bounded by t = t
1 
, t = t 2 , 
s = a ( t) and s = b ( t ) • / / 
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COROLLARY 6.1.2. If f(t) is continuous for t > O and f E 1
0
, then 
d It dt 
O 
f(s)ds = f(t) 
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is continuous f or t > o . 
We now t urn to t he method of Bellman et al . (1966) . It involves taking 
the L- transfor m of both sides of ( 6 .1. 1) , 
and r egrouping to obtain 
G( p ) = H(p ) + K(p)G(p) 
G(p ) = H(p) 1-K(p ) 
( 6 . 1.6) 
The next s tep i s the i nversion of G(p ) to g(t) , requiring the data h 
to be known ana l yt ically or at least exactl y with respect to a grid 
compatible with the numerical i nversion technique used . The method , 
moreover , employs no stabilisation of the problem formulation ( 6 . 1 . 1) . 
In §5 . 2 , inversion formulas for (6 . 1 . 1) and (6 . 1 . 2) are constructed . 
From their method of derivation , existence and uniqueness theorems are 
developed , Standard existence res ults fo r second kind Volterra equations 
with continuous kernels can be found in Davis ( 1960) . For those with 
singular kernels see Evans ( 1910) . Tricomi (195 7 ) considers first kind 
equations with continuous kernels . The first kind singular equations most 
frequently encountered are a subclass of the representation (1 . 1.1) . A 
method of obtaining conditions for existence and uniqueness follows the lines 
of the method for ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) i n §3 . 2 . 1 . 
Howe ver , it is more advantageous to find s ufficient conditions on k , h 
and g etc ., for which a continuous unique solution to ( 6 . 1 . 1 ) and (6 . 1 . 2 ) 
can be found via the evaluation of inversion formulas . In this way, a class 
of Volterra equations for which the inversions of this chapter are 
appropriate is defined . Attention is restricted to second kind equations for 
these results , gi ven that the conditions for converting those of first kind 
to second kind will be presented and that the cases , where this approach 
fails , most frequently involves the Abel equation . 
It is fo und from §6 . 2 that the inversion formulas obtain d involve 
either the i nversion of a Laplac transform or the solving of another 
integral equation. In both cases, numerical methods mus t s ome times be 
us ed . This problem is dealt with in §6 . 3 . In particular , we present the 
essence of a fast Laplace transform inversion method for which the error 
bound can be set arbitrarily small . 
Algorithms for evaluating the inversion formulas are given in §6 . 4 
as well as an estimate of their computational complexity . 
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A brief survey of some other problems which are invertible i s undert aken 
in §6 . 5 . The techniques of product integration and spectral differ entiation 
may be applied to solving some of these equations . 
Concluding remarks are made in §6 . 6 . 
6.2 Inversion Formulas, and Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions 
Consider firstly the second kind equation (6.1 . 1). If K(p) converges 
absolutely and both H(p) and G(p) are convergent, then from Theorem 
6 , 1 . l the image equation corresponding to (6 . 1 . 1) can be written as 
l 
G(p) = 1-K(p) H(p) 
A more appropriate expression , however, is 
K(f G(p) = H(p) + l-K p) H(p) ( 6 . 2 . 1) 
owing to Theorem 6 . 1 . 3 and the observation that -1 [1-K(p )] i s not a Laplace 
transform. In fact , as s + 00 , -1 [1-K(p)] + l 
Invoking the Uniqueness Theor~m 6 . 1 . 5 , equation ( 6 . 2 . l) can be 
transformed back to the original space to yield 
g( t) = h(t ) + I: q(t-s)h(s)ds + n(t) , 
where n(t) is some null function . We can now state Theorem 40 . l of 
Doestsch (1974). 
THEOREM 6.2.1. When 
( 6 . 2 .l) h E L , and 
C 
( 6 . 2 . 2 ) and k E L , 
a 
g ( t ) = h(t) + I: q(t- s)h(s)ds 
satisfies the integral equat ion ( 6 . 1 . 1) almost everywhere . 
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(6.2 . 2) 
Proof. The verification of (6 . 2 . 2) as a solution follows from observing 
that ( 6 . 2 . 2) implies (6 . 2 . 1) which implies (6 . 1 . 6) and which , in turn , 
implies 
g ( t ) = h( t ) + I: k(t-s)i (s)ds + n
1 
(t) , 
where n1 (t) denotes some null function . II 
Inves t igating the function ( 6 . 2 . 2) , irrespect ive of the manner of its 
derivation , as a solution of the integral equation (6 . 1.1) , the hypothesis 
concerning the existence L{h} , L{k} and L{g} can be relaxed . Weaker 
conditions for the existence of a solution are also obtained if T < 00 
so that we encounter integrals over bounded intervals only . Doetsch (1974 , 
Thm 40 . 2) obtains one set of conditions for continuity of [g( t )-h(t)] A 
slight variation of this result can be stated without any added proof : 
THEOREM 6.2.2. When 
(6 . 2 . 3) h (t ) is integrable on [0 , T] and h(t) E C[0 , T] , and 
( 6 . 2 . 4 ) k ( t ) is integrable and bounded on [0 , T ] , 
then ( 6 .1 . 1) has the solution ( 6 . 2 . 2) . The function q(t) converges 
absolute ly and uniformly in [O , T] Furthermore, g(t) E C[0, T] . 
Inversion formulas , additional to the one ( 6 . 2 . 2) of Doetsch (1974), 
can be obtained which we use to yield stronger existence res ults on the 
infin ite interval . For these formulas , we find conditions under whi ch the 
integral equation ( 6 . 1 . l ) is satisfied uniquely and everywhere . We begin 
by tacitly ass uming that g( t ) is the derivative of some primitive f(t) , 
that is f '( t ) = g( t ) . The equation ( 6 . 1 . 1 ) is now written 
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f'(t) - h(t) = I: k(t-s)f'( s )ds . ( 6 . 2 . 3 ) 
Ass uming t hat k, f' E I0 , f , EL and that k EL th h f , e r .. s . o C a 
( 6 . 2 . 3 ) is continuous by Theorem 6 ,1.2. Moreover, it has a Laplace transform 
by Theorem 6 .1.1, Therefore, it i s ass umed that these two properties hold 
for [f '( t )-h(t)] • 
Now t he image relationship for ( 6 ,2, 3 ) i s 
pF(p) - f(o+) - H( p ) = K( p ) [pF( p) - f (o+)] 
for which 
F(p) l ~ 
= p[l-K(p )] H(p ) + p 
- !!lEl. + K(p) H( p ) + ~ 
- p p[l-K( p ) J p (6 . 2 , 4 ) 
Tr ansformi ng back to original space yields 
Jo
t It f(t) = h(s)ds + Z(t-s )h(s) ds + f (o+) + n
2
( t ) 
0 
( 6 . 2 . 5 ) 
where n2(t) designates some nul l function and 
L{Z} = L(p) = Q(p ) = K(p) 
p p[l-K(p )] 
Notice tha t (6,2,4) inverts to (6,2,5) because Z E L 
a 
(by Theor em 6 . 1 . 3 and 
Corollar y 6.1.1) and f EL (by Theorem 6 ,1. 6 ). 
C 
Now f is differentiable and hence cont inuous . Wi th h and Z E I
0 
, 
l * h + Z * h is also continuous. Thus, the nul l f unct ion everywhere 
vanis hes in (6.2,5) to yield 
f(t) = I: h(a)ds + I: Z(t-s)h(s)ds + f(o+) ( 6 . 2 . 6 ) 
Us ing Corollary 6,1,2 we proceed to differentiate (6. 2 , 6 ) t o obtain 
d ft g(t) = h(t) + dt 
O 
Z(t-s)h(s)ds . ( 6 .2,7) 
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From Theorem 6 . 1 . 7 and Corollary 6 . 1 . 2 , 
g(t) = h(t) + I: l(t-s)h ' (s)ds + h(O)l(t) ( 6 . 2 . 8 ) 
whi ch is continuous for t > 0 , provided h( t) is differentiable for 
t > 0 and continuous at t = 0 , l(t) is continuous for t > O , and 
h ' , These conditions can be us ed to provide the following result . 
THEOREM 
( 6 . 2 . 7) 
( 6 . 2 . 8) 
( 6 . 2 . 9) 




t = 0 
h I , l 
When 
h E L , 
C 
not a null function, 
is differentiable for 
, 
E Io , and 
k E I0 , 
t > 0 
( 6 .2 . 11) l(t) is continuous for t > o , 
k E L , 
a 
and continuous at 
then (6. 2 .8) is the unique solution of (6 . 1 . 1) . This solution, is I
0
, Lc 
and continuous for t > O . 
Proof. Since the equations (6.2 . 3)-(6 . 2 . 4) and ( 6 . 2 . 6 )-( 6 . 2 . 8) can be 
deri ved in reverse manner , we need only show that the solution is unique . 
Assuming there are two different solutions , there is a non-trivial solution 
of 
f ' (t) - 1: k(t - s)f ' (s)ds = O • 
Howe ver , this equation implies either f ' or k is a null function , or 
that K(p) = l for all p , if Laplace transforms are taken . The only 
poss ibility then is that f ' is null . However , f is determined up to the 
constant f (o+) . II 
COROLLARY 6.2.1. If conditions ( 6 . 2 . 7)-( 6 . 2 . 11) hold and l (t) i s 
continuous at t = o , then the unique solution of ( 6 .1 . l) is ( 6 . 2 . 8) which 
is I 0 , Lc and continuous for t ~ O . 
Proof. l(t) is continuous at t = 0 and so i s bounded in a 
neighbourh ood of the origin . Using Note 6 , 1 , l , 
I: l ( t-s )h ' (s) ds 
i s continuous for t ~ 0 , a nd hence the result , // 
By considering existence and uniqueness on a finite interval 
0 S t ST< 00 , the assumptions regarding t he existence of Laplace 
transforms can be relaxed . 
THEOREM 6. 2.4. When 
( 6 . 2 . 12 ) k &Snot a null f unction, k E I
0
, 
( 6 . 2 . 13) h ' E I 0 , 
( 6 . 2.14 ) h( t ) &8 diff erentiable on (0 , T] and continuous at 
t = 0 , 
( 5 . 2 .15) l E I o , and 
( 6 . 2 .16 ) l(t ) E C(o , T ], 
then ( 6 . 2 . 8) with g (t) E C( O, T] &8 the unique solution of (6.1,l). 
CO ROLLARY 6.2.2 . If conditions ( 6 .2 . 12)-(6 . 2 . 14) and condition 
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( 5 . 2.16 ) hold and l(t ) is continuous at t = 0 , then g(t ) E C[O, T ] &8 
t he unique solution of ( 6 .1.l). 
Clearly another inversion formula for ( 6 .l. l) i s 
g( t ) = h(t)(l+l(o)) + I: l ' (t - s )h(s)ds ( 6 . 2 . 9 ) 
By app lying the s ame type of ana lys i s to derive this equation , the followin g 
analogous res ults are obtained . 
TH EOREM 6.2.5. When 
( 6 . 2 . 17 ) the conditions ( 6 . 2 . 7) - ( 6 . 2 . 8 ) hold, 
( 5 . 2 , 18 ) l ( t ) &S di fferentiable for t > O and continuous at 
t = 0 , 
( 6 . 2 . ] 9 ) l ' 
' 
l E I 0 , and 
1 04 
( 6 . 2,20 ) h(t) is continuous for t > O , 
then ( 6 . 2 . 9 ) is the unique solution of ( 6 .1. 1) . This solution is I
0
, Lc 
and continuous for t > O . 
COROLLARY 6.2.3. If conditions (6.2.17)-( 6 . 2 . 20) hold and h(t) 
is continuous at t = O, then the unique solution of (6 . 1 . 1) is (6 . 2 . 9 ) 
which is I 0, Lc and continuous for t ~ o . 
THEOREM 6.2.6. When 
( 6 . 2 , 21) 
( 6 . 2 . 22 ) 
the condition (6.2.12) holds, 
l' EI 0 , 
(6 . 2 . 23 ) l(t) is differentiable on ( O, T] and continuous at 
t = 0 , 
(6 . 2 , 24 ) h E 1
0
, and 
(6 . 2 . 25 ) h(t) E C( O, T ], 
then ( 6 , 2 . 9 ) with g( t) E C(o , T] i s the unique solution of ( 6 .1 .1) . 
COROLLARY 6.2.4. If conditions (6. 2.21)-( 6 . 2 , 23) and condition 
( 6 .2. 25) hold and h(t) is continuous at t = O , then g(t) E C[o , T] is 
the unique solution of (6.1.1). 
As was carried out in Chapters 3 and 4 , the conditions for existence 
and uniqueness can be found for g(t) E d'1[o , T] , m ~ 1 . Simple 
differentiation of the inversion formulas provides the additional assumptions 
necessary . For example , for the inversion formula (6 . 2 . 8) and the Corolla1y 
6 . 2 . 2 which gives conditions for a unique continuous solution on [ O, T] , 
we can obtain the following set of hypotheses . 
THEOREM 6.2.7. If 
(6. 2 .26) the condition ( 6 . 2 . 12) holds, 
,JTI Jn+l ( 6 . 2 . 27) h( t ) E ~ [O, T] , h( t ) E c· (O, T], and 
( 6 . 2 , 28 ) l ( t ) E d'1[o, T] , 
then g( t ) E Cn[O , T] is the unique solution of ( 6 . 1 , 1) , m ~ 1 . 
lO S 
For an l(t ) whose derivatives are not continuous at t = O , the 
following result is applicable . 
THEOREM 6.2.8. If conditions (6.2 . 26)-(6 . 2 . 27) hold, l(t) E cf'1 (o , T] , 
and l E 10 , then g(t) E d'1 ( o , T] is the unique solution of ( 6 . 1,1), 
m::: 1 . 
Let us now return to the first kind equation ( 6 . 1 . 2 ) . It is seen that 
the image relationship is given by 
1 G(p) = K{"pr H(p) , 
which in this form cannot be transformed back to the original space . The 
term [K(p)J-l is not an L-transform since all L-transforms converge t o 
zero as p tends through real values to infinity . 
Two simple approaches can be applied in an attempt to circumvent this 
difficulty . One is to find conditions under which ( 6 . 1. 2) can be transformed 
to a second kind equation . Using Theorem 6 , 1 . 7 , 
k(o-t-)g(t) -t- I: k ' (t-s)g(s)ds = h ' (t), t > o , ( 6 . 2 . 10 ) 
provided k(t) and h(t) are differentiable for t > 0 , k ' ( t) E 10 , and 
a continuous solution exists for t > 0 • Wh en 
differentiation of equation (6 , 1 . 2) (n-t-1) times produces anothe r second kind 
integral equation 
( 6 . 2 . 11) 
Doetsch (1974 ) produces the equations (6 . 2 . 10) and ( 6 . 2 .11) . Clearly, 
the conditions for the latter to hold are k(t) and h(t) are (n-t-1) 
times differentiable for t > 0 , k(n-t-l) ( t) E 1
0 
, and a solution whi ch i s 
continuous exists for t > 0 • 
• 1 0 
This attack fails when k(t) possesses no derivatives at t = O . A 
procedure for inverting an Abel's equation (for which k(t) = t-a 
0 <a< l) provides the motivation for an alternative approach . Sneddon 
(1966 ) and Doetsch (1974) invert the Abel equation by entering the integral 
f(t) of g(t ) as the unknown, viz. 
h(t) = I: (t-s)-af'(s)ds , O <a< l. 
This approach was extended earlier in this section to obtain the new 
inversion formulas (6.2.7)-(6.2.9) for ( 6.1.1). Similarly, we tacitly 
assume the existence of f so that (6.1.2) becomes 
h(t) = I: k(t-s) f '( s)ds . 
Transformation to the image space yields 
which has the solution 
H(p) = K(p) l])F(p)-f(o+)] 
.;-( ('\ +) 
F(p) = LEi + R(p)H(p) p 
where R(p) is hopefully an L-transform given by 
R(p) = [pK(p)]-l. 
Inversion to the original space provides the new equation 
+ It f(t) = f(o) + 
0 
r( t -s)h(s)ds 
( 6 . 2 . 12) 
( 6 .2. 13 ) 
in which it is assumed that the right conditions exist for both sides to be 
continuous and hence for the null function to everywhere vanish . By analogy 
to the previous analysis, one can use the results of §6 .l on ( 6 . 2 .13) to 
obtain the conditions for the following inversion formulas to exist and for 
them to be solutions of (6.1.2) with the appropriate properties: 
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d ft g(t) = at 
O 
r(t-s)h(s)ds (6 . 2 . 14) 
Ito = r ( t - s )h '( s )ds + h(O)r(t) ( 6 . 2 . 15) 
= I: r ' (t-s)h(s )ds + r (O)h(t) • ( 6 . 2 . 16) 
6,3 Determination of the Kernels in the Inversion Fonnulas 
Recall that the fo l lowi ng relationships exist between Q(p) , L(p) , R(p) 





1- K(p) ' 
= K(p) 
p[l- K(p )] 
'"'' ) 1 
mp = pK(p) 
(6 . 3 . l) 
( 6 . 3 . 2 ) 
(6 . 3.3 ) 
We first consider the determination of the kernels q(t), l(t) and r(t) 
by an integral equation method , 
Det e rmi na t ion of q (t) : 
For ( 6 , 3, 1 ), 
Q(p ) - K(p) = Q(p)K(p) 
which has the corresponding image equation 
q( t) - k( t ) = I: q ( t -s )k(s )ds . ( 6 . 3. 4) 
With [q(t )-k ( t )] continuous and q , k E 10 , the null function whi ch would 
normally appear in ( 6 , 3. 4) vanishes identically . 
De t ermi na t i on of Z( t) : 
For ( 6 , 3. 2), 
L(p ) - K(p )/p = L(p )K(p ) 
10 8 
for which the image relationship is 
l(t) - J: k(a)ds = I: l (t-s)k(s)ds. (6 . 3. 5) 
In this case we cons train l(t) to be continuous and l , k E I
0 
so that 
the null function vanishes. 
Determination of r(t) : 
For (6 . 3 . 3) , 
R(p )K (p ) = 1/p 
and hence 
I: r(t- s)k(s)ds = 1 (6 . 3 . 6 ) 
when r, k E I0 . 
When k(t) is known exactly , the equations (6 . 3 . 4)-( 6 . 3 , 6 ) can be 
s olved either analytically or by finite difference techniques . 
However q ( t) , l(t) and r(t) can also be found via the Laplace 
transform inversions of (6,3,1)-(6.3,3), r espectively. It is not clear which 
method of numerical solution is more stable . For completeness , therefore , 
L- transform inversion is now briefly discussed and , in particular , the 
implementation of Durbin ' s method in the evaluation of the inversion formulas . 
The numerical determination of an original function f(t) from its 
Lapalce transform F(p) , given by ( 6 . 1 , 5) , is not a well-posed problem ( see 
Bellman et al. (1966)) when the computations are performed on values of F(p ) 
on the real axis . As with most ill- posed problems , the computations can be 
more stably carried out in multiple precision . Alternatively , methods whi ch 
determine f(t ) from values of F(p ) in the complex plane can be u ed . 
These are us ually based on one of the following : 
(a) numerical integration of the Bromwich integral ( Salzer (1955 ) , 
Schmittroth (1960) ), 
(b ) expansion of the original function into a series of 
orthogonal function s , particularly Laguerre polynomials (Weeks 
(1966 ) , Piessens and Branders (1971)), 
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(c) the evaluation of equivalent Fourier integrals ( Dubner and Abate 
(196 8), Durbin (1974)). 
No particular method appears superior in all respects to another . For 
example, those based on (a) and (b) can allow F(p) to possess a branch 
point at infinity whereas those based on (c) are fast and conceptually 
simp le, requiring a minimum of programming effort. Furthermore , the method 
of Dubner and Abate (1968), as well as Durbin's (1974) efficiency improvement 
of it , can be used when F(p) is available as data uniformly spaced on 
the pure imaginary axis , This is s ometimes useful for the purposes of 
s olving the convolution e quations since the transforms we attempt to invert 
may involve the computation of the transform K(p) from the kernel k(t) 
numerically. In this circumstance , the fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be 
applied to the discrete analogue of 
K(p) = ( e-atk(t) cos wtdt - i ( e -atk(t) sin wtdt (6 . 3 .7) 
to yield K(p) , p =a+ iw, on a uniform grid. We indicate below how a 
can be determined. 
The basis of the method of Durbin for evaluating the invers e Laplace 





2TI"l- • Q-"l,00 
( 6 . 3 . 8) 
is that there exists a certain freedom in choosing the contour of integration . 
The contour may be any vertical line a> O in the right half-plane with the 
restriction that it is greater than the r eal parts of all the singularities 
of F(p) . In the case of singularities of F(p) to the right of the 
origin, a suitable translation of the imaginary axis can place those 
singularities to the left . Specifying a contour line , the integral to be 
evaluated is the Fourier int_egral equivalent to (6 . 3.8) 
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f(t) = (eat /n) I: [Re{F( p )} cos wt - Im{F(p)} sin wt]dw , (6 . 3. 9) 
whi ch can be approximated arbitrarily close by 
[ 
00 
- at f(t) = (e IT ) ~Re{F( a )} + L Re{F( a+ikn/T)}cos(knt/T) 
k=l 
- ~ Im{F(a+ikn/T)}sin(knt/T)] , ( 6 . 3. 10) 
k=O 
with T the truncation point of the upper limit to the integral in ( 6 . 3. 9 ) . 
-The approximat ion f(t) employs an analys is which finds the relationship of 
( 6 .3.7) with the discrete Fourier transform . 
The error f (t) - f(t) is given by 
00 
E( f ; a , t , T ) = L e- 2akTf(2kT+t) 
k=l 
Since F(s) has no singularities for Re{F( p)} > o 
(6 . 3 . 11) 
lf(t) I i s bounded as 
t + 00 by a function of the form C tm , where 1 is a constant and m a 
non-negative integer . Two important cases can be considered to obtain bounds 
on E(f; a , t , T ) 
CASE 1 : If( t ) I < Cl 
This sat i sfies all physical f unctions . Here , (6 . 3. 11) can be bounded as 
I . I < ( 2aT ) -1 E(f, a , t , T ) _ c1 e -1 . 
CASE 2 : if(t)I < c1 tm , m ~ l . 
IE(f; a , t , T ) I 
with c2 , a1 , .•• , °in+l constants . 
-2aT 
e 
Note that these bounds are fixed , depending essentially on the term 
Once the precision, maxE(f ; a , t , T ) , is chosen a is determined. 
Comparing equation ( 6 . 3. 9 ) with ( 6 .3.10) reveals that the approximation 
of ( 6 . 3 . 9 ) s imply reduces to application of the trapezoidal rule with a step 
1)1 
length of TI/T . However , the error bound obtained is much tighter than the 
bound associated with this rule. This results from the cancellation of two 
e xponentially increasing error factors when approximating 
( Re{F( p )} cos wtdhl 
and 
( Im{F(p)} s in wtdhl 
separately in ( 6 . 3. 9) by the trapezoidal rule . 
There is one other major source of error to consider i n applying 
Durbin ' s method . The infinite series (6 . 3. 10) can only be summed up to a 
finite number NMAX of terms . Therefore , truncation error Et must be 
minimised . Then , with (6 . 3. 10) truncated appropriately , the FFT can be 
implemented . 
As can be seen from (6 . 3. 10) , Et is amplified by the factor eaT/ T . 
In this way , NMAX can be determined by the convergence criteria 
(eaT/T) IRe{F( a+i2nNMAX/T)}I < £ (6 . 3. 12) 
and 
(eaT!T) IIm{F( a+i2nNMAX/T)}I < £ , ( 6 . 3. 13) 
s ince the error in truncating such an osc illating series i s approximately 
l ess than the value of the term at which the truncation i s made . In the 
absence of the trigonometric factors in (6 . 3. 10) , the series is a decreasing 
one and the truncation error is always less than the above value . 
By evaluating equations (6 . 2 .7)-( 6 . 2 . 9) , truncati on error and/ or 
complexi ty of the numerical method when implementing Durbin ' s method is 
l essened compared to evaluating ( 6 . 2.2). Basically , this is due to the fact 
that F(p)/p converges faster than F(p) as p tends to infinity . Consider 
the convergence criteria when inverting F(p)/p . Corresponding to (6 . 3. 12 ) 
and ( 6 . 3. 13) , this simply involves t he replacement of F(a+i2n MAX/T) by 
F(a+i 2nNMAX/T )/( a+i2nNMAX/T ) in these equations. Rationalising the 
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denominators yie lds the criteria 
aT 
e la Re{F(a+i2TINMAX / T)}+wim{F(a+i2TINMAX/T}i < E 
T la 2+( 2TINMAX/T) 2 1 
( 6 . 3 . 14) 
and 
aT 
e laim{F (a +i2TINMAX/T )}-wRe{F( a+i2TINMAX/T)}I < E . 
T la 2+( 2TINMAX / T) 2 1 
(6 . 3.15) 
A sufficient condition for both ( 6 . 3.14 ) and (6. 3. 15) to be valid i s 
(eaT/ T)[IRe{F( a +i2TINMAX/T)}l+I Im{F(a+i2TINMAX/T)}IJ < 2ETINMAX/T . (6 . 3 .16) 
On the other hand, from ( 6 .3. 12) and ( 6 . 3 .1 3) , a necessary condition for 
approximate convergence when inverting F(p) is 
(eaT/T)[IRe{F(a +i 2nNMAX/T)}l +IIm{F( a +i2nNMAX/T ) }IJ < 2E 
which , for a given E , i s certainly more stringent than the sufficient 
condition ( 6 .3.16). 
6.4 Evaluation of inversion formulas 
In this section , only the second kind equation (6 . 1 . l ) is considered . 
The application of the results here to (6.1. 2) is obvious . It is assumed 
that K( p) i s avai l ab l e analytically . Otherwise , k(t) is transformed 
using ( 6 . 3.7), which is truncated at T , in the following manner . First 
subtract the linear t rend 
•' •(t) - e - aTk ( T )-k(O) t + k(O) ' 
If' - T 
whi ch has the trans f orm 
f-rom e -atk ( t ) • The discretization er'ror associated with implementing the 
0.J 
FFT on the remaining residuaJ,s e-atk(t) of e-atk ( t ) to e valuate the discrete 
analogue of 
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. . -~k( ) is that of a trapezoidal rule since e t has the same value at t = 0 
and t = T (see Abramovici (1971)) . Thus the error for N points is 
o (( T/N) 2) instead of O(T/N) for the usual FFT implementation, when finding 
the transform of the residuals, K(p) say . The additive property of 
Laplace transformations then allows K(p) to be calculated according to 
-K(p ) = K(p) + ~(p) 
We are now in a position to propose an algorithm for ( 6 . 1 . 1) based on 
the evaluation of (6.2.9). 
Algorithm 6.4.1 
STEP 1 : Choose maxE(l ; a, t , T) and hence a and T from 
maxE(Z; - 2aT a ,t, T)=C1e . 
(aT ~ 5 has been shown to produce good results ( Durbin 
(1974))). 
STEP 2 : Choose NMAX to satisfy (6.3.12) and ( 6 . 3 . 1 3) where F(p) = L(p) . 
STEP 3: Invert L(p) to get an approximation t o 





= a + ik2TT/T 
C(j) = ajM e 
i2TT/N W = e 
, 
! (t) ;, C(j ) [-tRdF(a) l+R•{J: [A (k )+iB(k) Jwfk} l , 
where 
M 
A (k) = L Re{L (pk+rnN) } 
rn=O 




B(k) = I Im{L (pk+mN)} 
m=O 
has NMAX = M x N ~n order to use FFT on (6.4 . 1) . 
STEP 4: Determine by spectral differentiation 
v(tj-s) = ft {Z(tj)}'t=t .-s. 
J 




w(y .) = f J v(y .-s)h(s)ds 
J O J 
to obtain 
g (y . ) :;: [ l+ L( 0 ) ]h (y . ) + w (y . ) . 
J J J 
The quadrature applied in Step S should depend on how h is specified 
and on the properties of v and h • 
Based on (6 . 2. 7), steps 4 and Sare replaced by the following : 
STEP 4a: Integrate numericaUy onto a uniform grid {xk} 
STEP Sa : Determine by spectral differentiation 
This , of course, requires the definition of h on a uniform grid . In 
this case, there are two reasons for basing the algorithm on the invers ion 
formula (6 . 2,8) , viz . 
STEP 4b : Determine by spectral differentiation 
STEP Sb: Integrate numerically onto {xk} 
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to obtain 
Firstly , there is no restri ction to integrate onto a uniform grid (as i s the 
case with the original algorithm also ). Secondly , experience has shown that 
better solutions are obtained when the differentiation is performed before 
the integration . Ther efore , for uniformly spaced data h , the final 
procedure involving St eps 4b and Sb is suggested ; otherwise , the original 
algorithm is preferred . 
An est imate of the complexity of the algorithms includes the following 
major considerations: O( N log N) operations for calculating the inverse 
Laplace transform of L , as well as either NMAX/2 evaluations of 
Re.{F(pk) } and Im{F(pk)} or O( NMAX log NMAX ) for calculating F(pk) via 
an approximation of ( 6 . 3 . 1 ); O( N log N) for performing the numerical 
differentiation ; in addition to these we must include the complexity of the 
particular integration scheme us ed . 
If the integral equation method is to be used for finding l (t) , then 
the complexity is at most that which relates to solving the integral equation 
by finite differences . 
6.5 Other Problems with Inversion Formulas 
There are certain non- convolution integral equations with more than one 
variable , having inversion formulas . For example , 
ff g(x ,y )d::cdy = h( t) 2 2 2 2 ¾ s, ' a [(t - y )-(s -x )] 
where a is a right- angled isosceles triangle with vertex (s , t) and base 
on the x-axis . Its solution is given by 
with 
g(s , t) 




[( 2 2) ( 2 2)]-% t -y - s -x 
Another type with inversion formulas i s a class of first kind integral 
equations with kernels defined by hypergeometric functions . A conc i se 
di scussion of i nvers i on formulas for integrals of the s e type s can be f oun d 
in Mikhlin (1974) . 
Some integral equations with inversion formulas arise in connection with 
the fo llowing geometric probability problem in botany : the estimation of 
distributions according to direction from observations of intersections with 
random lines in controlled directions . Philip (1966 ) derives , for ins tance , 
the eq uati on 
g(x ) 3 = - sec x ITT/ 2 2 . 2 t [ cos y coty{ s in y(h(y) cos ecy)'} ' ] ' d an x 2 2 ¾ y x (tan y-tan x) 
where prime signifies differentiation with respect to y • It relates the 
variation of ' contact ' frequency with ' quadrat ' angle , h( y ) , to the 
di s tribution of foliage density with foliage angle , g(x) . 
6.6 Conclusion 
The numerical investigations of Chapters 3 and 4 provide evidence for 
the following conclus ion: give n non-e xact data , it is more reliable 1: 0 
olve convolu ion Volterra equations by stably e valuating invers ion f ormulas 
than by implementing finite difference techniques directly . However , more 
detai l ed a n lys is needs to be undertaken to decide empha1:icall y whe·ther the 
extr task of inverting the Laplace transform or solving the appropriate 
integral eq uation i s worthwhile for those particular formulations which 
require these to be performe d numerically. Since this t hes i s concerns itself 
mainly with Ab l type equations , s uch work has not yet been initi ated . Fut ure 
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r esear ch could , for example , treat the numeri cal solution of some con volution 
equations where l(t ) is determined by a satisfactory inverse t ransform 
t echnique or the s olution of the appropriate integral equat ion . Noise could 
be adde d t o the data h(t ) and the equation s olved by fini te di fference 
methods as well as the methods suggested in this chap t er . The att ainment of 
much more r e l i able results using the latter methods would jus tify t he extra 
computation involved in the chosen transform invers ion or in tegra l equation 
s olution . 
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AP PENJ:lf X 1 . 
STEREOLOGY 
~E SOLVE fHE AB LS [ UATION FITTIN THE 
RANDOM SPHERES MO EL I STE REOL OGY <~E E WICKSELL 1925) 
NUME !CAL SOLUTIO OF BE LS EQUATION USING PROClDURE <111 OF 
JAKl:.MAN AND AND RSSEN : ' ABE TYP E I TEGR AL E UAT!ONS I N 
"TEREOLOG Y• ,P ARTS 1 AND ll ,(J, MI CROSC OPY,1975) 
DATA GI VEN ON A NON-EV~N GRID , 
PROGRA MMED BY A, Je JAKEMAN , MAY 197Ja 
I MPL ICIT REAL•Y IA - H, O-Zl 
REAL•B MONE 
DIMENS IO N DATA(Sl2 ) 
l,DERIV(S12l ,R~CDAT(512l 
DJMENSIO~ XIS17 l ,T RAP (5l 2 l, BZZ (S 2 J , TERlV(S12),XU(Sl2l, 
1XXSOL(2 l , AUX l~ Ol , AL ( 512 , l,AZ( Sl2 l 
REAL•Li l:.P S 
I NTEGER 1PIV(2 l 
LOG ICAL PRJNf.x. 
COMMON /I NPUT / DATA , ~005 
COMMON / QpJ/ TijAP , X, XU , BB , NOBZ 
COMMON / WLOGIC/ PR I NTX 
COM MON /l:. ST I MIMON[ ,SLA MDA 
COMMON /C SUMSQ / DELTA , N2 
WR ITE (JtlS) 
RITE (3tl6l 
W llE 13.t7l 
lk lfE (3.tSl 
~R ITE ( ,t7J 
!SOB IS fHF HIGHEST DERI VATI VE IN THL SOBOLEV SMOOTHING 
IA A, t:lBl DENOTES THE INTERVAL FROM i HlCH THE DATA 
IS SA MPLED ~ IT H A UNIFORM GRID 
READ I N THE NUMBl:.R OF 0B5ERVnTION PO! NTS( NOB ZI AND THE NUMBER 
OF POINTS AT 'HICH A DISCRET E 50LUT10 N 15 DES I RE ( NOBS I 
READ (1.19) NOBZ , NOBS 
I f ( N08S,GT •~91 GO TO 2 
WR ITE ( 3 ,2 l 
CALL EXIT -
I F ( NOBSoLE•SJ21 GO TO 3 
l"F. ITE <J, 21) 
CALL E.XI T 
CONTINUE 





















AD!l (XU(Ill CIRCLE 
READ 11,221 
READ (1,221 
AP.= U ( l l 
BB=XU(N0BZI 
(DAT (ll,I=l, N0BZ) 
IXUIIld=l,N0 Z) 
LOGIC L V RTABLE 'PRINTX• JS USED TO DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN 
THE P I NT OUT OF ESSENTIAL DATA ONLY AND fHE PRINTIN6 OF 
ALMOST ALL RELEVANT CALCULAT D QUANTITIES. 
'PRINTX IS TU[ ALLO WS ESSENTIAL QUA TITlES• 
I,E• f(XI AND X,THE INVERTED DATA ANU THEIR 
ABSCISSAE, ONLY AS OUTPUT, 
P R I TX=,TRUE, 
X'.:>CAL=B8 .. AA 
TN0BS=N0BS 
!JEL=XSCAL/ ( fNOBS-1 •D 
DO 'I I=l,N0BS 
T I= I 
X(Il=ITI-1,D Ol•DEL+AA 
CONTI NUE 
lF <P INTXI 
IF (PRI , TX) 
IF (PRI NTX) 






<XU( I l, I=t ,NOBll 
SEE R0UTJ NE 0PTLUL TO DECIDE ON VALUES To 
GIVE TO ALPHA AND !SOB 
CALL SC U l 
C P P L Y P R 0 D U C T Q U A D R A T I C T O T H E S I N G lJ L A I N T G ~~ A L 
CALL TRAPC 
IF (PRINTX) NRJTE (3,26) 
I F (PRINTXl WRITE 13,27) 
IF (PRI TX) NR!TE <3,28) NODS 
IF {PRl TX) WRITE (3,27) 
IF (PRI TX) NR!TE (3,29) 





IF IPRINTXI WRITE 13,3 I 
IF {PRINTXl vRITE {J,38) {DATA(JI ,i=t ,N0BSI 
C SCAL DATA BACK TO THE INTERVAL ( , U ,l.OI 
[) 0 6 I= 1, N0BS 
UA fA ( I l =DATA { I 1 /XSCAL 
6 CONTIIJUE 
C 
C TO E SURE THAT THE RESIDUAL TO BE DlfFERENTlAT D IS NEAR 
C STATIONARY, REM0Vt FROM THE DATA A LEAST SQUARES (CUBICI 
C TEND WHICH IS CONSTRAINED To FIT THE. NUS Of THE DAlA EXACTLY 
C IF THl LEAST QUARES MODEL 
C DATA(Il=A( l+Alll•X+A(2l•X• 2+---+AIJ)•X*•J•--
C IS SUBJECT D TO THE CONSTRAINT 
C DATA(l)=AA, DATA(NO Sl=CC 
C DERlV(DATA(I ll=OB, DERIVIDATAINObS))=DD 
C THEN IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO FIT THE MODEL 
C DATA(ll-AA-BB•X•(CC-AA-BBl•X••2 -< DU+BB+2•tAA-CCl) (X••3-X••2l= 
C =SUM(J=~,JJl IA(Jl•< •J-(J-21•X••3+(J-3l•X•*2ll 
C TO THI:.. DAfA 
C 
C THE DERIVATIVE OF THIS MOD[L 15 
C B+2•(CC-AA-BBl•X+IQD+ •2•(AA-CC) )•(J•x••2-2•xl+ 
C +SlJ~1(J=q,JJl (A(J)•(J•x••<J-1 l-3•(J-2>•x••2+2(J-3l•Xl l 
Tl 08S=NOf:lS 
DELA=l•D ~ /(TNO~S-l•D L l 
ij=(OATA(2l-DATA(ll )/DELA 
DD=IDATA(NOBSl-DATA( NOAS-1))/DELA 
I F ( PR I 1~ T X I W I TE ( 3 , 2 6 l 
IF <PRINTXl v'IRJTE (3,311 
lF IPRI TXl RITE (3,32l 
IF (P?IITXl WRTTE (3,311 
Ir (rRif TXI NRITE (3.33) 
IF (PRlNTXl WRTTE (3,3~) BB,DD 
AA=DATAlll 
CC=LIATA( OBS) 
C J J = N U t1 13 R O F P A R A M E T l:. R S I N T H E M O D E L i J J = 2 F O R T H l 
C LEAST SQUA rs CUBIC MODEL 
JJ=l 
IF IPR( TX) RJTE (3,351 JJ 




UZ( I >=DATA< I 1- fl ZZI I l 




AZ(I,Jl=l• 2•<7 •AJ-AJ•L+IAJ-1• D ll 
7 CONTINUE 
l:.PS=i• 1:..-12 
CALL DLLSQ (A7,AZ,NObS,JJ,1,XXSOL,JPIV1LPS,l[R,AUXl 
IF ( lF- o[Q. - I OT 8 
,HITE (3,251 YE 
STOP 
0 C NTif\lU£:. 
C 
C SUBTRACT TRFND FROM DATA 
DO 9 J=l t!JOBS 
DATA( Il=DATA(I l-BZ7(ll 
DO 9 J=l ,JJ 
DATAltl=OATAI II-XXSOL(Jl•AZ( I ,Jl 
9 corn I NUE 
ALPHA:: J oD 
I S0ll=2 
C 
CALL OPTCUL (NOBS,DATA,UERlV,lo001ISOB1ALPHA,ofALS~•,•T UEel 
DO !C' 1=1 ,f\100S 
RE.CLIAT< I )=DAfAI I l 
C ADD THE TR FIi D VAL UC S TO • 'DER I V • • AN U • ' EC DA T • ' 
DO 12 1=1, tlO S 
TI=l-1 
TE.R 1 V (I) =D ER IV ( I l 
Z=TI• DE LA 
HECU TC I l=R£COAT( I l+ bZ Z( I l 
DER IV( I) =D RIV(I )+ BA +2,D 1• (CC-AA• DBl•Z•(O D+B9 +2.o c• IAA-CC) ) •(3•DO• 
ll••2•2•D •Zl 




RE CDAT( Il= RE CO AT (J )+XXSOL(Jl AZ( I,Jl 
D~ IV(Il=DERlV( Il+XxsoL(Jl•Z • I ( J+2,D >•z•• AJ-J.o o •AJ•Z+2.D •(AJ -1 
l•Dlll 
11 CON TIN UE 
TLR!VC l l=DERIVI I l-TEf;;JVC I I 
12 CONTJNUl 
C 
C lO RREC T FO SCALI NG APP LIED TO DATA Du 13 I=l,NOBS 




IF C PRINTXl ,IR JT E CJ,36) 
I F I P R I ~ T X l 1'i R ! T I:. ( .3 , 3 8 l C [> E R I V ( I l , I = 1 , 0 8 S l 
If- (PR Ir TX) ,RITE (.3.J7) 
IF CPRI NTX) WR ITE (3,.38) CRE CDAT(Il ,1~1 , NOBSl 
C 
C COMPLETE TH E EVALUATION 0~ THE INVE RSION FORMULA 
FACTR =- '.:>LAMDA 
T APCl)c , D 
DO 1~ 1= 2 , NOB c; 
T APC!l=WEHIVC !l•FACTR 
1'1 CONTI NUE 
C 
Tt<APINOE:lS)= •D 
WR ITE (J,39) 
1.';R lfE CJ,~ I 
Iv R I I E ( 3 , .3 8 l C r R A P ( I l , I = I , 1~ 0 13 5 I 
~R IT E (J,~ll -
WR IT [ IJ,3 8 1 I X( ll ,I=l, NOBS l 
STOP 
15 ~ORMAT C't',////////,3 x .••• •••NUM[RICAL SOLUTION OF ABl:.LS EQUAT I O 
1 U:, I NG Pf OCEOURL ( 1 I OF JAK EMAN ANO A DER S EN : 1 / 3 X, • EFERENCE-
2Al:IEL rYPL ! NTF C:iRAL EulLJATIONS I N STEREOLOGYCJ.MICRO~C PY ,19751•••• 
J •• ) 
16 FORIIA T 1///////l 
17 FOH IAT (3 0X , 6r,ClH• )l 
1 0 FORi1AT (.3 0X ,' ALL DIFf-lCULTIES WITH THIS f" OGRAM ~HOULtJ 13E REPORT 
!E D TO •'l3 r X,•• R • s. ANDl:.RSSEN , COMPUTlR CE NTN , ANU : PHONE q9 
2 q s ~ 1 . •' 1 3 X.• BY ~Elf! NG LOGICAL VARIA Ll pRJNTX 10 .FA LSE . THE 
3 USlR •' / 3 x,•• CA N SUPP RE SS ALL THE tJATA EXCEPT FOR THE SOLUTro 
qN AD •'/ nx .•• THF GRID ON H1CH IT I S D FINED • BUTH DOES 
~o Ar HI •'IJ X, ' • uw RISK A THIS WILL suppR ss WARNINGS ABOUT 
6 *'/31 X,' • PATHOLOGICAL SITUATIONS fOUNO UURINb PRoctSSI 
7N Ge •• ) 












FORMAT (/////,} x ,• •••••NUMBE~ Or DATA POINTS Too SM LL FOR A•llSX 
1 ,• succES~FU L SOLUTIO N USING SPECTRAL ME TH OD • EE '/lS x .• ANDERSSE 
2 COMPUTING ~ITH NO ISY DATA WITH AN 'l tSX ,' APPL1CATI0N TO ABE LS EQUA 
3Tl0 ••••••) 
FORMA T (////1.t x, •••• PR0Gf AM DlMENSI0NFD TO RUN FOR N I N THE'/1 
15X ,• ANul 5 TO 512.IF LA GER ARRAY S AR£ TO nr•11sx .• PROCESSED ,RE 
2 DI MENS I ON ING OF THE PROG AM IS REQUIRED••••••) 
F0RM~ T ClPDl6 .9l 
FORMAT (/////.3 X,••••THE ~ IV N DATA ON THE NON - EVlN GRID•• •111 
F ll R M A T I / / / / / • 3 X , ' • • N O IJ - E V E N G R 1 D T O I H 1 C H D A T A I S D E F I N E D Y A D 
lDING E~D DI NTS•••'///) 
ORMA T (/////.39 X,'????? OLLSQ HAS AO TtD WITH ERROR NUMBER •,t2,•? 
l?? ??•J 
FORMAT <'t• ,///////) 
FORMAT (5 X,'• •• ••• ••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• ••••••••••••• 
1• ••••••••••••••• ····> 
FORMAT (S X,' ••• ST~P 1 lNTEG RAT[ DATA ON TO AN EV EN GR I D oF•,r 
l'i,•P0 I NTS . • • •J 
FORMAT (3 X,' N0 TE ! THE NUMBER OF EVE N RID POIN TS MUS T ~E GRE ATE R 
l THAN 6'i AND'l37X ,• MUS T NOT BE MORE THAN S/'i TIMES THE NUMBER OF N 
20 - £VE GR I D PO I NTS .•//) 
FORMAT (//// / . 3OX, • •••THE I NTEGRA TE D DATA• •• ;/) 
FORMA T ( So x, • •••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••• ••• 
l•••••••••·l 
FORMAT I X, • •••• STEP 2 : DETRE ND THIS DATA BEFO E DlFFERENTlATI 
l ON •••••••'l 
FORMA T (J r x ,•r sT I MA T APPROX I MATE VALUES OF THE DER I VA TIV E AT THE 
l[ , DPOI ns • , /// //) 
FORMAT 1///,3 X,' APPR0XlMATE VALUES OF DER I V! DATA ll)l AT THE EN DP0 
11 TS ARE •,IP 2D1A e 'i ) 
FORMAT (/////, J r x ,•••••• NUMBER OF PAR ETERS of LE s, s UARES TREN 
1D REMOVE . IS JJ =',IJ.•••••••J 
FORM AT l//// / , 52X ,' ••• THE DERJVATIVl* ••• •1 
FORMAT (/////~ Ax ,• nn~~#THE RECONS TRU CTED DA TAntt ~## 1 ) 
FORMAT (//(l PSDlS • S ll 
FORMA T 1•1•1 
FORMAT (/////, 3 7X,••• •••THE SOLUTION Of ARELS E UATI0N••••••,///// 
1 l 




DOUBLE PKECISJON FUNCTION LDCALM <A,B,EPS,T,X.SUMARR.PERGRM,N2,1ND 























IF THE FUNCTIO F IS DEFINED ON THE INTERVAL <A, 81, THEN LOCALM 
FINDS A PPROXIMAT!DN X TO THE POINT AT HlCH F ATTAINS JTS 
MINIMUM , ~ND R[TUR - THE VALUE OFF Ar Xe 
T AND PS DEFINE A TULERANCE TOL = EPS•ABS(Xl + T, AND USUALLY 
THE ERROH ( X IS LC~S THAN :l•TOL• 
FOR FlJ Tl-1 R DF1AIL SE[ R• Po BRcNT, t,.ALGORITHMS FOR Ml lMIZATION 
Y'd THOlll DFR IVATIV !lt,.. P ENIICE-HALL, 1972, CH. :io 
Sl lGGESTED PARAM TER S_TTINGS <U!l 8 OR .36 (1 /5 0) : 
Et->S = 1D-9 (CE RTA I NL( NO LES " TH '-1 1D-lSl AND 
T = 1D-2 11R I /\F<GERo 
trnT TH AT L0CALM F!Nl)S A LOCAL rtrNIMUM , BUT THIS ~l IMUM IS NOT (CE SSA ILY GLOBAL UNLES5 F IS UNIMODAL, FOR D_ TAILS SEE THE 
At:>0 E ROOK. 
NOH. THAT LOC.t1LM1 A, B, EPS, T, F AND X A E ALL DOUDLE-P ECISION, 
A ~~ D M U S r 8 E D F C L A F D A S S lJ C H I N T H E C A L L l N G R O <, R A M • 
THI COPY MODIFI[D FOR USE WITH OPTCUL 
I MPLICIT DOUBLEPRECISIO~(A-Zl 
DIMENSION SUMARRIN2l, PERGRM(N2) 
1 I, TL GER 1 ND EX 
SA:= 
SD= 
I NDE X=l 




r IA• - F x 
FV FW 
11= eSD •(SA~ Bl 
TOL=EP •DAB51Xl+T 
T2::: 2 . c o •TOL 
If (DAB IX- Ml .LF..T2- 1.,.SD •IS -SAil GO TO 20 
R = • ~D Q=R 
f' = (~ 
IF (DABS([l•LF.TOLl GO TO 5 
R=IX•'Nl•lrX .. FVl 
=(X-V)•(FX- l 
P=( ~v)• -(X- wl•R Q=2, 0DO• (Q-R) 
IF IQ.LI:., • Dr l GO TO 3 
P=-P 




IF IDABS(P),GE.D/\RS( .SD •lhRll r;O TO 7 
Ir ( (PoLE, Q• (SA-X) l•OR•IP•GE.Q•(5 -X>l) GO TO 7 
D=P/Q 
U=X+D 
If (IU-'.::>A.GEeT2loAND.!SB-U•GE•T2ll GO TU 10 
IF IXoGE,Ml GO TO 6 
D=TOL 
t1 0 T 0 
6 D=-TOL 
GU TO l 
7 I (XoGLo Ml GO TO 8 
E=SB-X 
C1 TO 9 
8 E=SA-X 
9 D= •381966D •E 
l C. IF IDAF\S(D)oLT.TOL) e,o TO It 
U=X+ D 
GO ro 13 
-11 IF (Dolt., • Dn l GO TO 12 
U= X+TOL 
e, o ro 13 
2 ll=X-TOL 
. I 3 Fu=SU MS ( U, SUMi\RR, PEhGR M , N2 l 
I r~ DE X = I N l) E X -~ I 
If (FUoC:iToFXl GO T O 16 
If IU,Gt,Xl GO TO ~ 
S b = X 
GO TO 15 
1~ S A=X 
1 5 V = 'J 
FV=F ' 
Vl =X 
F ,J = F X 
X-= U 
FX=FU 
GO TO 2 
16 IF lU.C,1E•Xl Go TO 17 
S/\=U 
GO TO 18 
17 S B=U 
18 IF (!FU,GT,F Wl ,AND,l , .NE,Xll GO TO 19 
V = V 
F V =r 1 
~ :::U 
Fw: fu 
GO TO 2 
1 9 I ~ ( ( F U , e, T , F V l • A I~ D , ( V • N l , X ) , A N D , ( V , N E , l l G O T O 2 
V=U 
FVsfu 
GO 10 2 
20 LOCALM=FX 
RlTURN 
E IJ D 
SC U11 
SUB OUTINE SCALMl 
C 
C UR UTI E EVALUATES NI CHOLS ON 'S E~TlMA TE Of Bl Ml 
C DA T ~!VEN ON A NON - EVEN GR I D. 
C 
IMPLICIT REA L B (A- H, O-Zl 
REA L• B MONE ,KO NS TI , KONS12 
DlMEN~ I ON DATA (5J2), XLJ (St 2 l,T RAP ( 5 12l, Xl512) 
LO IC AL PRIN TX 
COMMON /I NPU T/ OATA,NO S 
COM~ON I OP3 / TRAP ,X, XU , BB , NO Z 
CO MON/iSTIM / MON ,SL AMDA 
COMt10 /\LOG IC/Pl l X 
IF (PRI ~rx, VRITE (3.J) 
P l=3•1~1 S926 3589793U 
NOBl l= N08Z -l 
XIl.:CJ.D 
XI2=;J.D 
XI3= . D 
DIV l=DASI N( 1 • D 
SRt.: . D 
Sl=XU(2l 
YO=Sl 
YOS =Y 0••2 
TlS l~=Y O Q _ 
D 2 J= 2 , NO lt,2 
I=J 
IF ( l ,E Q, OBZl l I=I-1 
I A= 1 + I 
18 '"'1•2 
CONSTA=IXU(Il-XU(IAll•(XUll)-Xu(I ) I 
CONS TA= DA TA(ll/CO STA 
CONS TA=(XU(!Al-XU(II l•IXU(!Al-XU!IBI l 
CONS TB=D ATA(IAl/CO NSTB 
CON STC= ( XU ( l Bl -XU (II l • ( XU ( I Bl -XU I I All 
CONS TC=D ATA (I R I /CON Tc 
KO 5Tl=2·D •lcONSTA+CQ NS r B•C ONS TC) 
1 25 =XU(IAl••2 
SR2~D Q T<T2S Q-YO Q l 
DIV2 =DASI NIY0/ XU ( I B I l 
s2:xu c I l:!, +SR2 
Xll=X!l+IS 2-itRll•KONSTI 
XI2=XI2•KONST1•1TZSQ-TlSQ)•s.o-1 
!3=XI3+ ONSTt•<DJV2•T2SQ-P!Vl•TtS l•5•0-l 
X!3=XI3+YO•KONST1•(SR2-SR1)•S,D•l 
CONSTA=CO NS TA•IXU( lAl+XU( ! Bl I 
C NSTR=CU STB•IXU(ll+XU(tlJ)l 
CONS TC=CONSTC• I XU ( 11 +XU ( r A)) 







2 flS =T2S Q 
MONE=(Pl/2•0 ' •xt2~XI3J/X1l+YQ 




IF (PRINTXl VR JTE (J.q) MONE 
ikl fE U,S) SLAM{)/\ 
RETUR 
3 FORM AT l'I'1/////,q x.'•••ESTIMATION OF Ml FOR SPH RE S•••'l 
~ FURMAT (/////,q X,'Ml =· .1ro1q,7) 















CALCULATE. T , I DDLE FACTO R E (K/12) 
Wr.. =1 , D 
' I= • DI 
KK =K 
J0=l0 
I F ( KK I 12.1'+,12 
J0=J0-1 
K 1 = K K 
KK = KK/2 
Ir I KK l- 2•KK l 13,12,13 
5 = 1 R • U ,{ ( J O l - ,v I • U l ( J O l 
I= ~ •Ul (J0l+ NI •UR (J 0 l 
1-1 = 1S 
GO ro 11 
WI= NI• UM 
ST Ar< T I l~ER LOOP 
J= ) 





Z =T R (L+l)+T R CLl +l) 
ZI 2 TI (L+l )+Tl (Lt+l) 
Z=i •<T (L+l)-T R (ll+ l ) 1- w l•~TIIL+l)•TI(Ll+l)) 
TI ( l+l )= V • IT! (L+l )-Tl (L1+1) )+ WPITRIL+l >-TR(ll+l I) 
T R (L+l)=ZR 
T R (Ll+l)=Z 
T I(l.+t)=l! 

















I F (J-13> 1S,J6,16 
I NDE.X K LOOP 
K= K+l 
-
I F ( K-!11 10 ,17.17 




I F (Ill 18 ,1 8 .9 
UNSCRAMBLE 
J= l 
Ut t = , D 
GO TO (19,2 0 ). I NV 
UM=l, OU I DFLOAT(lT) 






DO 21 l=l.II 
J.2=Jl/2 
K::.7.• ( K-J2 l +J l 
Jl=JZ 
IF <K-Jl 2~•22 , 23 
T R !J+l l=1RIJ+l.)tU M 
Tl!J+l )=Tt(J+1 l UM 
GO TO 2 
l =TR!J+ll 
ZI=TIIJ+l) 
TR!J+l l=Tk(l\+J l11tUM 
TI(J+ll =T!( K+tl•UM 
T (K+ll= R•UM 
TI (l\+l l=ZI•UM 
J = ,) + l 
IF (J-IT+l) 2 n , 2s.2s 
TR(l)=TR!l) UM 
Th(!Tl=TRtITl•UM 
T I ( I l I = T l t I T l • lH1 
RETURN 
E rJ D 
SUMSQ 
OOU~LE PR[CIS!ON FUNCTION SUMSW !ALPHA, UHA R,PERGRM ,N2l 
C 
C THIS fUNCTJO CALCULATES THC PARTIALLY MAXIMISED 
C OBJECTIVE FU CTI ON 
C 
l rt PLICITREAL•R<A-H,0-7.l 
OIMENSIO~ SUMARR I N2l , PERGRM(N2l 
SUMl= l.i ,D 
S U~12 = J • 
IJO 2 J=2,N2 
H=l,D +SUMARRCJ)/ALPHA 
SUM =SU Ml+DLOG CHl 
UM2 =SU M2 +PER~RH(Jl/H 
2 CO TINU 
FN oRM 









5 BROUTI NE fNORM <ETA, 2 ,! SOB,RN,DELTA , SUMAR~J 
THIS suoROllTINE CALCUL TES THE SP[CT AL EIGHT! G 
FU CTION CO RESPONDING TO THE REGU LA HI SATJON NORM. 
I MPLIC!T REAL•B <A- H,0 - Z I 
DIMENSIO SUMARR ( N2 ) 
DATA Ptl3e1~1592653589793238D / 
SUMARR(ll= • D 
IF <N2,LE oll RE TU RN 
DO 3 J= i , N2 
OME A=2o D •Pl•DFLOAT(J-11/(RN•DELTAl 
A t~ 0 M = 0 M G A • 2 
TLRM=l oU 
F t~ 0 M = 1 • D 
Do 2 I=l, !SOB 
TER M=T ER •A11lOR M 
F ORM : fNUR M+rfRM 
2 CONTINUE 












SUBROUTI E TAPE I ATA,NO S,Nl 
I 1PLICIT EAL•B I A- H , 0 -Z) 
FORM THE PARTIAL DOD EXTENSION OF fH E DATA 
DI MENS IO N DA TAl Nl 
DA TA PI/3el~l592653~8979 238D / 
I F I NeE , NOBS l ETURN 
TH CURRENT TAPERING JS PE RFO RMED AS FOLLO WS 
LIM=N-NOt;S 
DO 2 I=l ,LI M 
W~I HT= , SD •! 1, 0 +OCOS (Pl•DFLOATII-ll/ DFLOAT(LI M-llll 
1 1 ::: NOBS+l 
1 2 = 1 OBS -I 
I3=LI .. !+2 






IF (PRCUN) WRIT 13, 3) 
CALL FNO M (ETA,N2,I O ,R N,DELTA,SU MARRJ 
GO TO Q 
C OPTIMISE BO TH JSO B ANO ALPHA 
C 
6 COtHINUE 
IF IPRCut'll ~,R ITE (3di+l 




I soi;= I S00+ 1 
/ 
CALL F NU M ( ET , N 2 1 I SOB • R I DELTA , SU t1 A RR I 







IF IPRCONl ~RITE 13,lS) INDEX,ISOB 
IF (XZ •LT,XZXOLD) GO TO 7 
l~O~=ISO!.l-1 
ALPHA= AL f' 0 L D 
CALL fNO 11 (ETA,N2,I ' nB,RIJ1DELTA,SUMARRl 
GO TO 9 
!SOB SP[CIFIEO OPTIMISE ALPHA 
CONTINUE. 
IF IPRCO N) WRITE 13,16) 
CALL FNORM ( TA,N2,I50B,~ N,DELTA,SU ARM> 
XLX=LOCALMISUMARMI NZI ,l, O-b,l, D-'i1l• D-2 D1ALPH 
l.INlJEXl 
IF IPRCO ! ) WR IT£ (3,171 I NDEA 
C !SOB ND A PHA HAVE NO~ BE[ DETERMINED 
C 
9 CUNT IN lJ E 
C 
I F ( P R C O I l 1V I~ I T E ( 3 • l 8 ) I S O a , A L P H A 
C ------------~ - - - ---- 
,SU MAkR ,PERGRM,N2 
C rHE FITTED <;PECTI UM MAY BE CAL.CULAT D AS FOLLO WS 
C R E T R I V E T H E V A L U E O F ' S U M 2 ' ,~ H I C Ii l S I N 
C •SU MSQ • AFTER REING CALLED WITH THE OPTIMAL 
C VALU s OF !SOB AND ALPHA (THE SAF - ST WAY TO 
C DO THIS I TO C LL UMSQ AGAIN) 
C T H E N F I T S P C = S U 11 2 < 1 + S U M A R R / A L P H A I 
C 
C -----"------~-------( 
C SET UP FOUF IER TRANSRORM OF TH RECDNSTRUCTEU 




lJO 1 0 I==l , N2 
IFII.r eN2JS=n.D 
0 t1 E u A = 2 • • P I • D F L () A T I t - l l / I R N • D E L T A l 
P UW[R =OMEGA••ETA 
H=SUMA~ (I) I ( SllMARR ( I l +ALPHA l 
l F ( I • E I~ • 1 l H = 1 • D 
C C 'H' IS THE VALUE OF THE OPTIMAL WIN DOW 
C 
DATA( t l=H•OATA( I I 
DUHl(Il =H•DUMI III 
D!:.RIV (ll=PO ~ER• <C •DATA (l)+ S•DUMl(ll ) 
l> M2 ( I l=f OWER• <C •DUMl ( I ) .. S•DATAt I l I 
IF (I.El.loll c,o TO 1 
IF 11.E • N2) GO TO l 
ll= N-t+ 2 
DATA(Ill =H•DATA!ll ) 
DlJ 11.lll)=H DUMl(Ill 
DE.RIV(! l= PO WER•<C•DATAI !ll - S•DUMl (Itll 
DU 2(1ll =PO I ER•!C•DU 1<I1l+S•DATAIIlll 
1 CONT I NUE 
C C INVE~T THE FOURIER T ANSFORMS 
C 
CALL FT 1A (N,1,DATA,DUMll 
CALL FT lA IN,J,OERIV,DUM2) 
!F IENfKY2) RETURN 












1/ SX ,' NUMERICAL DIFFE RENT I ATI ON OF ORDER 
1/ SX ,' DA KWAROS DIFFERE TI ATI ON PECIFI 
1/SX,'!SO~ AN ALPHA 0TH USER - SPECIF I ED 
ETA =• ,FS• 1 l 




(/SX,'OPTt MI SING ALPHA AN 15 08 ••'l 
1/S X,IS,' FUNCT I ON EVALUATIONS RI:. UI RED , IT H ISO =',13,' 
l t • t I ) 
lb FORMAT 1/SX,'OPTIMI ING ALPHA ••• ! SOB IS USER-SPECIFIED') 
17 ~ORMAT 1/ SX , Is ,• FUNCT I ON EVALUATIONS REQU I RED ,,,•> 
18 FORMA T (/ SX, ' ORDER or so OLEV NORM IS : ISOB =•,13,/SX, 
1 1 RE ULA ISATION PARAMETER IS ALPHA =•,1P 0 12.~) 
E. ll D 
FT 1 A 





































-SUBROUTINE rrotA CIT, I NV ,TR,TI I 
THI ROU TI NE CALCUL TES THE FOU RIER TRA SFOR M OF 
EQUA L Y-SPACED COMPLEX DATA F(Nl N= ,1 •••e,IT-1 
THE DATA rs TAK EN TO BE p RIUDIC IE. F( N+IT) :f(N) 
++++++ A GUMENTS SET B( THE C LLI NG PRO~RAM ++++++ 
IT IS THE PRO BLLM SIZE AND MUST B A PO ER Of 2 
INV= 2 ~OR DIRECT TRANSFORM IE. 
~!Ml = S UM OVER N=f ,l,•,,IT-1 OFF( >• XP(2PJ•5QRTl-l)•N•Ml1Tl 
FOR M= ) ,1 ••••,IT-1 
I NV= l FOR INVERSE TRA NSFORM IE. 
F( Nl=(!,/IT)•<SUM OV[R M=n,1, •• ,1r-1 Of~( l•EXP(-2Pl•SQRT(-ll• 
FOR N;:: ,1, •••• rT-l 
TRI il I=l,2,o.,!T MU ~T CO NTAI N REA L P RT OF DA1A 
TI(Il I=l,2, •• ,IT MUST CONTAIN THE IMA~I NARY PART OF DATA 
++++++ ARGUME TS SET BY ROU TI NE ++++++ 
I F IT l NO T A PO~ER QF 2 INV rs SET TO -1 FOR ERRO RETURN 
Tkll l I=l,2,o.,IT IS ST TO REAL PART O TRANSFORM 
Tl Ill I=l,2t••• IT I S SET TO THE IMAGINARY PART Of T ANSFORM 
THE METHOD USED I N THJS ROUTINE rs DESCRIBED IN 
l~E ~TLE MA ANn SANDE,PROCoFALL JOINT C0MPUTlR CUNFER.1966) 
I MPLIC!TREAL•B<A-H,0-7) 
D I ME ~J 5 I ON TR ( I T l , T I ! I T ) • UR I l S l , U I I 1 5 l 
DAT~ ISl:. R/ / 
IF I !S ER ,E Q, l l GO TO 3 
UR lll= . o 
UJ(l);::l,D 
DO 2 f.•2,15 
URIIl=DS RTI . so •(loD +U R(I-ll)) 




C:iO TO l'i,Sl, I NV 
lJM =-1, D 
10=2 
()Q 6 1=2,16 
I O=l0+10 
IF 110-111 6,B,7 




IT - SET I NV =-1 AND RETURN 
IT= 2••1 - INITIALISE OUTl:.R LOOP 
I O= I 
l l =IO 
11-JT/2 
I 3 = 1 





















































SUB~OUTifJF OPTCUL I N085,DA TA, DER rV,ETAU,ISOBU,ALPHAU,BACKU,PRC0NU) 
- (: ,-JO f< f'\ UBP OGRAMS OPTCUL, TAPER, FH,lA , .~, LOCALM AND SUMSQ 
A NUMl ICAL DI~FERENTIAT JO N ACKAGE 
USAGE : 1, CALL OPTCL2 (NOBS, DA TA, DERIV) 
2, CALL OfTCUL (NQBS, ATA, DERIV, ETA, 1508 1 




L•S UNLESS OTHERNISE SPEcIFIED 
!JNTEGE l NUMBER OF O~SERVATIONS 
DATA ARRAY TO BE DIF FEREN TIATE 
MUST E DI~ENSIO~ED AT LEA T TO TH 
NOT LESS THAN ND S 
FIRST POWER OF 2 





THE ORDER OF DIFFERENTIArION -- NEED NOT BE AN I TE (I TEGER) ORDER OF SOBOL[V NORM USED 
ALPHA 
BA CK 
Tn R GULARISE THE PROBL M 
THE REGULAR ISATION PARAMET R 
!LOGICAL> NORMALL Y ,FALSE• IF 
T! REVE SE THE DATA, DIFFERENTIATE 
DERIVATIVE TRIVIAL FOR INTEGE 
BUT TRY IT FO REAL ETA ! 
,TRU E , THE EFFECT 
IT THEN REVERSE TH 
ETA, 
PRCOI !LOGICAL> PRINT CONT OL -- ,FALSL, TO SUPPRESS PRI 
THE ALCULATED DE JVATIVE IS OPTIMAL IN THE 
SENSE OF ANDERSSE AND BLOOMFIELD (VARIOUS REPORTS !) 
USING EN TRY OPTCUL THE USER HS THREE OP TIO S 
IF I B ANO ALPHA AR~ ZER ON ENTRY, BOTH A E O TtMISED 
IF ALPHA I~ ZERO AND tSOB IS POSITIVE, 
ALPHA IS OPTIMISED 
IF BOTH ARE POSIT!V , THEY A~E US DAS GIV N 






l, 0 D 
n 
• ., D 
,FALS E. 
.TRUE, 
THU TH E FIRST DE IVATIVE IS CALCULATED , 
150B AND ALPHA ARE. OPTIMISED , AND PRINT! 
NO T SUPP ESSED 
I MPL ICIT REAL•A !A•H,O-ll 
REAL•B LOCALM 
IS 
D I ·1 E.. IJ S I O DAT A t S 1 2 l , DE H I V ( 5 l 2 ) , DUH 1 I S 1 2 l , 0 UM 2 ! S 2 l 
DI EN IO ~ PERGRH!257l , SUMARR(2S7l 
LOG ICAL BACK , BACKU , P CON , P coNU,ENTRY2 
DATA Pl/3,1~1592h53589793238D0 / 
ETA=F.:TAU 
~-- ----- - --- ~ 
ISOtj=ISOBU 
ALPHA=ALPHAU 
B CK=BAC U 
P CON= P 1~ CON LJ 
E~JTRY2=,FALSE. 
GO TO 2 
El TRY orTcL21N0!3S,DATA,PEHlV) 
ETA=l • D 
1 Ot3= 
ALPHA= • D 
BACK=.F LSE• 
pr,·co =•T UE 
E t TRY2=.TRU[. 
2 CONT!NU 
I~ (P~CO N) ~RTTE 13,ltl FTA 
IF (f~CONoAND.BACKl ,,RITF (3,121 










Ir (N.LT,NOUSI GO TO '+ 
C 








CALL TAPER (DATA,NOBS,N) 
ARRY OUT THE FOUR! R TRANSFORM 




SET U PER!ODOGR 
DO 5 J=l ,N2 
I' Lf CJ RM ( J ) = (DAT A C J ) • • 2 DU M 1 ( J ) • 2 I /CONST 
S CO TtNUE 
C 
C SOM~ XTRA D~TRfNDJNG CAN DE CARHJ[D OUT Y 








PlRG M(l)c •IJI 
PERC,RM121:: •D 
PERliRM(J)= .or 
CHtCK OPTION U~fD BY CALLING PROGRAM 
I F I I S O B • L E • J I . r, 0 T O 6 
Ir (ALPHA LE, o . t D ) 0 TO 8 












COMPUTE THE INTEGkAL, FOR TH S0LUTluN OF ABE L'S E UATION 
BY METHOD II, ON TiE EVEN GRID XII) FROM THE DATA 
ON THE NON - EVEN GRID XU( I l 
PR0tl0URE USES QUADRA TIC PROD CT INT[GRATJ0N EV RY HlRE 
EXCE.PT 0VFR LAST TH REE POINTS WHERE CUBIC IS FITTED 
BlCAUSE ~ - HAVE THE EXTRA CON DITION THAT H'(BBl= • 
IMPLICIT REA L• B IA-H,0-Ll 
R AL•8 MONF 
REA L•B K NSTK 
DIMt:NS I 0 N DA TA(!:>1 2 1, x1s121, XU(S12l 
DIME 510~ TRAPtS1 2 l 
O I M N I O tJ WA ( S 1 2 I , i B I 5 l 2 l , ' C ( S l 2 l 
Dl HENSI0N All~) , B(q) ,X SOL(qJ 
COMMON I fJ PUT / D A r A , 0 B 
COMMON / OP3 / TRAP , X, XU, 88 , NOB 
COM ONIE TIM/M0NE,SLAMDA 
C UNEV N GRID OF N06Z POINTS IS STORED I N XU 
C EVEN GR ID OF N0BS POINTS IS T0RED I X 
TRAP(ll=l.D /<;tAM DA 
TRAP(N0BS)= •D • 
0BB =NOBS-1 
NO A=NOBL-1 
N0B C= N0UL -2 
DO 2 I=l , NOB C 
I = l • l 
l t3 =I•2 
AIIl=(XU<Il-X UIIA)l•!XU<I)-XU(I )) 
I/A ( I )=DATA! I )/ WAil l 
W (Il=(XU(IA)- U!Il)•<XU<!Al-XUlIB)) 
W (Il=DATA!IAJ/ ~B(I) 
Cl I l=IX U< IB)-~U( I) l•!XU! ! Bl-XU( IA)) 
WC( I )=DATA( l£ll/ VCI l) 

















B I l I "' , 
B12l:oDATAt NOB 71 
8(3l=DArAIN0BAI 
B(qJ==DATA(NOU(I 
C~LL DFAC (A,XXS0L,B,ttl 
JJ=N0BZ 
DO 8 I= , tJ OB B 
I I c rm B s - I ~ t 
3 IF D:U(JJl,L T. XII!ll GO TO 'i 
JJ=JJ-1 
GO TO J 
'-I TR PII! l= •D J 
J ~=JJ+2 
IF (JJ.C:i oNOBcJ GO T 7 
5 2 =DSQRT(XUINOBZ)•• -X(!ll••2l 
SRl - 0 QRi(XU ( NOBCl•• -X(JJ)••2l 
T!:.RM==DLO~( ( XU ! 08Z l+ SR2 );( XU ( N0 BC)+Sf<l) I 
ThA (Ill=TR P(tll+ oS n •JoDO•XXSOL(ll•(AU(NOBz>•s 2-XU ( NOBC l•S Rl+ X 
llll)u2•TER Ml 
TRAPII!l =T RAPIJI)+2• •XXSOL(2l ( SR2 - SR l 




IF (J,LT.JK-ll GO TO b 
JA=J+2 
H (JA.EW •J K+l l L= J K 
CONA=XU(JA)••2~x<Ill••2 
CONl3 =DSl.l RT(CONA) 
CONl = XU(Ll• 2 - <IIl• •2 
COND =DS RT(CO NC) 
CONE=CO NB -C ONo 
CDNF=DLOG(XUIJ A)+CO NBl 
COtJ<:, z DL <,(XU(Ll+CONDl 
CONH=CONF-CO , 
KO ti ST K = 1 A ( J ) + WP ( J ) + IH ( J l 
TRA (tll=T RAPC Jil+ KO NSTK•CONE•2.D P 
KONSTK= - , A(J)•(XU (J+l)+ Xu (JA)l- ~ B( J) • (XU(J)+Xu(JA)l 
~ONSTK = KONSTK - I C!Jl •<XU(J) +XU(J+ t) l 
T A P ( I I J " T R A P ( T I l + K O I~ S T • C O N H 
C:iO TO !:i 
6 COt!TINUE:. 
CO NA= XU (JK> ••2 - X(lll •2 
C. ONB=DS RT (C ONA) 
CONC=D OC:i((XU ! JK l+C ONA ll 
COND-DLOC:i(X(IJ l l 
CDNE=CONl-CONn 
TF-AP( I l l==TRAP! 11 J+C WA(JJ)+ I (JJl+ WC(JJ) l•CO B•2 o DO 
KONSTK= - AIJJl•(XU(JJ+ll+XU(JK)l- B(JJ)•( XU IJJl+ XU (J K) l 
KO tl5 TK=KONSTK - CI JJ l • I XU C JJ l + XU C JJ+ l)) 
f RAP (Ill=T RAP ! JI)+KONSTK•CONE 
GO TO 8 
7 S k 2=DSQRTCXU(NOBZ)••2-XIJI)••2l 
TERM=Dl.OC:i( ( XU I NOl3Z)+SR2);X( I I l) 
T AP (I!l=T RAP ITI)+ OoSI) • ,. PO•XXSO L(ll•IXU( NOB 7l•S R2 +XCIIl••2•TERM) 
l RAP (JI):T RAP ( r11+ 2 .u c •xxsOL(2l•SR2+XXSOL(3)•TE~M 
!.l CONT I NUE. 
I F IT RAPl!) ,LT.T RAP l2l !T AP (ll=T RAP (2l+2o2 D-J6 
RETURN 
END 
APP:B,NDIX II . 
Th1 SYNTHETIC DATA . 
The synthetic data for the numerical methods used in this 
thesis are formed as follo~s : 
(1) A s et of n random numbers are generated on the interval 
(0,1) and pl aced in increasing order of magnitude . 
(2) Suppose we are generating data for some probability 
distribution; for example , H( y) g iven by ( 3 . 1 . 3 ) on 
page 17 . Then substituting the k - tt random number f or 
H(yk) in ( 3 . 1 . 3) , this latter equation is solved for y k . 
(3) the data used are the ordered pairs 
(yk,H(yk)), k ~ 1 , 2 , ... , n , 
and are accurate t o 5 significan t figures . 
Not e : These data are exact in th e sense that all H(yk) lie 
on the curve H(y). The H(yk) are randomly sampled , ho"ever , 
to simulate the f ollowing practical situation : more dense 
clusters of yk ' s occur in re ions where H(y) increases more 
rapidly . 
